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Vwtory in the Desert
This issue of Military Review sets the stage for a sustained discussion of operations Desert Shield
and Desert Storm in future editions. Within these pages are points of departure for the professional study of the conflict beginning with senior leader perspectives concerning the conflict's major
facets. Lieutenant General John J. Yeosock describes organization for the ground war, Lieutenant General Charles A. Homer discusses the air campaign; Lieutenant General William G.
Pagonis and Major Harold E. Raugh Jr. recount the logistics and sustainment efforts; Colonel
Peter C. Langenus chronicles transportation requirements; and Major General Winant Sidle
offers his views on the media-military feud. In an expanded "back of the book," we depart from
the usual fare of book reviews and letters to offer the baseline documentation of the war, including a Gulf War timeline, a grouping of public statements by the key players in the drama and
a bibliography for further study. In future issues, we intend to explore the component parts of
the coalition victory as a means of bridging the gap between past and future warfare.
The story began even before Iraq's occupation of Kuwait on 2 August 1990 but captured an
astonished world's attention with that Friday's attack. In the days and weeks that followed,
Saddam Hussein crystallized worldwide contempt and a broad international response not seen
since World War II. As the crisis unfolded, the coalition objectives became clear. Deter further
aggression by Iraq; defend Saudi Arabia; enforce a growing number of mandatory United
Nations sanctions; and, ultimately, expel Iraq from Kuwait and restore the Kuwaiti government. The US Central Command, orchestrating the mushrooming coalition effort, was given
a mission just as clear, deploy forces; defend against Iraqi attack; and be prepared to conduct
other operations as directed. The multitude of actions, however, that led to the coalition's ultimate military victory was as extraordinary and inteidependent as the objectives and mission
statements were simple and straightforward. Included in these critical tasks were holding the
fragile coalition together, deploying and sustaining joint forces halfway around the world,
devising a warfighting plan and then executing the plan.
To what extent the Gulf War stacks up against some of this country's and this Army's defining conflicts remains to be seen. Whether the Battle of 73 Easting or the rout along Hell's Highway compare to the Normandy Invasion, the Inch'on landing or the Battle of Gettysburg are
puzzles for military professionals and historians to study, argue and discuss. As an institution,
the Army isnow hard at work putting the lessons and conclusions into focus, at disseminating
the right lessons and discarding the wrong ones, all while getting itself back to the business of
building itself down. The next crisis will tell how well we have met these current challenges.
What retrospect cannot dispute is that the right Army, with the right warfighting doctrine,
the right equipment, the right leaders, the right soldiers and the right set of circumstances
backed up the pledge that President George Bush made a scant year ago, "This (the Iraqi
invasion) will not stand." And it did not.
The character and landscape of operations Dest Shield and Desert Storm are too big to put
between the covers of a single volume, and Miitari Review will return to this topic time and
again. The central truth of the war, a lesson easy to comprehend and already learned, is that
victory was a tribute to the excellence, dedication and perseverance of Americans in service to
their country worldwide and to family and public support at home. Without these, victory
would not have been remotely possible. These great men and women at all levels, military and
civilian, past and present, in theater and around the world, Active and Reserve, "made it
happen." All discussion must begin and end with this point.
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Lieutenant General John J. Yeosock, US Army
Amid the multitude of units and headquartersthat deployed to Southwest Asia in Desert Shield and Desert Storm was the US Third Army
from FortMcPherson, Georgia. The ThirdArmy commander,Lieutenant General John J. Yeosock, describes the evolution of the Army
groundforces from the early deployments through the successful con-

clusion of the ground campaign. He chroniclesthe rapidtransforma-

tion of the Third Army from a contingency planningheadquartersto
the theater
army and afor
numbered
the controlling
~nent,
headquarters
field army.
three
armies
in one: the Army compo-
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This issue of MilitaryReview sets the stage for a sustained discussion of operations Desert Shield
and DesertStorm in future editions. Within these pages are points of departure for the professional study of the conflict beginning with senior leader perspectives concerning the conflict's major
facets. Lieutenant General John J. Yeosock describes organization for the ground war;, Lieutenant General Charles A. Homer discusses the air campaign; Lieutenant General William G.
Pagonis and Major Harold E Raugh Jr. recount the logistics and sustainment efforts; Colonel
Peter C. Langenus chronicles transportation requirements; and Major General Winant Sidle
offers his views on the media-military feud. In an expanded "back of the book," we depart from
the usual fare of book reviews and letters to offer the baseline documentation of the war, including a Gulf War timeline, a grouping of public statements by the key players in the drama and
a bibliography for further study. In future issues, we intend to explore the component parts of
the coalition victory as a means of bridging the gap between past and future warfare.
The story began even before Iraq's occupation of Kuwait on 2 August 1990 but captured an
astonished world's attention with that Friday's attack. In the days and weeks that followed,
Saddam Hussein crystallized worldwide contempt and a broad international response not seen
since World War II. As the crisis unfolded, the coalition objectives became clear:. Deter further
aggression by Iraq; defend Saudi Arabia; enforce a growing number of mandatory United
Nations sanctions; and, ultimately, expel Iraq from Kuwait and restore the Kuwaiti govemment. The US Central Command, orchestrating the mushrooming coalition effort, was given
a mission just as clear, deploy forces; defend against Iraqi attack; and be prepared to conduct
other operations as directed. The multitude of actions, however, that led to the coalition's ultimate military victory was as extraordinary and interdependent as the objectives and mission
statements were simple and straightforward. Included in these critical tasks were holding the
fragile coalition together, deploying and sustaining joint forces halfway around the world,
devising a warfighting plan and then executing the plan.
To what extent the Gulf War stacks up against some of this country's and this Army's defining conflicts remains to be seen. Whether the Battle of 73 Easting or the rout along Hell's Highway compare to the Normandy Invasion, the Inch'on landing or the Battle of Gettysburg are
puzzles for military professionals and historians to study, argue and discuss. As an institution,
the Army isnow hard at work putting the lessons and conclusions into focus, at disseminating
the right lessons and discarding the wrong ones, all while getting itself back to the business of
building itself down. The next crisis will tell how well we have met these current challenges.
What retrospect cannot dispute isthat the right Army, with the right warfighting doctrine,
the right equipment, the right leaders, the right soldiers and the right set of circumstances
backed up the pledge that President George Bush made a scant year ago, "This (the Iraqi
invasion) will not stand." And it did not.
The character and landscape of operations DesertShield and Desert Storm are too big to put
between the covers of a single volume, and Miary Review will return to this topic time and
again. The central truth of the war, a lesson easy to comprehend and already learned, is that
victory was a tribute to the excellence, dedication and perseverance of Americans in service to
their country worldwide and to family and public support at home. Without these, victory
would not have been remotely possible. These great men and women at all levels, military and
civilian, past and present, in theater and around the world, Active and Reserve, "made it
happen." All discussion must begin and end with this point.
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6 AUGUST 1990, the first two US
Army officers, the Third Army commander and a Third Army logistics staff officer, arrived
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to begin organizing for Operation Desert Shield. The situation
was bleak. Saddam Hussein had invaded Kuwait
on 2 August, gaining control of that country in
less than 36 hours. Some Iraqi forces had even
violated Saudi territorial integrity briefly. The
Iraqi army stood poised on the Kuwait-Saudi
border; oilrich eastern Saudi Arabia lay open.
No formal agreements with Saudi Arabia for
host nation support or stationing of US soldiers
existed. For assistance, Third Army had to rely
initially on the relatively small but effective
number of US military personnel who were
members of the Office of the Project Manager,
Saudi Arabian National Guard, and the US

ON

Military Training Mission. When asked by

Lieutenant General Charles A. Homer, the Air
Force component commander, what the Army
had to protect the deploying US Air Force, a
small pen knife was all the Army commander
could produce.
There were some positive aspects to the situation. The Third Army commander knew the
special challenges and military capabilities of the
Middle East from a previous tour in Saudi Arabia. In addition, Third US Army, reactivated in
1982 as a planning and exercise headquarters for
such a contingency, had just completed Central
Command (CENTCOM) Exercise INTERNAL LOOK 90 during July. The exercise preented a similar scenario that would be a Lisedil
starting point to build the army.
Evolving from just two officers in theater,
Third Army would commence ground operations with over 333,000 soldiers to expel Iraqi
forces from Kuwait 201 days later.
This article will explain how Third Army organized on the Arabian Peninsula for operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Third Army's organization for combat evolved from the CENT-

Third US Army,reactivated
as a planning and exercise
1982
in
headquarters for [a Southwest Asia]
contingency, had just completed Central
Command Exercise INTERNAL
LOOK 90 during July. The exercise
presented.., a useful starting point to
build the army.
EAC levels of command are

not easily distinguishe, and may
he
army aa
inu d fie
numbered field army as separate headquarters. The former is primarily a
departnentalsupport headquarters,
while the latter is a theater operational
headquarters. During Desert Storm,
the two functions were consolidated
within Third Army.
in the decision to structure Third Army for three
functions: the CENTCOM Army component
command, the theater army (TA) in Southwest
Asia and as a numbered field arm. Each of these
functions will be discussed later in the article. By
organizing as three armies, Third Army met its
responsibilities for joint and combined coordination, theater support operations and operational direction.
Army organization above corps, with its links
to the joint and combined environment, is less
easily described and Understox than the structure at corps and below. The senior Annv headquarters during Desert Shield and Desert Storm,
the Third US Army stationed at Fort McPherson, Georgia, took on the challenges of operatmg at the army level in an austere theater. This
-ThirdArmy experience istestimony to the flexibiliry and adaptability of the US Army in theater
operations.

COM mission and structure, and from the ex-

Theater Organization

haustive analysis of mission, enemy, terrain,
troops, and time available (METT-T). METTT considerations, in particular, weighed heavily

The army in theater must be structured to respond to both the operational chain of cormand-from the president and secretary of
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defense through the chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff (if directed), to the unified commander in
chief (CINC), to the Army commander-in
providing operational direction to the Army
Missions assignedto CENTCOMfor
Desert Shield were to deter fwther Iraqi
aggression, defend Saudi Arabia, enforce
UN sanctions and,eventali, develop an
offensive capability to liberate Kuwait
The Desert Storm military objective was
to free Kuwait from Iraqi control by
exercising that offensive capability
forces assigned to the theater. Parallel to this
joint line of authority is the Army's service
chain of control-beginning again with the
president and secretary of defense, through the
,ecretary of the Army and Army chief of staff, to
the senior Army commander in theater. This
channel provides administrative, sustainment
and other support to ensure that the CINC receives balanced, trained and equipped Army
forces. These joint and Army chains complement each other in the execution of theater operations.
Military operations in theater required the
integration of Army combat capabilities and
support activities within a joint and combined
framework. CINC missions and organizational
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guidance framed Third Army's structure in
theater.
Missions assigned to CENTCOM for Desert
Shield were to deter further Iraqi aggression, defend Saudi Arabia, enforce United Nations
(UN) sanctions and, eventually, develop an offensive capability to liberate Kuwait. The Deserr Storm military objective was to free Kuwait
from Iraqi control by exercising that offensive
capability.
While the Department of the Army (DA)
provided forces to the CINC, he commanded assigned forces and decided how to organize the
forces. Doctrinal choices for operational command are shown in figure 1. The CINC chose
to organize forces assigned to CENTCOM as service component commands, such as Army
Forces Command (ARCENT), and functional
commands, such as Special Operations Cornmand, Central Command (SOCCENT). This
ensured one Army commander was responsible
for all Army missions (except operational control of SOF [special operations forces]) in theater
(fig. 2). In addition, the CINC chose to retain

]
]

the function of joint land component commander, thereby controlling Army and Marine
forces while strongly influencing coalition fotces. CENTCOM's broad, complex missibin, which required unity of effort and the integration of vastly different US and allied forces,
the fundamental reason for these decisions.
Third Army became ARCENT with the task of
organizing Army forces in theater.
As ARCENT, Third Army was responsible to
CENTCOM for many tasks:
* Planning ground operations.
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The CINC chose to retain the function of joint land component
commander, thereby controlling Army and Manne ground forces while strongly
influencing coalition forces. CENTCOM's broad, complex mission, which required
unity of effort and the integration of vastly different US and allied forces, was
the fundamental reason for these decisions.
* Making recommendations to the CINC
on the proper employment of the forces of the
Army component.
* Accomplishing operational missions as
assigned.
" Providing the CENTCOM reserve.
" Conducting joint training, including the
training of other service and coalition forces as
directed.
e Operating a theater communications
zone to include interservice support.
o Conducting Army-specific functions
such as internal administration and discipline,
training, logistics and intelligence matters.

-

forces brought into the theater and performance
of service-specific responsibilities (theater
army); the third for the conduct of operations
(numbered field army).
The assumption of these three roles and their
associated responsibilities by the ARCENT
commander was necessary for the efficient conduct of Army operations in theater. With the
versatile capability for deploying and structuring
Army forces above corps level, Third Army was
prepared for the challenge of being three armies
at once. Balancing the roles would require careful METT-T assessments.
A

a Conducting joint and coalition coordination as required.
e

Providing for theater civil affairs, enemy

prisoner of war and psychological operations.
e Creating instruments for coalition cooperation and unity of effort.I

Chain of Command

SERVICE

OPERATIONAL

Defense Secretary

Component
Defense Secretary
Chairman JCS
Army Secretary * Joint/combined coordination
(if directed)
* CoWAmud
Army Chief
CINC
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C
of staff
Arm mtters
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ARCENT Cdr

AUCNT Cdr

In executing these tasks, ARCENT had to

finction as three armies (fig. 3): the first for service coordination with joii:t and combined forces

:

(Army component command); the second for

•

the generation, balancing and sustainment of
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The Iraqi threat to Saudi Arabia in August and September 1990 required combat
forces on the ground before the development of an adequate sustainment base. This
presented a significant logistics risk Substaniol host nation support was requiredfor
this early deterrence effort to be successful and later, to provide capabilities that otherwise would have required the deployment of thousands of additional soldiers.

METT-T Assessment
As in all operations, METT-T was the framework to assess key organizational parameters and
the catalyst to transform doctrine into theaterspecific solutions. METT-T assessment was dynamic and changed over time. At the theater
level, METT-T was heavily influenced by the
evolving geopolitical situation.
Though METT-T analysis is normally associated with lower-level tactical decision making, it is also applicable to the theater level,
Thus, METT-T analysis became the comerstone for ARCENT operational and organizational decisions.
Mission. Desert Shield missions were to generate combat power, to defend critical oil and
port facilities in eastern Saudi Arabia and to
transition to a defense in sector. Third Army had
service responsibilities as well: theater coordina,
tion of psychological warfare, operation of the

6

theater communications zone, civil affairs and
enemy prisoner-of-war operations, commanding (less operational control) Army SOF, operation of seaports and provision ot all service support required by Department of Defense (DOD)
policy (such as contracting and ground transportauon support). The DesertStorm mission was an
extension of Desert Shield's: to conduct the theater main attack to destroy the Republican
Guards Forces Command (RGFC). Other Desert Storm missions evolved over time; Third
Armywould provide a division minus as the the;per reserve, an armor brigade to the Marine
forces and attack helicopter and other support to
the Egyptian corps.
Enemy. With the fourth largest army in the
world, the Iraqi military possessed a wide range
of modem equipment and soldiers experienced
in desert fighting during the eight-year war with
Iran. Shortcomings were apparent-iuinited ca-
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The iMqi arforce, while equipped with some of the most modern airraft in the
worl4 was clearly not capable of defeating coalition airforces, but could be a factor in
limited operations.... Tactical proficiency and motivation varied widely in [most]
units, with batile weariness, not battle hardness, being the legacy of the war with Iran.
The RGFC was the Iraqi center of gravity--its actions gave the best indicator of
Iraqi intentions. Its defeat would achieve coalition objectives.
pabilit to replace and repair damaized equipment without outside assistance; great ethnic diversirv that caused internal turmoil in the
militaryN; and little experience in complex, strate,,ic offensive operations.
The Iraqi air force, while equipped with
,ome of the most modem aircraft in the world.
was clearly not capable of defeating coalition
air torces, but could be a factor in limited operations. While the RGFC was the centerpiece
of military prowess and loyalty to the Iraqi
leadership, tactical proficiency and motivation
varied widely in other units, with battle weariness, not battle hardness, being the legacy of
the war with Iran. The RGFC was the Iraqi
center of gravity-its actions gave the best indicator of Iraqi intentions. Its defeat would
achieve coalition objectives,
Terrain. The operational area in Southwest

MILITARY REVIEW * September 1991

Asia challengzed the capabilities of soldiers and
equipment. Third Army operated in a deert the
size ofFlorida, Georgia and South Carolina c.mbined. While Saudi Arabia had modem seaprts. the internal road network was not as versatile, resultin,, in transportation bottlenecks.
Precise navigation in the open desert was a prerequisite tor ground maneuver. Wide swints in
climatology required careful training and equipping of soldiers; conditions experienced during
training were often radically different from those
cf Desert Stmn. The operational area experienced record rainfall during the ground war,
hampering tactical mobility, close air support
and intelligence gathering.
Troops. In contrast to the other theater armnies (Eighth Army in Korea and Seventh Army
in Europe), there were no longstanding coalition
or host nation agreements in Saudi Arabia

7

upon which to build the Third Army presence.
Third Army had developed a list of Total Army
units needed, based on the scenario used in the
INTERNAL LOOK exercise, a scenario almost
identical to that which developed in August. In
An it
cap on the number of
reservists who could be mobilized and
time limits on the length of RC service
complicated the tailoring offorces.
Many joint and combined responsibilities
required a long-term presence and
involved units... unique to tw RC.
this case, however, the Iraqi threat to Saudi
Arabia in August and September 1990 required
combat forces on the ground before the development of an adequate sustainment base. This
presented a significant logistics risk.
Substantial host nation support was required
for this early deterrence effort to be successful
aind later, to provide capabilities that otherwise
would have required the deployment of thousands of additional soldiers. Only the availability
of pre-positioned supplies in theater provided
the time required to coordinate the necessary
host nation effort. An initial cap on the number
of reservists who could be mobilized and time
limits on the length of Reserve Component
(RC) service complicated the tailoring of forces.
Many joint and combined responsibilities required a long-term presence and involved units
that were unique to the RC.
Time Availale. As in all operations, time
is an overarching constraint. Strategic factors
such as the UN resolutions set the overall tempo.
Strategic air and sealift restrictions limited the
capability to deploy all desired forces, resulting in
tailoring and sequencing the deployment of
echelons above corps (EAC) units. The initial
limit of six months of active duty for RC units influenced the flow of forces. Balancing forces to
accomplish the mission within time constraints
was the essence of the commander's continuing
assessment and guidance.

8

The Three Armies
Third Army's focus on the three army roles
changed over time based on METT-T. The initial focus was on its Army component command
role to coordinate the joint and combined functions necessary to secure facilities to receive and
sustain the arriving forces. Later, the focus was
on a theater army to determine the forces needed
and the order in which they were to deploy to the
Arabian Peninsula. Finally, the focus was as a
numbered field army to control combat forces
during operations.
EAC levels of command are not easily distinguished, and may include both the theater army
and the numbered field army as separate headquarters. The former isprimarily a departmental
support headquarters, while the latter isa theater
operational headquarters. During Desert Storm,
the two functions were consolidated within
Third Army. An Army component command,
on the other hand, is part of the CINC's joint
structure and, as such, is not necessarily a separate level of command within the theater. The
Army component command was also consolidated within the Third Army structure. While
members of the Third Army staff did not separate their daily duties into neat categories for
each army, they did focus on certain aspects of
each role based on METT-T at the time. As previously stated, the initial Desert Shield concerns
were with component army functions of joint
and combined coordination.
Army Component Command. ARCENT
consisted of all Army units on the Arabian Peninsula. ARCENTs responsibilities were in the
operational chain of command and focused primanly on the Army's joint and combined coordination role. Joint and combined functions
were as diverse as augmenting the CENTCOM
s aff, forming the Coalition, Coordination,
Communication and Integration Center (the
US-Saudi Arabia forum in which coalition issues were addressed) and modernizing of coalition forces. One of the first service component
functions was to coordinate with Saudi Arabia
for the entry of Army forces into theater, finding
fixed facilities to house and support soldiers, ob-
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ARCENT liaison teams, with significant communications capabiiies,
were assigned to all major groundforces.... The CINC used the liaison teams as a
link with coalition forces, while the ARCENT commander employed them as a
network among subordinate and adjaent units... These liaison teams were crical

in the coordination of operations between coalition and US units.
Theater Army. The TA reports through the
service chain of command to generate and support Army forces within the theater and respoAnds to the combat service support needs of
joint and combined forces as defined by the
CINC. The TA communicates directly with
DA concerning these functions, but not in a direct superior-suboordinate manner. The openttional chain of command takes precedence if
conflict between chains exists.
TAs are not fixed organizations, they are tailored to specific situations. This isaccomplished
through assignment of specialized Army units to
assist and augment corps and division organizations. Requirements for Army forces during Deswere defined by the
ert Shield and Desert S ons
TA, identifiedand prepared by DA and the major commands worldwide and deployed in accordance with priorities set by the TA to balance
the forces within theater. The TA on the Aa-
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bian Peninsula consisted of the major subordinate commands (the rwo corps and a support
element), EAC Units and the headquarters.
The A structure is less easily understood
than that of the corps, and the factors of
IMETT-T have a much greater impact on its tairing. Third Army emoed FAG units when a
requirement existed tr Specific missions and
functions outside of the corps' tactical warfighting capabilities or when functional organizations
were needed to coordinate or supplement existing corps capabilities. The development of the
theater EAC structure involved setting deployment prortes for scarce air and sealift assets between competing organitations at both EAC
and corps levels. It also involved the establishiment of acceptable risk based on EA( unit dosure in theater in accordance with the campaign
plan. From these considerations AG units were
created at the appropriate time.
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The fust EAC unitformed was the ARCENT Support Command, the key
logistic operator at EAC. Its rapid development was critical to the reception and
sustainment of early deploying forces. ARCENT SUPCOM used available host
nation support and pre-positioned logistics stocks to provide a building block
approach to combat service support in theater.
The first EAC unit formed was the ARCENT
Support Command (SUPCOM), the key logistic operator at EAC. Its rapid development was
critical to the reception and sustainment of
early deploying forces. ARCENT SUPCOM
used available host nation support and prepositioned logistics stocks to provide a building
block approach to combat service support in theater. These factors and the need for continuity
in the execution of host nation support areements mandated immediate establishment of
the provisional SUPCOM in the first days of the
crisis. The decision to form SUPCOM in Saudi
Arabia was made in the first days of the deployment, when RC units were not available. During
the first months of Operation Desert Shield, the
length of RC service and total number of reservists called to duty were limited, which further
complicated the introduction of a Continental
United States-based RC headquarters.
Initially, SUPCOM was smaller than a doctrinal theater army art a command, but was more
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capable than a corps support command (COSCOM) headquarters. SUPCOM was tailored to
take advantage of the substantial host nation assets and skilled workers. This reduced the need
to deploy additional US Army units and retained the capability both to supplement corps
;ustainment efforts directly and to operate the
theater communications :one.
Over time, the building of the EAC structure
tell into tour general categoric-. S;ome orani:ations deployed tailored for the mission. The TA
built other EAC organizations around exi.ting
staff sections. A third category of EAC units was
tonned from various units because of a shortage
of the type unit in the force structure or unique
requirements. A turth category wvas the doctrinal EAC unit not deployed because its mission
was assumed by another orizaniation.
EAC units that were in the first categzor,
deployed intact, were 11 th Air Detense Artillery
Brigade, 8.Xth Military Police (MP) Brigade
(Enemy Prisoner of War), 89th MP Brigade, 3d
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MP Group (Criminal Investigation Division),
8th Psychological Operations Task Force, 352d
Civil Affairs Command, 96th Civil Affairs Battalion, 7th Transportation Group, 32d Transporration Group, 475th POL Group, tIIth Ordnance Group, 1 Ith Signal Brigade, 416th
Engineer Command, 411 th Engineer Brigade,
513th Military Intelligence Brigade, Army Special Operations Forces and the Aviation Brigade.
In the second category, the Signal Command,
Medical Command and Finance Command
were built around existing staff organizations to
augment theater capabilities while reducing the
need to deploy additional units. The third category, Third Army SUPCOM, Personnel Coinmand, Transportation Command and Task Force
(TF) Freedom were EAC units organized in theater from various organizations based on
METT-T. In the fourth category, three doctrinal TA EAC units did not deploy because their
mission was assumed by other organizations (the
TA Area Command, the Air Defense Command
and the Special Ammunition Brigade) (fig. 4).
Most EAC organizations grew at the same
pace as the rest of the theater so they would be
functioning upon the start of hostilities. The
800th MP Brigade, for example, completed its
deployment just prior to the beginning of Desert
Storm. This allowed the brigade enough time to
prepare for its enemy prisoner-of-war mission
without taxing the theater support system. In
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comparison, the 352d Civil Affairs Command
was not fully activated until after the start ofDeserr Storm because its mission, restoration of Kuwait, was not relevant until liberation. TF Freedora was a tailored EAC organization, organized
by ARCENT solely to coordinate the initial restoration of Kuwait. It contained elements from
SUPCOM, 352d Civil Affairs Brigade, explosive ordnance demolition personnel and a numbet of other special units to assist the Kuwaitis in
restoring basic services until a DOD agency was
established to handle long-term restoration.
Establishment of EAC organizations was a
complex process involving the overwhelmig
support by DA and major commands. Special
recognition is appropriate to the RC units and
soldiers for contributing their unique capabilities
in a completely professional manner.
The TA also worked through the service
chain to obtain additional key resources that
contributed significantly to success. The development of a METT-T derived transportation
structure was an example. This plan required additional drivers to augment the host nation truck
fleet, heavy equipment transporters to move
tanks and infantry fighting vehicles and additional HEMTT (heavy, expanded mobility tactical truck) fuelers to augment the ground forces
that would maneuver deep in southern Iraqall essential to the success of Desert Storm.
The TA also worked closely with DA and
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The decision to form SUPCOM in Saudi Arabia was made in the first
days of the deployment, when RC units were not available. During the first
months of Operation Desert Shield, the length of RC service and the total number
of reservists called to duty were limited, which further complicated the introduction
of a Continental United States-based RC headquarters.... SUPCOM was tailored
to take advantage of the substantial host nation assets and skilled workers.
.rnw Materiel G4wnmand to modCMi:e units,
especially those equipped with the X11 A I
Abrams tank and M2/3 Bradlev Fighting Vehicle and countermine equipment, while they
were training in Saudi Arabia. Support ot these

requirements by PA and the major commands
was total and complete. Success in Desert Ston
was founded on the efforts of many who did not
Jephw hut selflessly supported all requirements.
The TA generated and supported ,Am tirces
and ensured they were at the rivht place at the
right time to support the scheme of maneuver
The commander. Third Army, as the TA cornmander, continually set priorities for limited re,,ources, balancini the torce over time to bild
the TA that was ready to execute f)esrt Stonrn.
The Numbered Field Army. As the TA,
Third Army commanded all Annv torces in the-
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ater. but was nort in the operational chain. With
execution ot Desert Strmn on 17 Januan, the theiter assumed a greater complexit" and scope.
\Whilecreationota joint orcimbined headquarters to Nerve as an intermediate Operational

headquarters between corps and the theater levcl is one option, a numbxred tield anmy was
employed instead to coordinate the actions ot
the tactical corps conducting the theater main
attack. By assi"nintg Third Arm dhiv responsibilit" for operational direction of the two US
maneuver corps, the CINC placed Third Arm'
in his operational chain of command.
As an operational headquarters. Third Army
wa> prepared to control up to \e corps. Attainment ot ann\ operational ,bjectives and the
. N,
trateic goal, was the tocus. AS ,uch.
the tactical-level wartlihtin! wvi, left largelv to
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Svn Corps CO, Froeddr If Franks (cea, wire
II slt Cnvay Divsion A,tJJosue
RoblesI
ThirAy's mobde command post served a different function than
the tactical command post of the corps or division. The mobile command post was a
horizontal command post and provided an additional capability for the commander to
gather information and reallocate resources to solve near-term problems.
It was not a command postfor the commander to fight the close battle; the corps
commanders accomplished that mission.

the corps. The staff supported this operational
perspective with extensive situation assessment,
estimate formulation and contingency planning.
Operational control of the corps required a
number of actions: development of the operation plans for the Army's portion of the campaign plan, task organization of the corps and
designation of the CENTCOM reserve division.
It further required the synchronization of other
Army assets such as intelligence gathering and
the assignment of areas of responsibility and objectives to influence the outcome of the battle.
Key to successful operational command was
the interaction of the two command posts, the
main and the mobile, and the continuous interface with ARCENT liaison officers mentioned
previously. As a numbered field army, Third
Army's mobile command post served a different
function than the tactical command post of the
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corps or division. The mobile command post
was a hori:ontal command post and provided an
additional capability for the commander to gather information and reallocate resources to solve
near-term problems. It was not a command post
for the commander to fight the close battle; the
corps commanders accomplished that mission.
The Third Army commander had a requirement to be where he could best influence the
battle. In Desert Stonn, that required him to be
where he could best interact with key operational wmmanders: the Air component commander for air support, the Saudi Joint Forces Coinmand for host nation support and, of course, the
CINC. All three were located in Riyadh, as was
the ARCENT main command post.
There was little need for the Army commander to "fight" the army battle forward from the mobile command post as a corps or division com-
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ARMY INSWA
mander would. The liaison teams provided an
unfiltered view of the battle directly to the commander as it occurred, becoming a conduit for
transmission of the commander's intent to subordinates and the subordinates' assessment of the
battle in return. In this manner, the commander
maintained a current picture of the battlefield.
The XVIII Airborne Corps and the VII Corps
were the organizations that made things happen
during DesertStorm, balancing the missions, caring for soldiers and executing the commander's
intent. While ARCENT headquarters and EAC
units set the stage for ground operations, it was
the corps that maneuvered in southern Iraq and
Kuwait to accomplish the objectives. The corps
were the epitome of professional team players.
The numbered field army function of operational control of subordinate forces was not separate and distinct, but was integrated into the other responsibilities of Army component and TA.
Third Army staff officers were hard-pressed to
articulate which role they were performing at
any moment during operations. Still, the requirement for Third Army to operationally control its subordinate corps, the VII and the XVIII,
made it the senior operational headquarters for
Army forces in theater-a numbered field army.

Army Operations

During Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the
army organized in theater according to doctrine
as modified by the evolving METT-T. Size of
operations was not the key parameter; basic finctions within the theater were. The army in theater must always coordinate with joint and cornbined forces, generate and support forces and
conduct operations. Unity of effort isa prerequisite in establishing priorities to balance the force.
In Southwest Asia, army capabilities above
corps were organized around the Third Army

TF Freedom was a tailored
EAC organization, organized by
ARCENT solely to coordinate the iniil
restoration of Kuwait. It contained
elements from SUPCOM, 352d Civil
Affairs Brigade, explosive ordnance
demolition personnel and a number of
other special units to assist the Kuwaitis
in restoring basic services until a DOD
agency was established to handle
long-term restoration.
Headquarters. As mentioned earlier, Third
Army served as the Army component cornmand, the theater army and as a numbered field
army. As a deployable army headquarters, not a
geographic continental army, Third Army had
the versatility, flexibility and experience to accomplish these tasks. Ultimately, the total and
selfless support by DA and the major commands
was the key reason for success.
As the US Army evolves into a contingency
force, deployment of forces to austere theaters
will become more common. While Third
Army's operation in Southwest Asia isone illustration of the army in theater operations, these
same theater functions apply to the senior US
Army headquarters for any operation, even if it
isa corps or division. An important DesertStorm
lesson learned is the need to train commands
and individual staff officers on these functions
and to gain the proficiency to perform them
quickly. Third Army clearly demonstrated that
the US Army has the organizational flexibility
and professional soldiers to adapt to the most
challenging situations. The overwhelming success of Desert Shield and Desert Storm isa credit
to thtse professionals worldwide. MR

Lieutenant GeneralJohnJ.Yeosock iscommander, Third US Army and deputy commander, Forces Command, Fort McPherson, Georgia. He received a B.S. from PennsylvaniaState University;
andan M.S. from die US Naval Post GraduateSchool. He has held various commandand staffposiwiors in
the ContinentalUnited States, Europe, Korea, the Middle Eastand Vietnam including Project

Manager, Saudi ArabianNationalGuardModernizationProgram; deputry chief of staff, Operaons,
ForcesCommand; commander, Ist Cavaly Divsion, FortHood, Texas; assistantdeputy chief of staff
for operations and plans, Headuaters, Department of the Army, Washington, DC.
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UCH has been said about the air campaign during Operation Desert Storm,
some calling it the largest air operation in history,
and others declaring it the most successful air war
since the beginning of manned flight. I think
those kind of statements should be left to the
historians; time will surely be the judge of what
occurred during Operation Desert Storm. My
intent here is to tell the story as I saw it, as the
commander of the coalition air forces. This is
the story of ordinary people from across our
country and around the globe working together
in an unprecedented way to stop the brutal Iraqi
aggression. The results serve as testimony to
what can be accomplished when honorable peopie commit themselves to a higher moral calling
and put service above self.
The Desert Storm air campaign story begins
long before the first bomb struck Baghdad at
0300 on 17 January 1991. Actually, the preparation began in the mid-I 970s as the US Air Force
began a detailed analysis of the years of combat
in Vietnam. The experience gained during our
involvement in Southeast Asia proved invaluable in our preparation, planning and execution
in Southwest Asia (SWA). Time and again, we
would draw on our memories and experiences.
People who fail to study their history are destined
to repeat it, and we, the United States, were
bound and determined not to make the same
mistakes that had so frustrated our military efforts in Vietnam.
The following combined to form the basis of
what happened during operations Desert Shield
and Desert Storm:
* Unity of command and the joint forces
air component commander (JFACC).
• The significance of strategic strikes at the
heart of the enemy's governmental and command. and control infrastructure.
* The absolute necessity of supression of
enemy air defenses.
* Increased survivability through timely
use of electronic combat.
" Intense and realistic aircrew training.
* A logistic train to meet the needs of fluid
and dynamic deployment and employment,
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/The] National Commad Authority

was willingto enwre tha the military
had the best possible equipment and

wepons and te freedom to act,

created an unprecedented synergistic
effect. The equation was simple: the

right national leadeuship, concrete

national objectiv$, well-trainedand

motivated airimen and the right
equipment to do the job.
These, coupled with a National Command
Authority (NCA) that was willing to ensure
that the military had the best possible equipment
and weapons and the freedom to act, created an
unprecedented synergistic effect. The equation
was simple: the right national leadership, concrete national objectives, well-trained and motivated airmen and the right equipment to do
the job.
With this as the background, I will describe
how the US Central Command Air Force
(USCENTAF) was formed, trained, deployed
and fought. I will conclude with a discussion of
the implications the air campaign will have on
fiuture conflicts.

A Decade of Preparation
USCENTAF was formed in the early 1980s as
the Air Force component of the US Central
Command (USCENTCOM). The requirement for specialization in the SWA region grew
from anti-American occurrences commencing
with the overthrow of the Shah of Iran and the
taking of hostages at the US Embassy in Tehran.
The initial concept was the Rapid Deployment
Force (RDF), designed for the quick and efficient
projection of power, enabling the United States
tO. take immediate action around the globe,
should the need arise. Because of the seriousness
of the situation in the Middle East, it was determined that a unified command-level organization was required to focus the degree ot attention
necessary to deter and, if required, defeat aggression within the region. With the RDF concept
as a base, USCENTCOM was created.

-
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Once the parent
command was established, immediate
actions were initiated by its air cornponent to meet the
NCA and Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
taskings. Planning
staffs began focusing
on potential threats.
Working relation-

ships with friendly
countries were established and the foundations laid for
agreements that
would be critical for
deployments and operations in times of
crisis. Detailed stud-

Our aircrews enered the conflict
having been tiiedas they wew epeced

responsibility. Deplovments into the
desert gave us an
understanding of
the effects of heat,
sand and dust on
our personnel and
equipment and allowed us to make
adequate preparations to overcome
the elements.

Also, early on,
we realized the imto fight. Regial eXeis ScO rWiOS Pve portance of "jointus the opportunityto closely analyze our ness." Therefore,
potentialadversries. Understanding the we trained and
enemy gave us tO opportnity to exploit his planned together
weaknesses [and]... our sophisticated with our sister sernight capabilitiesproved to be an obstacle vices. This togethIraq was never able to overcome.
erness resulted in

ies and analyses of
logistic requirements and capabilities were conducted, identifying shortfalls and the need for
pre-positioning of supplies and munitions. Also,
immediate training began for desert warfare.
The realistic training programs, initiated
nearly a decade ago, paid great dividends as our
aircrews entered the conflict having been
trained as they were expected to fight. Regional
exercise scenarios gave us the opportunity to
closely analyze our potential adversaries. Understanding the enemy gave us the opportunity to
exploit his weaknesses. With strength against
weakness being the prudent way to go, we placed
a great deal of emphasis on our ability to operate
at night. (Our sophisticated night capabilities
proved to be an obstacle Iraq was never able to
overcome.)
Annual and biannual exercises such as

joint concepts and
tactics that were to be major factors in the prosecution of Desert Storm. While nothing could
have fully prepared us for what was to happen in
August 1990, the realistic training of the 1980s
had created a nucleus of trained specialists ready
to react to the largest deployment tasking ever
experienced by the Air Force.
The Total Force concept proved to be an absolute necessity. The integration of the Air Force
Reserve and Air National Guard forces went extremely well. Training together in peacetime
paid great dividends as Air Reserve forces
blended in with their Active counterparts to
form a very effective combat organization. From
airlift, to tankers, to fighter squadrons, prior
planning and training made it happen. The Civil Reserve Air Fleet also played a major role.
Representatives from the US air carriers moved

GALLANT KNIGHT, GALLANT EAGLE,
BRIGHT STAR, QUICK FORCE, BLUE
FLAG and RED FLAG paved the way to realistic and pragmatic expectations. As the years

personnel and equipment in enormous quantities, flying all hours of the day and night to help
ensure that missions objectives were met.

passed, we honed our ability to conduct air operations and fight in the desert and grew in our
understanding of the uniqueness of our area of
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Deployment
The deployment phase was an awesome display of US determination and flexibility. Noth-
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Annul and haD ualeises... paved the way to realisticand

pragmatRc expecatios... Deploymens into the desert gave us an understanding
of the effects of heat, sand and dust on our personnel and equipment and
allowed us to make adequate preparations to overcome the elements.
ing we had ever attempted was even close to the
size and magnitude of Desert ShieLd. The JCS apportionment process had provided USCENTAF
forces for planning purposes; however, when it
came time to go, other forces were made available, and these assets had to be worked into the
flow. The timing was critical and the sequencing
essential. Getting the right capabilities into the
theater early was critical to deter any further advance of the Iraqi army. The proper mixture of
combat aircraft, combat support and combat service support had to be closely orchestrated to
make all the pieces of the puzzle come together.
The resulting deployment moved more tonnage
in six weeks than the Berlin Airlift moved in 65
weeks. Identifying the right aircraft for the initial
deployment and then selecting the follow-on
forces to ensure the numbers and capabilities
were present to accomplish the mission objectives provided a manageable schedule for beddown (reception and placement of forces and
support capabilities) and initiation of operational flying.
The challenges associated with the bed-down
of the numbers of personnel and equipment were
enormous to say the least. Rapid and often intense negotiations resulted in international
agreements providing access to airfields. In
many cases, any similarity between our assumed
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basing locations and where the host nations
agreed to let us operate were purely coincidental.
Direct and often high-level dialogue was required to ensure that final locations were compatible with aircraft mission and capabilities.
Sites close enough to the battlefield to ensure the
timely entrance into the fight without unnecessarily jeopardizing the security of the assets were
of primary concern.
Once the real estate was acquired, the concept
of bare base operations was put to the test. In
many cases, everything that was needed to operate had to be brought in and set up. Intertheater
and intratheater airlift were critical as supplies
and equipment from all over the globe were
identified for shipment to the theater. After arriving in Southwest Asia, this megatonnage
needed to be moved quickly and efficiently to
the users throughout the region. Tying all the
bases together in an operational communication
network was essential to making the bed-down
ivork. A sophisticated network of multisource
communications capability had to be built from
the ground up to tie the coalition forces together
so that timely command and control could become a reality. Literally turning a desert runway
strip into a full-up combat operating base overnight was demonstrated time and again as unit
after unit became combat ready.
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Management of this enormous force required
some modification to the USCENTAF organizational structure, especially in the Directorate
of Operations. The Air Force assets were divided
into four divisions, each commanded by a bngadier general. The divisions, set up in accordance
with mission specialties were fighters, electronic
combat, strategic (bombers and tankers) and airlift. The wing commanders reported directly to
the division commanders who, in turn, reported
to the commander USCENTAF (COMUSCENTAF). This was instrumental in resolution
of span-of-control problems and provided the
wing commanders someone with whom to discuss their concerns.
COMUSCENTAF, also the JFACC, was able
to concentrate on joint/coalition issues while
maintaining easy access to the combat units.
The USCENTAF director of operations, a major general, interfaced with the other components and coalition operations chiefs. He was
responsible for the production and execution of
the daily air tasking order (ATO). This several
hundred-page document provided the coordinated taskings and guidance for the execution of
the air campaign. All components and coalition nations participated in the ATO pro-

proved its real value.
The joint force concept integrates all services
into one coordinated plan and ensures the maximum use of available capabilities. Marine attack aircraft accompanied by Air Force suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) assets and
escorted by Navy fighters made for effective and
lethal packages. Working together, the services
were able to limit duplication of effort, minimize
breakdowns in communication and fly 110,000
sorties without running into each other or committing air-to-air fratricide. Jointness afforded
us the opportunity to capitalize on our capabilities without losing service identities. Placing all
air forces under the command of the JFACC
was successful application of our military doctrine.
While the JFACC idea has been discussed for
severaLyears, this was the first time it was used in
a.jnajor conflict. Consistency in guidance and a
coordinated effort were the products of this unifled command organizational concept. The
unity within our military also set the stage for
the integration of the coalition air forces into
the air campaign.
Operating as a coalition was essential in keeping the war from becoming a United States-
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AWashington Air National
Guard KC-1 35 refuels an
F-1 5 during Desert e.

versus-Iraq conflict. Continuous coordination
was necessary to make sure that all coalition
members' training, communications and objectives were compatible. The problems encountered from differences in doctrine and equipment were offset by the positive effect of all
coalition partners working together for a common goal. We were actually able to capitalize on
unique capabilities such as the Saudi runway attack weapons, the French air-to--ground missiles
and the British precision-guided munitions.
However, in the war's aftermath, it is the potential for a stable atmosphere in the region that remains as the real benefit of the coalition.

Operations and Initial Defense

Immediately upon arrival, the coalition forces
began preparing for the defense of Saudi Arabia.
Iffurther aggression was to be deterred, Iraq had
to be convinced that forces were present to
counter any additional attacks. Initial forces ar-

riving in theater were designed to do just that.
Defensive counterair forces to prevent aggressive Iraqi air operations arrived in theater and
began flying combat air patrol alongside the
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Planning the Offensive

Royal Saudi Air Force. Antiarmor and close air
support assets were placed in strategic locations
where immediate action could have been taken,
had the Iraqi ground forces begun moving south.
Airborne command and control aircraft began
flying orbits to increase surveillance and be prepared to orchestrate air combat operations, had
the situation dictated.
The D-day ATO was developed and refined.
Initial integration of coalition forces began to
take place. Each participating nation was given
a new piece of the pie commensurate with its
numbers and capabilities. To be ready to defend,
significant logistics problems had to be overcome. Getting the missiles, bombs and bullets to.
the correct locations (to provide teeth for the tiger) was an absolute must. Supply lines were established to sustain operations and ensure critical resources were available. With this, the stage
was set for the defense of Saudi Arabia, and energy could be directed toward the development of

The planning for the offensive air campaign
began in Washington, DC, shortly after the invasion of Kuwait. A working group at the Pentagon formulated the initial target list, briefed
it to the commander in chief of USCENTCOM prior to his deployment and then took it
to COMUSCENTAF, who had deployed to
Southwest Asia three days after Iraq invaded
Kuwait. The entire operation needed to develop an offensive air campaign shrouded in absolute secrecy and the number of people involved
kept to a minimum. This small group, working
with the following specific objectives, produced
the operations order and the ATO that became
.the initial phases of Desert Storm:
e Destroy/neutralize air defense command
and control.
* Destroy nuclear, biological and chemical
storage and production capability.
9 Render ineffective national and military
command, control and communications infra-

the offensive air campaign.

structure.
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at Air Force, began its efforts to produce a flyable
ATO. Long hours of detailed study and analysis,
emphasizing the identification of exploitable
weaknesses, paid great dividends as the plan
came together. Exploiting our strengths against
/ ;
Iraq's weaknesses was the objective of our investigation. For example, our ability to operate effectively at night and Iraq's weakness to defend
during darkness resulted in heavy emphasis on
night operations. Detailed study of strategic targets within Iraq was accomplished to determine
timing and munition requirements. Extensive
logistics analysis and planning ensured the correct munitions were scheduled to be at the right
base at the rightime. All this had tobedone
without divulging the fact that we were planning
offensive operations against Iraq.
By the early part of September, we had an ex,-"
ecutable plan. From that point on, the plan was
.' reviewed and modified as additional information
and targets became available. As follow--on
forces arrived in theater, the plan grew in size and
complexity. The high security classification level and limited distribution restrictions placed on
iw
sthe
plan made dissemination possible only on a
strict need-to-know basis. Couriers with top secret clearance were used to distribute each new
all addition to the ATO to small target planning
at joint fore ci9W00
I
t
aft -F ...
cells at the combat units. By the end of October,
sev ces ift
Marie atak airraft acco ale by the Royal Saudi Air Force had become an active
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alition nations were in-briefed as execution

neared.
TheATO. The integrated ATOprocess isde-

signed to produce adaily product of varying size
dependent on the magnitude of the operation.
In this case, the ATO grew to several hundred
pages and served as the single source document

for the.entire fiving operation of Desert Storm. It

o Destroy key electrical grids and oil storage
facilities,
" Deny military resupply capability.
" Eliminate long-term offensive capability,
" Disrupt and weaken Republican Guard
forces.
The group, initially made up of representatives from each component and the British Roy-
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va.s a 48-hour process, so the initial planning was
for targets to be struck two days down the road.
Itwas a never-ending cycle, continuously taking
place for as long as air operations were necessary.
The cycle began with USCINCCENTs decision on the weight of effort and where he wanted
the emphasis of air operations placed. Targets
were then selected. Interservice and intema-
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tional coordination occurred. A master attack
plan was generated. The end product was dis-

tial to the battlefield management decisionmaking process. Whether it comes from local

ATO for a given day, the next day's ATO was
well on the way to completion, and planning for
the following day had begun.
ence ia si-

pa
data must be collected,fm
and
and disseminated to the user as near a real-time rate as possieeKnowingoth the condition of targets to be

days, which had been produced over the pre-

thaie already hit is critical to the planner who is

the classic ATO process, tming out a new product every 24 hours

sources. Understanding the enemy's defense c pabilities and the plans for employment of his

The close integration of national, regional and
local collection capabilities and analysis is essen-

you cannot talk to anyone or have a functioning
system for command and control. Building a

seminated. By the time the unit received the

gan, we started with the ATOs for the fikst two
vious five monthis. By the third day, we were into

human sources or airborne collection assets, the

struck and the bomb damage assessment on
attempting to maximize the use of available re-

Inteligence. A key factor in the production
defense assets plays an impo~rtant part in strike
of an effective ATO is the availability of timely "-package size, makeup and timing. The Desert
arid accurate intelligence. Operations and intelStorm demands on the system resulted in unprecligence interface isa must. Intelligence isa sigedented cooperation between the intelligence
nificant force multiplier in the modem air battle.
community and the operations planners.
Timely flow of information on enemy activities,
Command and Control.Having the best percapabilities and intentions is absolutely critical.
sonnel, equipment and plans are meaningless if
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work to meet the communications needs of a dynamic and rapidly changing combat situation.
Our ability to disseminate information was testimony to the successful efforts of the communicators. While being able to talk to one another was
a critical first step, much work was necessary to
ensure an effective command and control system
existed. Procedures were developed to integrate
permanent host nation radar sites with our mobile and airborne assets. The Airborne Warning
and Control System (AWACS) datalink was
critical in providing essential information to
those managing the conflict. The multiservice
and multinational presence in the tactical air
control center had access to the available intelligence and the means of coordinating with their
respective headquarters. This closed the command and control loop with the coalition.

Execution
Bti6nal
Ustood
18
By UN end Of the f1rst
stage w set ter the 1ivsk1 d~
et'the11 Iraqi military, Dy day tWo, e
f the air and by tig
had Conol
fourth1
da, 1the Iraqi ar1 1' e w
Vitally 11one"ten1t .... AS thle Oh.

ectives ofethe offensier air campaign
were achieved, more an1d more
attention could bep focued on the
for the
Of
preparation lf10
1 the batlefield
1 d Of1
themore
1
ground Phaseofthe war,

communications infrastructure from scratch was
one of the most significant challenges faced as
our forces arrived in the theater. The demand
for, and subsequent use of, secure communications placed a heavy load on the system, but
proved to be of immeasurable value. Available
satellites, leased land lines and tactical equipment had to be woven into a sophisticated net-
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With the forces in place, the command, control and communications system up and operaand the plan ready, the coalition air forces
prepared for the president's order to action.
On 17 January, the air campaign was set into motion. With surgical precision, the initial strikes
were flown to near perfection. The months of
agonizing preparation, coordination and planning paid off. By the end of the first day, the stage
was set for the crushing d4eat of the Iraqi military. By day two, we had control of the air, and
by the fourth day, the Iraqi air force was virtually
nonexistent. Mission after mission struck at the
heart of Iraq, systematically eliminating the enemy s warfighting capabilities. As the objectives

of the offensive air campaign were achieved,
and more attention could be focused on
the preparation of the battlefield for the ground
phase of the war.
'-The preparation of the battlefield actually
began with the first bomb falling on Baghdad.
The establishment of air supremacy was essential to our ability to operate at will throughout
Iraq, interdicting critical elements of the Iraqi
war machine. The disruption of Iraqs command and control created confusion and chaos
in a system that demands rigid adherence to
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centralized guidance. The constant bombardment of the enemy ground forces and the
precision-guided weapon attacks against armor
and artillery took a tremendous toll on men and
equipment. The unrelenting bombing, coupled
with the effective interdiction of supply lines,
made the Iraqi soldier susceptible to our psychological campaign. The thousands of leaflets
that rained down on Iraqi soldiers appeared
over and over again in the hands and pockets of
surrendering soldiers. By the time the ground
war began, their will to fight had been so damaged that a strong Iraqi resistance just did not
exist What transpired in the 100-hurw ground
war
as the
testirmy
the impact air power
can serves
have on
modemofbattlefield.

war. It may be a bit premature to draw concrete
conclusions, but I will list several Perceptions
that will have to be dealt with in the planning
and execution phases of future conflicts.
* As the only nation with the ability to
project the kind of power required to confront
the type of aggression experienced in Kuwait,
the United States must maintain a rapid deployment capability. Time becomes such a critical
factor, and the rapid movement of well-trained,
modem-equipped and highly mobile forces is
the answer. From the beginning, our ability to
project fore made the difference.
'. ,'-Airlift, sealift and pme-positioning make
this
of operation
possible. Future conflicts
will kind
require forces
to get them in a hurry,
creat-

Implications
for Future War
We have only begun to analyze all that tan-

cannot be stored intheater will have to be
moved in

spired during the period of August 1990 through
February 1991 and to find implications on future
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ing tremendous logistic requirements. What

quickly and in an orderly manner. We

must ensure that our it capabilities are modeized and uexc
ated to meet future needs.
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a The JFACC concept works. Consistency
and unity in guidance reduce coordination conflicts. Operating under one coordinated plan
improves efficiency and lessens the possibility of
s
fratricide.
Early air supremacy is critical. Plans must
ensure that adequate fores are dedicated early
in the campaign to seize control of the air With
the freedom to fly at will, the rest falls into place.
* Strategic planning for regional conflicts is
essential. Much of the success experienced in
the groud war was the result of strategic strikes
at the heart of the governmental and industrial
These attacks ultimately had signfiatict
nificant impact on the military discipline and
morale of the Iraqi troops.
O Stealth technology is worth every penny.
Operating night after night against targets protected by 3,000 antiaiaft guns and 60 surfaceto-air missile sites without a single loss or even
taking a hit is positive proof of the protection
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this technology offers. In addition, the stealth
aircraft does not need extensive electronic cor
bat support. This frees these assets to support
other missions.
Precision-guided munitions are essential
to mission accomplishment with minimum collateral damage. It takes fewer sorties to destroy
the target. This also reduces exposure and,
therefore, reduces the potential for aircraft
losses.
a
The use of precision-guided munitions
against armor isdevastating. The experience in
Desert S m could have as much ipact on the
ta as the bullet had on the knight in shining
armor.
Rapid battlefield movement requires improved capabilities for the identification of
friendly forces. It is critical that we acquire systems that will allow pilots attacking forces on
the ground to quickly distinguish friend from
foe.
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r HOVERWHELMING victory in Operation Desert Storm was due not only to the
unparalleled proficiency and unequaled confidence of the US forces' combat soldiers and
leaders, but also to the highly successful implementation of an effective and farsighted logistic
plan and operation.' The theaterwide logistic
support of all US soldiers and their equipment in
Southwest Asia was a spectacular accomplishment. At the start of the ground phase of Desert
Storm (24-28 February 1991), the 22d Support
Command (Theater Army Area), along with
the 1st and 2d Corps Support Commands
(COSCOMs) from the XVIII Airborne Corps
and VII Corps, respectively, was responsible for
sustaining more than 300,000 soldiers in 12,400
tracked combat vehicles and 114,000 wheeled
vehicles. These forces were organized into two
full Army corps and located in a harsh and inhospitable region where no military logistic
infrastructure had existed previously,
Indeed, the foundation for the total success of
Desert Storm was, in large measure, laid carefully
during the previous two months when the 22d
Support Command, with the 1st and 2d COSCOMs, developed the theater logistic support
plan. The logistic plan was executed with unsurpassed efficiency and success by logisticians in
the combat units, the forward support battalions,
the divisions and corps support commands and
the 22d Support Command.2

Formation of the

Support Command

On the morning of 2 August 1990, Iraqi
forces invaded Kuwait. Six days later, after hasty
planning and coordination due to the short
notice involved and urgency of the situation, a
small group of logisticians from US Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM) J4 (Logistics Directorate) and the Pentagon arrived in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. On the plane en route to
Saudi Arabia, they formulated the original plan
of what was later to become the mission of the
Support Command (SUPCOM). This plan
contained three major tasks: the reception,
onward movement and sustainment of the
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force deploying to Southwest Asia.
Since the National Command Authority had
made the decision to immediately send combat
units of the XVIII Airborne Corps to Saudi Arabia ahead of their support elements to deter Iraqi
aggression, the small group of logisticians that
After the receipt of XVIII Airborne
Corps, the development of the HNS infrastructureand the development of the
logistics base, the mission was further
expanded to include the "receipt, forward
movement and sustainment of allforces
in Saudi Arabia" This mission
remained in effect for the receipt of the
VII Corps from Germany.
landed on 8 August 1990 became the nucleus of
all logistic support for Army troops arriving in
country. Shortly after the arrival at Dhahran of
thifirst elements of the 82d Airborne Division,
a decision was made that a support command
was needed to control all logistic support in the
theater of operations. This decision was based
on the lack of an Army logistics infi-astructure
needed to feed, shelter and supply the large number of soldiers arriving in Southwest Asia. It was
further decided that the airfield at Dhahran and
the ports at Ad Dammam and Al Jubayl would
become, respectively, the APOD (aerial port of
debarkation) and the SPODs (seaports of debarkation).
The SUPCOM, assisted by the Ist COSCOM from the XVIII Airborne Corps, immediately assumed all theater logistic responsibility.
It took over responsibility for the APOD and,
betweea 10 and 25 August 1990, received more
dian 40,000 troops from the XVIII Airborne
Corps. An area support group and an area support battalion were also quickly formed. Additionally, the first elements of the 7th Transportation Group arrived in country on 12 August,
became a major subordinate command of the
SUPCOM and began planning to receive
equipment at the ports, especially the Army,
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Marine and Air Force equipment on prepositioned ships from Diego Garcia. Their cargo
of food, tents, materiel, -supplies and ammunition proved to be invaluable.
The SUPCOM headquarters initially consisted of only two elements: a command element
and a logistics operations center (LOC). The
LOC was. the nerve center for the reception,
onward movement and sustainment of all troops

The primnwy SUPCOM concerno
prior to D-day was the possibility of
preemptive Iraqi air strikes and tem,,ist
activiy. Once hosdtiies began, however,
attention became focused on the
possibility
of Scud
against
logistics
faclte
arndattacks
on limitedI
enemy
ground atacks that could have disrpted
supply movement,

and equipment coming into country. The LOG,
operating on 36-hour shifts, was initially
manned by the handful of logisticians and intheater liaison officers from each unit that arrived and by other borrowed military manpower.
Another 18 hand-picked logisticians arrived on
14 August from the United States to supplement
the small group of dedicated Americans.
On 16 August, while establishing his headquarters at Dhahran, where all US troops were
arriving, Major General William G. Pagonis was
appointed Commander, US Army Central
Command (ARCENT)(Forward). 3 Two days
later, ARCENT formally established the ARCENT SUPCOM (Provisional), although it

further development of the US-Saudi Arabia
(SA) support infrastructure.
e Develop from zero base the ARCENT
SUPCOM, using arriving US units and cadre
with host nation elements. Mature to a combined US-SA support structure.
* Provide theaterwide logistics support for
reception, onward movement and sustainment
of US and combined forces.
After the receipt ofXVIII Airborne Corps, the
development of the HNS infrastructure and the
development of the logistics base, the mission
was further expanded to include the "receipt, forward movement and sustainment of all forces in
Saudi Arabia." This mission remained in effect
for the receipt of the VII Corps from Germany.

Receipt of XVIII Airborne Corps
Elements of the 82d Airborne Division first
arrived at Dhahran on 9 August 1990. When
they arrived, there was no logistic
structure to
support the troops, no transportation, no shelter
.from the 130-degree heat, no A--ration meal
support, little water available, no available sanitary facilities and no postal support. The SUPCOM and 1st COSCOM worked feverishly to
provide these items and did so in a remarkably
short time. At the end of August, the mechanisms were in place to start providing basic necessities: shelter, food, water, transportation,

/
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had been in operation since 10 August, with Pa-

gonis as commander. On 27 August, a general
staff was formed, augmented by soldiers from.
ARCENT headquarters, as the SUPCOM be-

gan to take shape.4
By late August 1990, the mission of the SUPCOM was expanded and outlined as follows:
e
Deploy and organize host nation support
(HNS) to receive and move onward soldiers
and Marines entering the theater. Provide for
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Elements of the 82d Airborne Divixion first anved at Dhahran on
9 August 1990.... There was no logistic structure to support the troops, no trnsportaton, no shelterfrom the 130-degree hea, no A-ration meal suppor, litle water
available, no available sanitary facilities and no postal support. ... At the end of
Augus, the mechanisms were in place to start providing basic necessities:
shelter,food, water, transportation, sanitation andpostal services.
sanitation and postal services.
A key element in providing support was the
HNS structure and contracting effort. A HNS
cell and civilian contractor liaison officer
worked these problems continuously within the
SUPCOM LOC. The LOC, coordinating with
the Saudi Arabian government, was able to acquire and provide fresh fruit, bottled water, other
foodstuffs, transportation and billeting. Additionally, temporary camps with shelters were allocated to the incoming troops. The 82d Airborne Division was first quartered at a Saudi.
Arabian air defense site and eventually occupied
several camps in the surrounding area.
By 30 September 1990, there were approximately 72,000 XVIII Airborne Corps troops in
theater, supported by the SUPCOM and 1st
COSCOM. One month later, most elements of
the corps had arrived, and the SUPCOM and 1st
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COSCOM were supporting approximately
97,000 troops. By this time, 1st COSCOM had
established log base Pulaski and the SUPCOM
established log base Bastogne to support the forward operation of XVIII Airborne Corps.

Receipt of VII Corps

On 8 November 1990, President George Bush
decided to send an additional Army corps to
Southwest Asia to support possible offensive operations to liberate Kuwait. The movement of
ihe heavy armored corps from Germany placed
additional strains on the logistics system. This
was particularly evident at the port facilities.
Not only were the SUPCOM and COSCOMs
required to deploy another corps faster than the
first, but this time, it was required to paint all of
the forest green tanks arriving from Germany a
sand color before their movement to the desert.
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By 30 September 1990, there were approximately 72,000 XVIII Airborne Corps
troops intheater... One month later, most elements of the corps had arrived, and the
SUPCOM and 1st COSCOM were supporting approximately 97,000 troops. By this
time, 1st COSCOM had established log base Pulaski and the SUPCOM established log
base Bastogne to support the forward operation of XVIII Airborne Corps.

This was a monumental task that had not been

Support Command Plans

anticipated. By late November, a logistic infrastructure was in place to support the troops and
topaint their equipment.
VII Corps vehicles and heavy equipment arrived at the ports of Ad Dammam and Al Jubavl
during the following two and a half months. Because of limited billeting space, VII Corps troops
were billeted initially in warehouses at the port
of Ad Dammam and at a staging area near the
port of Al Jubayl before they were moved to field
locations. By the end of December 1990, the 22d
Support Command, together with the 1st and 2d
COSCOMs, had received over 221,000 troops
in theater along with over 769,000 short tons of
equipment. The equipment included more than
6,000 tracked combat vehicles and more than
59,000 wheeled vehicles. VII Corps had about
80 percent of its elements in theater on 17 January 1991.

The development of the theater logistic support plan was integral to the overall success of
Desert Storm, and this planning began when
Bush decided to send VII Corps to the theater of
operations. By the end of November 1990, the
five-phased theater logistics concept had been
established, and the SUPCOM had published
logistic operation plans (OPLANs) 91-1 and
91-2 detailing the initial phases of the projected
offensive. The commander briefed the concept
to all officers and noncommissioned officers of
the':command at a logistics exercise conducted
on 4 December 1990, to ensure that all leaders
understood the concept of the operation. The
briefing and plans provided a single mission on
which all leaders of the command could focus
their attention in the following months. Additionally, the commander briefed the first three
phases to Secretary of Defense Richard B.
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The movement of the heavy armored corps from Germany placed
additional strains on the logistics system. This was particularly evident at the port
facilities. Not only were the SLPCOM and COSCOMs required to deploy another
corps faster than the first, but this time. it was required to paint all of the forest green
tanks arrivingfrom Germany a sand color before their movement to the desert.
Cheney and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

trol over the lon,- distances, the SUPCOMi

Staff General Colin L. Powell on 27 December
1990. The following briefl describes the five-

LO" was divided, with a tfward LO established at KKI('. The duties and responsibili-

phased logistics support plan:
Phase Alpha: preparation and prepositioning. This phase involved the repositioning of SUPCOM units and stocks ot supplies from the south (vicinitv of Dhahni and
AI Jubayl) to the north along main supply route

ties ot the t0rwMard LOG were identical to those
of the main LOG at Dhahran with the exception that only the latter was responsible for issuwig t onrial orders. This phase ei'zan in late Noveliber and lasted until the start ot hostilities on
17 January 1991.

(MSR) Dxdge, while simultaneously receiving

Phase Bravo: movement of the corps.

and moving VII Corps to its tactical assembly
areas. Additionally, huge logistics bases were
built during December 1990 along MSR
Dodge, near King Khalid Military City
(KKMC) and along MSR Sultan, just south of
KKMC. These log bases were designated Alpha, Bravo and Delta and were to contain all
classes of supply supporting the two Army corps
and echelons alwe corps.
Finally, to provide better command and con-

Both the Will Airbome Corps and VII (.rps
mQved .inultaneusL
v from their tactical assembly areas to their attack positions. with the
SUPCOM assisting by proviin the heavv
transportation assets necessary to move the
corps over the several hundred-mile stretch of
desert. The tracked vehicles were then carried
by the corps on heavv equipment transporter
(HETs) to their attack positions. Many' of these
HETs were t6rcigm-made (at Gennan,C:ech,
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and so on) and were driven by foreign drivers.
Additionally, the 1st and 2d COSCOMs, with
help from the SUPCOM, established two new
log bases (Charlie and Echo) to support each
corps when the offensive would commence.
This phase, which coincided with the beginning
of Desert Storm and continued through January
1991, reflected a total team effort of the SUPCOM and countless subordinate units.

fensive, once Kuwait City was liberated.
Phase Echo: redeployment. This phase
involved SUPCOM support of redeployment
(which was dubbed Operation Desert Farewue).
It envisioned that the SUPCOM would provide
the theaterwide assets to redeploy all elements
of ARCENT. SUPCOM OPLAN 91-4 was the
detailed logistic plan for this operation.

This phase entailed the SUPCOM support and
sustainment of the ground offensive into Iraq
and Kuwait. The plan envisioned trasportation of al commodities of supply, especially fuel,
ammunition, food and water. Additionally, the
construction of new log bases deep inside Iraq
was anticipated to sustain the offensive, had it
become necessary. This phase commenced on
order at the start of the ground offensive on 24
Febniary 1991.
Phase Delta. defense of Kuwait. This included SUPCOM support of civil-military affairs efforts to restore facilities and services inside
liberated Kuwait. It began during the ground of-

Prior to the start of hostilities, the enemy
forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operation
(KTO) included some 42 divisions (about
500,000 soldiers) arrayed in a prepared, in-depth
defensive posture. ARCENT believed the enemy possessed the ability to transition to shortnotice offe'-sive operations. The confidence of
the SUPCOM, however, was bolstered with the
arrival of the VII Corps in theater. The primary
SUPCOM concern prior to D-day (17 January
1991) was the possibility of preemptive Iraqi air
strikes and terrorist activity. Once hostilities
began, however, attention became focused on
the possibility of Scud attacks against logistics
facilities and on limited enemy ground attacks
that could have disrupted supply movement

phase Charlie the ground offensive.

Both... corps moved

sirultaneously from their tactical

asserbly areas to their attack positions,
with the SUPCOM assisting by pro.
viding the heavy transpOrtation assets
necessary to move the corps over the
several hundred-mile stretch of desert.

The Enemy Situation

on the MSRs.

Operational Highlights
Movement of the Two Army Corps to
Attack Positions. The movement of the XVIII
Airborne Corps and VII Corps to their attack
positions began on 20 January 1991 and contin-

The tracked vehicles were then carried
by the corps on HETs to their attack
Positions.
Many of
these
driven
wereHETs
and
foreign-made

..... "

REere

by foeign d,'ives.
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By the end of December 1990, the 22d Support Command together with the
1st and 2d COSCOMs, had received over 221,000 troops in theater along with over
769,000 short tons of equipment. The equipment included more than 6,000 tracked
combat vehicles and more than 59,000 wheeled vehicles. VII Corps had about
80 percent of its elements in theater on 17 January 1991.
tied around the clock for two weeks. By 3 Febru-

ment on their desi nated MSRs. The 89th Mil-

arv 1991, both corps had closed in their attack
positions. The XVIII Airborne Corps moved on
both the northern and southern MSRs, while
the VII Corps moved only on the northern
route. The distances both corps had to travel
were considerable: more than 500 miles for
XVIII Airborne Corps and more than 330 miles
tr VII Corps.
The SUPCOM provided extensive support
tor this movement that involved transporting
thousands of tracked vehicles and controlling
the movement of tens of thousands of wheeled
vehicles. For example, VII Corps alone had
more than 7,000 tracked vehicles and more
than 40,000 wheeled vehicles. The SUPCOM's 18th Movement Control Agency
OMCA) cxrdinated this large movement by allocating blocks of time to each corps for move-

itarv Police (MP) Brigade provided support
through MP checkpoints positioned on all
routes of movement. At the peak ot this movement, 1S vehicles per minute passed .a single
point on the northern route.
For this massive movement, the SUP)COM
projected the need to provide approximately
1,300 HETs, 450 lowbovs and 2,200 flatbeds, or
a total of almost 4,0A0 heavy vehicles of all tvpes.
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The SUPCOM acquired this larg~e number ot

heg\vv equipment vehicles by using US assets
and trcks provided by European countries,
Egypt, and host nation assets. Many of the drivers were contracted civilians who came from
South Korea, Pakistan, Bangladesh, ELgypt and
other Third World countries.
Pre-positioning of Supplies at Logistics
Bases. The SUPCOM pre-positioned sup-
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hddto
te success
of thw
ground
offensie
wasand
the Class
suffcint
theate
stockage
of Class
(food and
water),
Class
III (fuel)
V (ammunition)
supplies. By G-day (24 February 1991), there -were approximately 29 days of supply
(DOS) of Class , 5.2 DOS of Class III and 45 DOS of Class V (although many of
the preferred Class V items were stocked at over 100 percent required
plies to support the ground offensive simultaneously with the movement of the corps to
their attack positions. This entailed setting up
log bases Charlie and Echo. The establishment
of Charlie, however, to be located in the
northwestern portion of Saudi Arabia, could
not begin until the start of the air campaign.
This was because a large-scale movement of
troops to the west prior to this time could have
alerted the Iraqis and caused them to shift their

1991), there were approximately 29 days of supply (DOS) of Class I, 5.2 DOS of Class III and
45 DOS of Class V (although many of the preferred Class V items were stocked at over 100
percent required). By the cease-fire on 28 FebV
.

CHARLIE

forces directly onto the path of one of the al-

lies' axes of advance. Log base Charlie provided support to XVIII Airborne Corps and
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Echo supported VII Corps. The supplies for

these log bases were transported along the
southern MSRs.
Critical to the success of the ground offensive
was the sufficient theater stockage of Class I
(food and water), Class III (fiel) and Class V
(ammunition) supplies. By G-day (24 February
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Figure 4. Movement of VII and XVIII Corps
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ruary 1991, there were 25 DOS of Class I, 5.6
DOS of Class III and about 66 DOS of Class V
(based on consumption rates during the
100-hour ground war).
Daily support requirements for the corps were
computed as follows:
9 Ammunition Resupply: VII Corps-450
truddoads/9,000 tons; XVIII Airborne Corps-400 trukloads/5,000 tons.
9 Fuel Resupply: VII Corps-400 truckloads/2.4 million gallons; XVIII Airborne Corps
-480 truddoads/2.1 million gallons.
The significance of these requirements was
the realization that the projected consumption
rates and long lines of communication would
result in an expenditure of supplies faster than
the primary log bases could replenish. Accordingly, two contingency plans were developed.
The first was to reduce the lines of communication by constructing roads following the two
attacking corps, and the second was logistics
over the shore operations if a port in Kuwait
could be made available.
udobtmad Sataine t ofessary,
Support
anid Sustainment of the Grounid
Offensive. The SUPCOM planned to support
the ground offensive, using the '90-mile rule,"
which allowed drivers to make a round trip in
a 24-hour period. SUPCOM provided critical
Class I, III and V assets 90 miles forward into
Iraq from log bases Charlie and Echo to provisional log bases that would have been set up,
if necessary, to sustain the offensive. Because
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the ground offensive penetrated so deeply into
enemy territory and because of its short duration, these provisional log bases were never
The movement.., continued around
the clock for two weeks. By 3 February
1991, both corps had closed in their
attack positions. The XVIII Airborne
Corps moved on both the northern and
southern MSRs, while the VII Corps
moved only on the northern route. The
distances both corps had to travel were
considerable: more than 500 miles for
XVIII Airborne Corps and more than
330 miles for VII Corps.
fully set up. Instead, they became trailer transfer points where SUPCOM trailers were
dropped for corps units to take farther forward.
Had an extended resupply capability been necSUPCOM
would have been prepared tothemeet
that requirement.

Observations

The SUPCOM used doctrine whenever possible, but always tailored doctrine to meet the
needs of the situation. Ingeneral, the most important area where doctrine helped was in providing guidance and standardization. Standardization was one of the reasons the SUPCOM
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was successful in logistically supporting an oper-

support of the soldiers in the Southwest Asia

ation of this magnitude. However, the SUP-

theater of operations.

COM used standardized procedures and opera-

Another major achievement of the SUPCOM was the smooth integration of Reserve
Component (RC) elements into the overall logistics structure. About 20 years ago, the
Army's force structure was reorganized so that
most of the combat service support (CSS) elements are in the RC. This permitted the soldiers in these units, many of whom perform the
same military duties as they do in their civilian
careers, to be mobilized and deployed without
delay to Southwest Asia, where they carried out
their duties in a remarkably effective manner.
The earlier decision proved to be correct and
valuable, as no time was wasted, after mobilization, retraining these citizen-soldiers to accomplish their individual tasks and unit missions.
The payoff was that many RC soldiers drew individual and unit equipment and were performing their missions in the field within 48 hours of

The SUPCOM used doctine
whenever possible, but always tailored
doctine to meet the needs of the
situation. In gener4 de most important
area where doctrine helped was in
providng guidance and standardization.
...[It] used stadardizedprwedures
and operatons in a manner that did
not s
the ntiaive, drive and innovadon of its subordinate commanders and
soldiers. Under the harsh conditions of
improvisation prevalent in August and
September 1990, it was extremely
imnpotant to solve probems and alevie
shortcomings in a iely manner.

arriving in country.

tions in a manner that did not stifle the
initiative, drive and innovation of its subordinate commanders and soldiers. Under the
harsh conditions of improvisation prevalent in
August and September 1990, it was extremely
important to solve problems and alleviate shortcomings in a timely manner. If some unortho-

Ihaddition, since many of the RC elements
are CSS units, eventually 75 percent of the
strength of the SUPCOM, which peaked at
40,898 soldiers, was RC soldiers. The RC units
conducted continuous operations in all areas of
logistic support. The contributions of RC units
were vital to the successful accomplishment of

dox or different technique worked, it was used

Desert StomT.

immediately. Doctrine was not allowed to stand
in the way of the prompt and complete logistic
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theater of operations, elements such as the

movement control center and MCA must be
immediately deployable, or valuable time will be
lost and confusion may result.
It is not the intent of this article to chronicle
aid assess the "lessons learned" from the logistic
standpoint of Desert Storm. There were numer-

Ma
RA*

There must be, however, a proper ratio between CSS elements in the RC and in the Active Component. In the event of a military deployment to a hostile or potentially hostile

ous shortfalls in doctrine that were overcome by
superhuman efforts, initiative and tenacity. No
one must lose sight of the tremendous civilian
infrastructure in country, which made
many shortcomings. All logistic activities,
successes as well as shortfalls, have been fully
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documented and are currently being studied to
ensure that logistic support of the next military
operation is even better than it was for Desert

strm.
The success of theater logistic supr opra
tions in Southwest Asia during Desert Storm
was the direct result of effective centralized
planning by the SUPCOM and audacious decentralized execution by the logisticians in the
combat units, the forward support battalions,
and the division and corps support commands.
It was also the culmination of intense effort
and farsighted planning conducted during Desert Shield. There were many other unsung logistics heroes, military and civilian, in these
operations, in addition to the direct participants. They include those in Headquarters,
Department of the Army, FORSCOM, Army
Materiel Command, US Transportation Cornmand, Military Traffic Management Coin-

Sinlce many of the RC elements
are CSS units, eventually 75 percent
of the strength of the SUPCOM,
which peaked at 40,898 solders, was
RC Soldiers. The RC units conducted
continuous operations in all areas of
logistic suppor. The contributionsof
RC units were vital to the successful
accompffshment of Desert Stom.L
mand, Military Sealift Command, Military
Airlift Command, Defense Logistics Agency,
US Army, Europe, Eighth US Army and a host
of others, including the indispensable support
of the American people. In short, it was a
joint, multiechelon, Total Force effort, proving
beyond a doubt that "Good Logistics is Combat Power." MR
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AN ARMY
Movement Control for

DESmE RT STORKN
Colonel Peter C. Langenus, US Army Reserve
Copyright @ 1991

The contributionsofthe many Reserve Connentunits duringDesert
Shield and Desert Storm have received much deserved recognition.
None were more cri*W to the overall success of the campaignthan
those rendered by the 318th TransportationAgency (Movement
Control)and the many, many units and headquartersresponsiblefor
planningand executing the massive movements of the two corps and
allthe supplies requiredto sustainthem. This articleprovides an overview of the scope of this mission and-the tremendous efforts of those
who made it happen.

MCMR

I can't recall any time in the annals of military
history when this number of forces have moved over
this distanceto put themselves -ma position to be able
to attack...
Not only did we move the troops out there, but

al security, moves could not begin until the air
campaign had commenced and had to be executed to the maximum extent possible during
hours of darkness. When the order to go was
finally given on 17 January 1991, an endless

we literally moved thousands and thousands of tons
of fuel, of ammuition, ofspare parts, of ater, and

of food... because we wanted to have enough sup-

The Arabian Peninsula is a vast

pies on handso that we lnched ti s and we got
into a sliuest battle, which we very easily could
have gotten into, we'd have enough supplies to last
for 60 days.

land mass roughly the size of the United
States east of the Missisippi ... Much
of the road network is simple macadam
highway barely qualifying as two-lane
country roads. One of these country
roads was to be the main life line of the
entire operation and would see most of
the tffic. Its name was MSR Dodge.

IN

THOSE WORDS, General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf Jr., commander in chief of the
US Armed Forces, Central Command, de-

scribed the challenges and the achievements of
the transportation community during operations DesertShieldand DesertStorm. The purpose
of this article is to examine, in detail, those challenges and show how they were turned into extraordinary achievements.
The basic battle plan was simple to state: Attack the Iraqi forces from the west and north by
means of a tactical envelopment, while fixing
Iraqi forces in place through a feint involving a

ribbon of headlights piercing the darkness followed as units and supplies moved 400 to 500
miles west to frontline positions and forward logistic support bases. That seemingly endless
journey was completed in just 21 nights and days
after more than a month of detailed planning.
The responsibility for managing this massive
movement fell to the 318th Transportation

Marine amphibious assault and a joint Marinecoalition forces assault into southern Kuwait. To
support the envelopment, the movement re-

Agency (Movement Control), a Reserve Component unit headquartered in New York City.
The 318th mobilized on 20 September 1990 and

quirements called for the relocation of:
e Two US Army corps (the VII and the
XVIII Airborne [ABN]) task organized with
more than 190,000 soldiers.
* British and French contingents of nearly
45,000 soldiers.
* More than 95,000 trucks and other
wheeled vehicles.
* More than 12,000 tanks and armored personnel vehicles requiring their own heavy lift.
In addition, a 60-day stockage level of
Class 1, II, II1, IV, V, VIll and IX supplies required extensive movement support to meet
the logistics support base pre-positioning requirements dictated by the campaign plan.
Limitations on movements were few, but they
were crucial to ensuring the success of the cam-

arrived in Saudi Arabia in early October.
Throughout Desert Shield and Desert Storm, the
318th functioned as the theater army movement
control agency. The 318th was assisted by the
93d Movement Control Battalion (Provisional)
and the 49th Movement Control Center
(MCC). The 93d and 49th were composed of
Active, Reserve and National Guard movement
control teams (MCTs) and cargo documentation
teams.task organized into provisional MCTs.
':-In addition to operational security limitations,
many other factors made the difficult mission
seemingly impossible. The Arabian Peninsula is
a vast land mass roughly the size of the United
States east of the Mississippi River. Much of it
is relentless desert with small inhabitations every
100 miles or so. There are some freeways compa-

paign. To prevent the compromise of operation-

table to the US interstate system, but much of
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the road network is simple macadam highway
barely qualifying as two-lane country roads.
One of these country roads was to be the main
life line of the entire operation and would see
most ofthe traffic. Its name was MSR (main supply route) Dodge.
MSR Dodge was the preeminent MSR offDesert Storm, stretching from Abu Hadriyah, near
the Persian Gulf, westpastHafaral Batinand beyond Rafhah. Its shoulders were nonexistent or
nonforgiving. The brave soldiers driving this
treacherous route quickly nicknamed it "Suicide
Alley" or the "Highway to Hell." It roughly paralleled the Saudi-Iraqi border for hundreds of
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(FIN) sources. These commercial vehicles were
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soda. They also served as communications control sites. In essence, they were the major milestones along the life line to the front lines.
US military truck assets were not sufficient in
number to meet all of the theater lift require-

shortfall, a patchwork
ofUS,Saudi ArabianandEgyptianmilitary
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miles, in some places almost touching the border,
and in many places, within range of Iraqi artillery. It was almost completely lacking in services
or amenities. To support the endless movement
of more than 3,500 convoys, up to nine convoy
support centers (CSCs) were constructed along
the way, one approximately every 150 miles.
These CSCs were capable of refueling hundreds
of trucks an hour, each dispensing almost
100,000 gallons of fuel a day.
In addition to fuel, the CSCs provided basic
life support systems such as latrines, aid stations,
medevac capability, vehicle recovery, light
maintenance capability, food and water and limited overnight rest capability. At many of these
CSCs, a soldier was able to get an American
hamburger or hot dog, french fries and a cold

driven by US military volunteers, Saudi, Pakistani, Indian, Filipino, Korean and Turkish con-

tract drivers. An air defense artillery (ADA)
battalion was even given the mission to operate
and maintain more than 100 Tatra (Czechoslovakian) 10-ton trucks to support the effort. The
driver's military occupation specialty, 88M,
quickly became the most critical and sought after
logistic skill in the theater.
Figure 1 reflects the array of echelons above

corps (EAC) heavy lift assets that were available
for tasking. Those commercial contracted assets
operated by HN or third country nationals
(TCNs) were particularly hard to control. Quite
often, they would not return within the 72 hours
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allotted to complete a mission. Approximately
15 percent to 20 percent of the commercial assets were not available for tasking on a given day,
which further burdened the movement control
system.
Figure 2 shows the average daily allocation of
EAC heavy lift assets in support of corps/EAC
unit moves and the movement of theater sustainment cargo. These assets were "on the road"
daily, providing mission support over and above
corps assets. Among the major competing priorities for transportation assets early in Desert
Storm were large movements of ammunition
(800 trucks per day), tactical petroleum terminals (280 trucks) and tactical petroleum pipeline
equipment (600 trucks). In addition to these
controlled moves and allocations, the Military
Traffic Management Command contract provided commercial carriers to move 40-foot containers. During Desert Shield, these carriers
moved almost 11,000 containers and, during
Desert Storm, almost 4,000 containers were
moved in this manner.
The primary means of transporting troops
around the theater was by HN bus. Contracts
were negotiated almost immediately upon arrival of the first US elements in-country with com-

mercial businesses and the Saudi Arabian Public
Transportation Company. From 1,300 to 1,700
buses were contracted for during the operation.

The prmary means of transporting troops around the theater was by
HN bus. Contracts were negotiated
almost imnediately upon arrival of the
first US elements in-counby with
commercial businesses and the Saudi
Arabian Public Thsportation Cornpany. From 1,300 to 1,700 buses were
contracted for [and]... proved to be vital
to the success ofthe operation.
Troop movement was one of the most critical issues in the theater, yet there was practically no
doctrine or methodology available to assist in
the management of such extensive bus assets.
Various strategies were employed to manage the
use-of buses, from pooling of assets (as in everyday transportation motor pool operations) to direct assignment to units and major commands.
Key missions included aerial port of debarkation clearance, enemy prisoner-of-war (EPW)
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A patchwork of US, Saud Arabian and Egyptian military truck units
was organized around military and commercial assets under the command and control
of provisional and TOE truck battalions. Added to these were trucks donated by
the German, Italian and Czechoslovakian governments.... These commercial
vehicles were driven by US military volunteers, Saudi, Pakistani, Indian, Filipino,
Korean and Turkish contract drivers.

movement, US troop movement and port support activities. Extensive driver training was required to certify operators from each major user.
Figure 3 is a profile of typical allocations that
were made during the early Desert Storm time
frame. HN provisional bus companies were
formed under the command and control of US
cadre and were continuously task organized to
meet peak demands in the various areas. Bus
transportation proved to be vital to the success

Unit I Activity
VII Corps

Quantity Issued

XVIlI Corps

350 +
245 +

Seaport Operations
Airport Operations South
Airport Operations North
Area Support Operations
Medical Support
EPW Operations

90
228
121
91
70
114

Figure 3. Bus assets
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of the operation. It added another dimension to
the doctrine of movement control.
To facilitate the control of unit movements
and the movement of sustainment cargo, the
318th, with engineer assistance, designed, contracted for and emplaced more than 490 traffic
signs along key Saudi roads to assist US and
TCN drivers in reaching their destinations. This
proved to be invaluable in maintaining control
and supporting the smooth and consistent flow
of traffic as volume increased.

Final destinations for all of these trucks were
vast. logistic support bases situated on XISR
.:-Dodge. These bases were so large in size, approx-

imately 30 miles by 30 miles, that they presented
unique problems. Final destination reporting
points (FDRPs) were set up along MSR Dodge
that dispensed advice and directions to drivers.
As the desert provided no man-made or natural
terrain features to guide by, intricate strip maps
were created with detailed time and distance leg-
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MSR Dodge was the preeminent MSR of Desert Storm. ... ts shoulders were
nonexistent or nonforgiving. The brave soldiers driving this treacherous route quickly
nicknamed it "Suicide Alley" or the "Highway to Hell" It roughly paralleled the
Saudi-Iraqi border for hundreds of miles, in some places almost touching the border,
and in many places, within range of Iraqi arillery.
ends. Filipino drivers were greeted by Spanishspeaking US soldiers offering help. Other I-N

code and trailer number data and pass it on to the
318th (forward) at KKMC. In-transit diversions

drivers were directed by US soldiers with strip

were executed through the 49th MCC to meet

maps and directions written in Arabic. Placards
were placed in vehicle windows and specific instructions given to the non-English-speaking
drivers in some understandable dialect to facilitate the control of their movements as much as
possible.
A trailer transfer point (TP) system was implemented by the theater transportation groups
(the 7th and 32d) to facilitate the movement of
sustainment cargo, especially ammunition. US
medium truck companies operated the TTP
along the southern Ad Dammam-RiyadhKing Khalid Military City (KKMC) route, while
commercial assets traveled in convoy configurations along the northern MSR Dodge route. All
ammunition movements were intensively
tracked by the movement control system.
As Desert Storm commenced, the need for intransit visibility became extremely important.
Origin MCTs would record DOD identification

the changing stockage levels in the theater storage areas.
To augment the limited wheel transportation
assets, the 318th decided early on to exploit the
Saudi rail system. Negotiations began in earnest
between the 318th and the Ministry of Defense
and Aviation for the use of this resource. That
system consisted of a single passenger and a
single freight route between Ad Dammam and
Riyadh; however, the tonnage that the railroad
was capable of moving more than made up for
the single origin-destination. Once cargo arived in Riyadh, an MCT coordinated the transhipment onto trucks headed north to the log
bases along MSR Dodge.
Given the limited number of days to complete
the movement before the ground war began, it
was simply not possible to move the great quantity of soldiers and sustainment cargo by truck
and bus alone. Therefore, a decision was made
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to exploit the use of intratheater air assets. Those
assets, C-130 Hercules transport planes, were
initially assigned to move passengers and palletized cargo from the Dhahran and Riyadh areas to
As the desert provided no

man-made or natu temain featres to
guide by, intricate strip maps were
created with detailed time and distance
legends. Fpno drivers were greeted by
Spanish-peaklg US soldiers offering
help. Other HN drivers were directed by
US soldiers with strip maps and
dbwctions wri*tn in Arabic.
airfields near the logistic support bases, but this
mission expanded quickly. The 318th functioned as the single validator of intratheater air
missions for all US Army forces within the theater. Daily coordination was required to allocate
and control the movement of 120 C-130s on a
priority basis to meet mission requirements. Soldiers were manifested and planes dispatched by
air terminal movement control teams. Where
airfields did not exist, forward landing strips were
created. The most frequendy used forward strp
was a 5,000-meter stretch of MSR Dodge itself,
Traffic movement on Dodge was diverted to permit the C-130s to land.
Armed with the foregoing information on the
transportation system and assets, you should now
be ready to join a highway, rail, air (or water)
movement in support of Operation DesertStorm.

VII Corps' Movements
Even after the air campaign had started, VII
Corps equipment was still arriving by sea at the
ports of Ad Dammam and Al Jubayl. As they
had so many hundreds of times before, MCTs of
the 93d Movement Control Battalion met the
trucks, tanks, engineer equipment and artillery
and helped organize the equipment and soldiers
into convoys. Where the unit was not able to
move with its own organic assets, the 93d would
arrange for additional lift from theater assets to
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complete the move. The 93d matched the load
with the lift asset so that specialized equipment
would be used properly. When the drivers and
equipment were married up, a convoy clearance
was given, authorizing that convoy to travel on
the road system at a particular time. That clearance number was chalked on the truck doors be-

fore departing.
As each convoy proceeded past designated
checkpoints, highway regulation point teams
noted the clearance number chalked on the side
of each convoy. They would then refer to their
convoy projection chart to determine if that
convoy was where it was supposed to be at that
given time. If it was not, directions could be given to the military police to pull the errant convoy off to the side of the road, letting it proceed
only after the properly scheduled convoys
cleared the road space.
While VII Corps units continued to clear the
seaport, other VII Corps units and the entire
XVIII ABN Corps prepared to move from mar.
shialing areas to tactical assembly areas. If the
corps did not have sufficient internal assets to
meet the lift requirements, they contacted the
318th through their own corps MCCs and requested additional truck assets. EAC assets, consisting of US, Saudi Arabian, Egyptian and contract trucks, were intensively managed and
matched against these requests. Each day, corps
additional lift requests were received, verified
and met with appropriate lifts. MCCs for the
two corps would then organize these trucks into
convoys, assign convoy clearance numbers and
contact the 318th, seeking approval of the time
and road space requested.

When all of the convoy clearance requests

were received by the 318th from VII and XVIII
corpsthey would be gathered with EAC sustain4ient movement requests to determine when
the convoys would be allowed onto the MSRs.
The idea, of course, was to ensure that multiple
convoys would not be on the same road space at
the same time. This process, known as deconflicting, consumed vast amounts of planning
time. As many of the convoys had different start
points, it was a complicated process. Al Jubayl
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Daily coordination was required to allocate and control the movement of 120
C-130s on a priority basis.... Where airfields did not exis4 forward landing strips
were created The most frequently used forward strip was a 5,000-meter stretch of
. ...
was diverted to pennit the C-130s to lwd
MSR Dodge itself [where
isapproximately 2 hours north of Ad Dammam.
A convoy onginating at Ad Dammam and one
originating at Al Jubayl would have to begin at
2000 and 2140 respectively, not at 2000 and
2200, if conflict was to be avoided,
The immense volume of convoys and the
sheer number of possible conflict points were so
great that an enormous reporting problem ensued. To more easily manage this problem, a special cell was created to monitor movement. This
cell, the theater movement control cell
(TMCC), provided a 24-hour monitoring systern capability that received, and then plotted,
all highway movement. An enormous wall map
with the MSR overlay on it was covered, from
Ad Dammam in the east to the westernmost
point on MSR Dodge, with colored pins denoting clearance number, start point and time, release point, number of trucks and any other pertinent information. Each time a convoy was
noted anywhere along MSR Dodge, its progress
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was plotted by moving the representative pin
along the wall map.
Reports were called into the TMCC at 318th
Headquarters, using a communications patchwork. That patchwork consisted of cellular
telephones, hand-held radios, FM radios, highfrequency AM radios, electronic mail and typewriters. Representatives from the VII Corps,
XVIII ABN Corps and the movement control
battalions manned the TMCC with the 318th.
This proved to be an outstanding management
tool, enhancing control while providing visibility to the high volume of moves that were occurring on i daily basis.
As the volume of trucks on the highway increased, so did the number of railroad trains.
What originally began as a several-times-aweek operation evolved into a system that
sometimes ran two or three freight trains a day
from Ad Dammam to Riyadh. Each train carned 75 containers, thus leaving critical wheeled
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Just di before the at convoys were expected to use the [new] bypass
road, unusually heavy winter rauins turned it into a quagmire. All efforts to make the
bypass serviceable were rendered useless by additional rain... The
winter
produces another weatser phenomenon, shamaLs. Shamals are blizzds of dust
and sand thatproduce blinding conditions, blocking out the sun in the same
manner as any winter snowstorm
erational status. Key components and parts were
transported throughout the theater on an imme.
diate basis to maintain all systems in an operational ready status.
Personnel replacements were also transported
via intratheater air. More than 11,000 replacements were moved by C-130 from the Dhahran
area to the VII Corps and XVIII ABN Corps
over a three-week period. The 318th coordinated the airlift to coincide with the arrival of
the replacements on strategic air (C-141, C-5
and commercial aircraft) from the United States
or Germany and from personnel holding areas in
the Dhahran area. Intratheater airdrop missions
used low-altitude parachute extraction system
(LAPES) techniques to provide more than 600
containerized delivery system (CDS) bundles of
food and water to frontline soldiers and EPWs in
Kuwait and Iraq. The repositioning, supporting
and resupply capability provided by intratheater
airlift became a tremendous combat multiplier when the movement control methodology
and procedures employed by the 318th were
adopted and executed by the requesting units.
In addition to the 1,400 missions in support of
the 82d and 101st divisions, more than 450
individual missions were processed during
Desert Shied and Desert Storm, moving 80,000
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passengers and 20,000 short tons of supplies.
Coincident with the intratheater air moves
and the convoys that rolled on MSR Dodge, the
Persian Gulf itself provided a key MSR, supporting II major ports of call. Army logistic support
vessels plied the waters between the ports of Ad
Dammam, Al Jubayl, Al Mishab, Khaki,Jeddah,
Al Manamah (Bahrain), Doha (Qatar), Abu
Dhabi, Jebel Ali and Dubai (United Arab Emirates) and Raysut (Oman), moving over 18,000
short tons consisting of 398 containers, 68 tanks
and assorted equipment. As heavy lift wheeled
vehicles became scarce, this MSR and water
transport capability provided an excellent alternate source of high-volume movement. More
than 94 missions were coordinated by the 318th
using this means of transportation.
Once the corps were in their marshaling
areas, MCTs began a new phase of operations.
The primary marshaling area for the VII Corps
was sotltheast of the frontier city of Hafar al Batii. The final battle plan called for the VII
Corps to cross the Iraqi border 39 miles northeast of Hafar al Batin. To do this, the entire
corps would have to move 90 miles west, crossing MSR Sultan, and then 85 miles north to the
border, crossing MSR Dodge on the way.
To avoid massive traffic jams created by XVIII
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Parallelto and south of AISR Dodge is anl oil pipeline runinlg oil f/h'
w.uiwle fior /iindreds of iniles. Huge mnounds~ oftleserr sanid w-ere hulloz~ed on lop of
the pipeline to create .i5iseparatesizes to cross over t/ie pipeline. . I( '1 and iniflarv
police /1/len / halted traffr onl AS IDodge to permit the crossint's. 4/1W/i remainled
hidden under the naturalandi man-inade'sliaa.
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MOVEMENT CONTROL
was masked by the storm. When the divisions
finished their movement west, they turned
north to cross MSR Dodge. A new challenge
awaited movement control personnel. Parallel
to and south of MSR Dodge is an oil pipeline
running on the surface for hundreds of miles.
Huge mounds of desert sand were bulldozed on
top of the pipeline to create 50 separate sites to
cross over the pipeline. After the thousands of
vehicles of each division were channeled over
the 50 mounds of sand, they went on line to cross
MSR Dodge. MCTs and military police halted
traffic on MSR Dodge to permit the crossings,
which remained hidden under the natural and
man-made shamals.
Once the great movement of supplies into the
logistic bases was achieved and the great movement of both corps from their marshaling areas
into their attack areas was achieved, movement
control was once again called upon to support
the battle plan itself.
There are virtually no roads leading north
from Saudi Arabia into Iraq. Trails through the
desert had to be marked so that the supply trains
could follow the maneuver elements. Through
a combination of chemical lights, bicycle reflectors and road signs, trails were marked north
through the breach in the Saudi-Iraqi border.
These trails then became the MSRs along which
fiel, ammunition, food and water were carried as
far north as the Euphrates River.
As the armored forces rolled forward, corps
and EAC MCTs advanced, controlling movement, maintaining asset visibility and tasking assets for backhaul use. In everv instance, the combat forces were followed in close order by the
combat support and combat service support personnel. Movement control personnel got them
all to their correct destinations,
The descriptions presented here are a simpli-'

There are virtually no roads

leading northfrom SaudiArabia into
Iraq. Trails through the desert had to be
marked so that the supply trains could
follow the maneuver elements. Through
a combination of chemical lights, bicycle
reflectors and road signs, trails were
marked north through the breach in the
Saudi-Iraqi border [to]... as far north
as the Euphrates River.
fied view of what was an extraordinarily complex
and difficult operation. The transportation accomplishments described by Schwarzkopf were
essential to the success of Desert Shield and Desert
Storm. Never before had movement control
been called upon to manage the simultaneous
movement of two corps, while at the same time,
controlling the movement of the thousands of
trucks, tracks, trains, planes and ships needed to
sustain a force of almost a half million soldiers.
In Desert Shield and Desert Storm, more than
3,500 convoys were managed and more than
200,000 miles were driven each day32,000,000 miles were driven in total. Massive
movements such as those described in this article
do not occur on their own. Behind the scenes
was an intricate plan of movement control that
was integrated into the framework and resources
of the campaign plan and executed under the
auspices of the 318th Transportation Agency
(Movement Control). The men and women
who performed the arduous mission of movement control rose to countless challenges and
made these accomplishments possible. Their efforts reflect the extraordinary professionalism
and pnde they have in themselves, their mission
.4ad their country. MR

Colonel PeterC. Langenus, US Army Reserve, iscommanderof the 318th Transportation Agency (Movement Control), 77th US Arm' Reserve Command. Fort
Totten, New librk. He received a B.A. from the University of Notre Dame and a
J.D. from New York University Scul Law. He is a graduate of the US Army
Command and GeneralStaff College and the US Army War College. He previously

commanded a nifle company in Vietnam and a corps support group in the US Army
Reserve. He is a partner in a New York Cir-law firm.
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THE SCENES

TheGulf War-Reheats
Military-Media Controversy
Major General Winant Sidle, US Army, Retired
Copyright 1 L991

It is ironic that the two national institutions that have traditionally been
tasked with defense of ourConstitution, the military and the media, have
almost always been at odds with each other. Since Vietnam, the relationship has been especialy strained Retired General Winant Sidle,
chief of Arny inforna
dwigt the Vietnam War, offers his views as
dhe controversy heats up again in the wake of media complaints about
media access and restrictions during Operation Desert Shield/Storm.
**
OST Americans seem highly pleased
M
with the US military for the careful planning and outstanding conduct ofoperations Deserr Shield and Desert Storm. But there is one significant exception-the news media.
The media began to complain about how they
were being handled in Saudi Arabia well before
the end of Desert Storm, and the complaints continue even now-a surprising development in
the view of many Americans. Polls taken since
the end of hostilities have shown that most
Americans thought the press coverage entirely

Acually, there is, and has been for years, a
genuine problem in basic military-media relations. As Otis Pike said in an article written
shortly after the Grenada operation in 1983:
'Uur military is trained to win. Winning requires secrecy and an image of skill, courage,
stamina, strength, and sacrifice.
"Ourjmedia are trained to report. Reporting
'mtlst avoid secrecy and must also report blun"ders, cowardice, exhaustion, weakness, and
agony, all of which demoralize us."
These two philosophies obviously conflict.

adequate, even excellent in many instances.
John Q. Public must be asking why the media
persists in making a fuss. Is there a problem with
these media reporters and their bosses?

Our Founding Fathers surely wanted our military
to win and our press to be free, although there is
considerable difference in defining what free
means as far as the media are concerned.
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The militar's Position on this conflict today
isthat, yes, the press should cover military operations, but what it prinsarnd airs should not impair the secuity omilitary operaions or endanger troops.
The medas position seems to be roughly this:
The AMCa= people must Fe informed of what
the mihtarys doing in combat, and it isup to the
media to do thi o by having reporters actually
see what isgoing on. The media must be trusted
not to impair opemtimnal security or endanger
the troops. They-must also report bad as wel as
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good new% b t*h-must be accirate.
Whtp
is that the me&i agree
iitary security and troop
they shou p
safety, but they wart to do it their way.
The problem with this isthat the military has
learned though experience that some members
of the press do not always know what will impair
operational security or endanger the troops. In
fact, I have encountered some newsmen who
feel they must report everything they find out, no
matter what the consequences. Fortunately,
there are extremely few such reporters, but they
are a factor.
The military also agrees with Pike's thought
that military victory ismore easily accomplished
when the image of the military is a good one.
Otherwise, not only is troop morale sometimes
weakened, but the enemy is always encouraged
-when an unfavorable story is aired or printed,
even if the story does not directly affect operational security or endanger the troops. The military also knows that the press reports bad news
but, all too often, it is not entirely accurate or
may be slanted to make the bad news appear
worse than it actually is.
The media's rebuttal to this isthat the American people must know the truth about their
Armed Forces no matter how much it hurts. Me-.dia leaders, of course, claim that all reporters try
to be accurate. Ihave worked with the media on
and off since 1949, and I know that some reporters try harder than others in this regard.
Regardless of which view ismore accurate, we
have a serious philosphical conflict, and we must
seek ways to resolve it.
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Alook at histoxy isalwWy Wnmuive in Oryu.
'.'
to solve probgems. In thise, history mei
that the United States has handled the problem
in several different ways in the past, none of
which has been completely satisfactory to both
the media and the military.
Censorship. The original solution was
censorship. Massachusetts had a censorship law
in the early 1700s. But censorship was not alway. invoked as a solution. During the Revolutionary War, military-media relations were not
much of a problem because there were few reporters, few newspapers, few readers, and news
did not travel rapidly. During the War of 1812
and the Mexican War, there were more newspapets and readers, but reporters did not have the
means of covering the fighting effectively, nor
was the telegraph available except at the very
end of the Mexican conflict.
During the Civil War, censorship was used by
both sides, and some Union generals so disliked
and distrusted the press that they barred them
from some operations. Even under these circumstances, information that reached the press and
was published proved, on occasion, to be harmful to ulitary operations.
' -fensorship was imposed during the Spanish
American War, but reports indicate that it was
not imposed effectively in some instances and
disregarded in others.
World War I censorship was not always
successful, but this was normally offset by the
patriotism of reporters who often did not report
bad news even though they knew about it. US
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who did riot seem to care whether their stories

were entirely accurate or not.
Ofcourse, not all ofthe Vietnam media coverage was negative. In fact,, postwar studies and
analyses have shown that the preponderance of
coverage was either favorable or neutral Unfix-

tunately, thosefto who served in Vietnam had
the hipressi i the reporting was mostly unfavorabl, arln y in the miltay felt that the
press was a majm factor in the United States
backing out ofVietnam. This dislike and distrust
of the press continued after the war and still ex-

ists in some dept today.
You may ask at this point why the United
States did
censorship in ViM.

i=.

The Dpz..W

matter carefiuly and found that censorship
would hael
'ft wku participation by the
South Vietnam goernment, and no one, in-

1

cluding the mecvkdkanved that. In addition, it

r.

was recognized that a reporter could avoid censorship by filing his story from Bangkok or Hong
Kong. He would lose his accreditation, but the

t
t"

story would be out.

e

Gmrm&KPRo As a substitute for censorship, the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), developed 15 ground rules for-

'

bidding reporters to reveal such things as
planned ofiensvm troop movements and smi .
lar material cdkm of value to the en*n IN

-

=fry fedutnallov
rmge*t
reporter violated these rules, he would lose his
tinued to be somewhat antagonistic and nep_ MACV accreditaon. That, in essence, would
tive, so the-distmst continued unabated. This
mean he could not get transportation out of Saidistrust, undoubtedly, was reciprocated by sme
gon or deal with the military in Saigon or elsemedia representatives.
where in country.
Although never admitted, the military's distrust of the media at the time of the Grenada opThis system worked quite well. Although the
records have been lost, the recollections by the
eration in 1983 had to be part of the reason the
media were not permitted on Grenada for the
public affairs chiefs who served in Vietnam of retwo days, and only a pool was allowed on the
first
were
either
revoked
accreditations
porters whose
or suspended for violating the ground rules indithird day. It isinteresting to note that, according
cate that only nine (out of the hundreds and . w.th
dopmnon polls conducted at the time, the
hundreds of reporters who covered the war at '-1ublic overwhelmingly agreed with the excuone time or another) lost their accreditation.
sion of the press. Apparently, part of the reason
Further, onlytwooftheseviolationsseriouslyenwas that the public agreed that the press had
dangered operational security or troop safety.
been too negative in the past.
However, some feel that even one such occurIn any event, the press furor after Grenada was
rence was too many.
so strong that then chairman of the Joint Qiiefs
of Staff JCS), General John W Vessey Jr., asked
After Vietnam and before Grenada, the mili-
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.naval: ta
ecort operation in
thuhthere wer 'some complaints itafWROE
m"work adequaty. During Operation JUM
in Pnan in Deceiber 1989, the NMP
tivated, but the concept did not work
pool arrived late; it was not permitted '
the operation adequater, and other

,.-

were already on the scene ad kept
DOD
.iies,
aid the, latter
would seeuitd reporm. Matqtia generated
Dewt hAekIDetSm18X Befixec*.
1ou 40l i ailable to all inter- -stdering the media-military relationshipkii
by the pl
ep
c.operations
Desert Shield and Dwsrt Swom &
ested qm i*~n
should examine what happened to the censorb re an
Th
operatir
dship
concept that seemed to be the solution to
at ors M
saw arding eran security and troopsfety after
thimsthe Korean War. DD moved aw
nefk,
h
Vea,
ith mealsbfll
rm this concept during the Ia s and
Thy ai
BDecause censorship was not feasible in Vietnam,
he nld also be prided with meals, billetirg
ahd ameawwfik their material back to -DOD decided that it would iot be feasibk or
necesry ain.
As a result, the Army's Fld
their home Offt
Press Censohp reserve nits, which were delargest
The paml aso recommended that dthe
during military
signed to exercise censorship 197
possibe pool should be wed iutially, and the
erations, were disbanded in 1977.
soon
u
g
a
pool wouldbe
uned
the
As a replacement concept, DOD ado
asfasdle hea nelpoined out, however, that
Sidle Panel recommendation that the ground
"fl cove e was a relative term, and this
rule system be oed in, ftre military operations
, ogistmight be Umtdih mwhere se uio
-Imbpually,the panel made this recomnendatics, ard the size of the operation ... would not
in 1984 because the military no longer had
ponmstoco o n
pee Thenlmfide
mit.
evenThe panel fel that any limitations on al
a trained censorship capability, and the us
e of
ground rules seemed to be the only system avaicoverage would have to be decided on a caeable to exercise the necessary control over the
by-ce basika
media concerning operational security and
The panel was concerned that too many retroop safety.
porters might arrive on the scene, raking it amWen Desert Shield erupted, DOD chose to
possible to pemit every reporter to go into the
field. This ccen stemmed from the fact that

I-

implement the pool concept, but it was modified
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but, as any

SaudiA bia ieorey August 1990, and by all ac-

knows,

the two weeks
the pool orate. However as rops poure
into the operations area, so did media representatives. In fact, there were nearly 800 correspondents there by December and, when the war ended, there were over 1,600 correspondents on
hand. The NMP was shut down after about two

weeks because the large number of nonpool re-
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lgi1i

person who has seen cobat

many
vo repore on hand r
over an action can impair operational

coun ts
the sytem worke

porters on the scene made it unncssa.. in It became obvious early that the large numb
of reporters was going to be hard to handle. Most
of the reporters wanted to see the action when
it began, but there were simply too many for the
military to accommodate. Therefore, DOD decided to initiate a system of pools to provide access to as many newsmen as possible.

i,

to
unriy

and troop safety. Too many rpe
on e
own can impede the conduct of a battle. This is
particularly true when the large majority of the
correspondents is not experienced in covering
combat, which was the case in Saudi Arabia.
Some try to question troop leaders in the heat of
-

a,0ght. Others draw unwarranted conclusions

because they do not know or understand what is
going on. Many are unfamiliar with military tatics and, by their actions on the ground, can inadvertently create problems by exposing troop
positios or movements, or by filing stories that
will be helpfil to the enemy.
aeIn
Storm, an overriding problem was
that the operation was not like World War ,

57
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ater compares favorably with World War md
Vietnam figures. According to DOD, on D-&y
in World War II, there were 461 reponrt ac.

.,
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ivs. In a diti0nmesa~hshows-that
,
nam
m press corps averaged about 400 d
t67-1969. Of this
bu
, only aou 40it
the-field on agiven day. Mte~t
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Koreii

nmfylyarge
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Idor"1 CiOtiy
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into he opterira~~
a~ d-~ ini
ection as in
.....
Vtnmam.... ........ . .
lw& .~ietnam
Dese~amnind
actio oereid hugedistheaction

s handled poToetio
via gcaxmd rules. avaaibnry
On 15 Jausr

1991,DODsd 12 grDdrulesandtwo

it0opunits had

0e

iio

seas

t

:

~news
people in the flea ...
* Vietnam, Tet-15% of avoa
rw people in the field.
* Vietna1-Cd S6 A e,
oM'E.,
available in the field.'
:-ydr
e
* Desert Soma, Februar 1991-14 d
available news people in the field.
-hew
pe
pl
The operational securiy/top safety prMAlem

* 111(i

was cliotic.,Rpc
to ride with thmioop

World war I, D-day,6%

of additional media gidnce. Thiswas the final

along

modification ofgroind rules issued earlierdurh

d
reter~s he
aman hecud
a-

Januay~. The differe.e betwe the use
ground
Desert Storn and similar rules i
Vetmrides
wa inthat
in Vienam, the press was its
own cesor. After a story caie out thatvio9
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the ground rules, the reporter concerned had his

to know in. advance .ow
-iuldehav
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solution
to the mA&e- o r tert and operaaccreditation speode or catneled. InD
tional security/trop safety problems were twoStom, all material prepared by a pool member
fold. The ugiI
dawtlem
avkle b the
had tobe reviewed by the public affairs officer .
We
tMo2OmUlLio
-otshsf
athe companing the pool for adherence to the
tost part fint even to 17'mebe. Bi Feb mo-ground rules. Ifthe public affais fier approved
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If the public affairs security review officer at
the Pentagon thoug ththere was a problem, the
matter was discussed directly with the appropriate bureau chief or editor in the United States.
If, after this disussion, the news agency still
wanted to us e story, they could do so. This
system ot security review was, therefiare, not
equivalent to censorship where the government
makes the final decision. The main problem
with the Desert Storm security review sfstem was
the Penagon creatdin putn

The wscurity review

ot

the
story.

wstem applied only to

correspondents in the pools. All correspondents
we reachuired to abide by the ground rles, but
printephrt,, televisio and radio itemsgeneriiidh in reaIr areas were not reviewed.
Bated n all of the aove, it would appeoar that
the current media outcry is not filly wared.
I quivr, there is validity to some o their
iltoJ by} the'
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complaints. Let us look at the major complaints
voiced thus far.
One complaint is that some pools, perhaps
most, assigned to cover a unit(s) were kept in a
group at all times and not allowed to split up to
get a more complete pcture of what was gomg
on. Why the military" did this does not ,ecru to
make much sense in view of the securit" review
backup system. Splitting up a pool may mean additional escorts are needed, but it should not
mean that.a public afiirs officer hfr to be with

e

cch lgant
of the pool. In Vietnam, when a
group of repo~rters was brought to the ~ene otfaction, the major unit involved often pptvided
guides for each small group and, in many in-

tnmce, tor individual rct\~rters. G.ui,]e , irces
included the malor unit public affairs st, s&ne
lower-unit commanders who were not unhappy
to be accompanied by a reporteror two, aiestant
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This modus Ofandi has, in fact, been fairly
s i brws*of
pools cmated by the
dUeMoU"
sourc
,

S

o attehe
n
g to file theirstoris
tooTem
many reportdrs

and insufficient communications outlets to accommodate them all ina timely fashion.
Th-e meda do not like pools. One recent

militarysineddWar andpriortotheSidle
post-Desert Storm recommendation made by a
Panel. This iswhat the panel had in mind when
group of high-level media executives agreed that
it recommended the use ofpools in the first place.
pools might be needed initially, but they should
Another pool problem occurred in some cases
be disbanded after 36 hours and then reporters
during Desen Snrm when the pool was not disshould be on their own.
patched ina dmly fashim This should be easy
Such a rule cannot be applied to all military
to correct with propM planning and priority,
operations on two counts. First, there is no way
Timely tranmisso of news stories is vital to *opredict when a pool can be disbanded and,
the prems, DOD ias already admitted that this ."4ased on my experience, 36 hours would be too
did not occur in some imtrees.. Nor is this a
soon in many instances. Pools may have to connew problem when the military has to handle
tinue for the duration, as in Desert Storm.
story transmissions. It can be solved by proper
Second, if there are too many reporters trying
planning, priority assignment and adequate reto cover an operation, such as the 1,600 at Desert
sources. Dediating adequate resources isalso a
Stonrm, they could never be allowed to roam the
factor when estimating how many reporters can
battlefield at will. In our wars during this century,the military has had to provide reporter transcover an action. Sonutimes there may just be

0

-
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porration rofen than not. The press can
and should be transported by the military if that

-

is the only way thereporters can do their job. But
this rrarmplrracmtn
st be fuN'nished in a way

that does not sign
ntly interre with opera-H
tions.
The
omibm
innot provide an res can
taxi service f rindividual reporters working on
their own.
Still anobe edia complaint that apparmtly
has some bs infact isthat public affairs pool escorts kept repqsers under too tight control,
keeping dim Mom= negative news, according to the
:new hi -

'7

if anythsnw-owcWa
fom. the.repoh .But
the tightcontMrAcomlint isstill valicL Not allowing the poos to split up is prma facie evidence ofthts, as the fact that some pools required mandatory monitoring of all interviews.
This requirement was eliminated as the war

went on. However, an interview should be mon-

itored if the person being interviewed requests it,

which isoften the case.
As an aside, it iseasy to understand why a public affairs officer escort might be too strict, even
though he should not be. Public affairs officers
are well aware of the negative approach some reporters and news agecies have taken durig and
after Vietnam I recall seeing a cable sent by a
major television nem k to its Saigon bureau
chief in the 1966-1967 period. It said essentially,
"When the Army does something well, it is not
news. It isexpected. So, concentrate on when
the Army does something wrong. That's news."
Based on this network's current nightly news
program, the network is still sometimes operating by this principle.
Nonetheless, pool escorts should not be too
strict. We must all remember that when the military does something wrong or unwise, the taxpayers have a right to know about it, unless it

would be of genuine help to the enemy. In such
cases, publicity should be deferred until there
will be no gain for the enemy upon its release.
The media executives also claim that the Desert Sorm media restrictions promoted news man-
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agement designed to provide a sanitized version
of the war. This is not a new complaint. We
heardmany such allegations during the Vietnam
,
There may have been some truth to them
then, but news management was not the intent
of the Desert Storm restrictions. In most cases,

DesertStorm restrictions can be directly linked to
operations and were designed solely to preserve
military security and troop safety.
Polble Slution& Having studied both
the media's complaints and the military's

'
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Bryant Gumbel taiking to troops before
a....ayv taping, Septemri

left
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concerns, it appears to me that there are some
reasonable solutions to the military-media
problems concerning coverage of combat operations. I believe that a first step toward an agreement can be accomplished by appropriate DOD

tions involved and the size of their military
contingents. If only US forces are involved,
some major foreign news agencies should still
be represented.
If the news media are unable to agree on

officials meeting with senior major media executives and negotiating a "guideline" solution.
A possible solution could be for both sides to
agree to the following as a workable set of
guidelines:
* Operational security and troop safety
considerations must take precedence over any
other factors.
A To make it possible for reporters to be "on
their own" to the maximum degree possible
without impairing operational security and

a reporter limitation, DOD will have to establish the maximum and enforce it via the accreditation process.
The bulkI of the press reentation involved should be providd by news agencies
that have the greatest coverage and impact on
the American public and the people of coalition
nations.
i
Pools will be use initially, when necessaet (which will be alost all of the time), in all
operations. These pools will be as large as possi-

troop safety, the number of reporters and backup
personnel covering a combat operation must be
limited to a reasonable figure.
* The maximum number will vary with the
situation, but a guideline based on the discussion above might well be a ratio of 500 news
peo ple for a 500,000-man US or coalition force.
This includes repo)rter backup persomnel.
e If a coalition is involved, the 500 will include appropriate foreign news agency representatives, based on the number of foreign na-

ble. Normally, the pools will be split up after arrival at their destinations.
9 Each pool will be accompanied by at least
oA public affairs officer whose mission is to arrange maximum coverage cnsistent with security and troop (not reporter) safety requirements.
e Guides will be provided bv visited units to
assist reporters in covering the story when the
pool splits up.
* The piic Af:
c'tficer,a t.,ed
by
the visited unit, will provide for briefings, inter-
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MLITARY-MEIAviews, ransportation, meals, billeting and communicatios means to transmit copy, films and i
tapes from the poolers to the rear.
*If pools aerequired for an extended periMod, correspoknent members will be rotated petodically to and from the rear and to other unit.
• Media representing specific US localities
where units are normally stationed will have a
low pool proity, but should be afforded the op.
I
a
on
occasionally
troops
the
visit
to
portunity
special basis. If necessary, DOD should allow
such reporters into the operations area for short
visits even if their presence exceeds the ovmall

reporter

..
cr

k

T

011xautan.

A last and critical guideline is required for se-

curity controL Currendy, the media and the military have three choices in this matter. For fuure
operations, they should agree on one of these:
to
ruleswill
groundthat
to issue appropriate
e DOD
becoming public
informnation
prevent
damage operational security or troop safet
e

DOD to issue such ground rules and, in

addition, make arrangements for rapid security
review and transmission of reporters' products.
o In lieu of either of these options, field
press censorship will be used. To ensure that
DOD isprepared to handle censorship efficiently, DOD must activate and train field press censorship reserve units. DOD ground rules will
serve as the basis of censorship action.
I personally prefer field press censorship as the

m;a

. . l

nonetheless real, is the need for the militaow

the miry to
with the need fr
no
ha t milr
the
with
payerate
payer has the right to know what the military is
doing, except when this is precluded by military

security or troop safety considerations. The mis-

sei of rovidingthis information to the public
is a primary responibility of the media. The

military also needs to get full public recognition
and credit for the good job that it aulmost always
performs The primary means of informing the
public and getting this credit is again through
the media.
As the Sidle Panel wrote in concluding its report "Te optimum solution to ensure proper
coverage of military operation

is to have the

best solution. It has worked well before and promilitary-represented by competent, profesvides the greatest freedom of action for reporters,
sional public affairs personnel and commanders
as well as totally protecting security and troop
who understand media problems-working with
safety. It can also be handled rapidly as in World
the media--represented by competent, profesWar II and Korea. The other two solutions do
sional reporters and editors who understand milnot provide total protection.
itary problems--in a nonantagonistic atmosCooperMleon. The secret of successful miliphere. The panel urges both institutions to
tary-media relations is cooperation. The mdia
philosophy and make it work."
tary and the press rarely recognize the fact that . 47These conclusions are just as valid today in
they really need each other. The need for the
light of the the most recent media-military conpress to c

I

te with the military isobvious:

frontations during and after Desert Storm. MR

Mom Geera .'MamtSidle, US AnnRem ,rsde mPmeiwst Norh Car.
SdleCmmzssion heserd
mrnd
4dhirwmafde
dia.A eeranpublic fairs c
as d4uf'miatim, US
Assummce Con
,Vienam; Amy's duef
of iwormon; and deputy as u .,mryof defense for public a4iam.
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It has been more tn a year since the invasion of Kuwait and more than six
months sincethe iberaWn of Kuwait and the cessation of hostilities. Inthe aftrmatI%the scessMy andconsiderable effort to study and draw lessons from Ihwar
.. Thgear,
The Army immediately set about the task of sifting
of the war effort and searching for the important lessons,
n
throught-

Tit
aim m

ple and

-AwyRodew
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departs from its traditional format and

teview of the major events, important peo-

but pivotal period. The remainder of this edition is
de the students and faculties inour schools, iead.
intende
i
o
ers in th-fiO: and all interested professionals, a minireference document to
study teeventS of the Gulf War. The information used to compile this section
was gethem~froma wlerangwof official ard unofficial sources. Many Anmy
kFrfoewstation from nmerous oftca docuithe
ments after.,acon repods and scores of civilian pubicatlons.
Obviously, the relevant material for this presentation isvoluminous; itcould f11l'
several editions with useful and interesting information. The focus herein w*
narrowed to provide a recap of the more important facts, events and actions ina
manner that facilitates the objective review and study of the war.
The following sections are offered:
" Achronology of events surrounding the invasion and liberation of Kuwait.
" The United Nations resolutions.
* The member nations of the coalition and their force contributions.
* Several key presidential addresses to the nation.
~
o

&i

" The joint resolution of Congress.
* The presidents address to the Iraqi people.
" The letter sent to Saddam Hussein, rejected by his foreign minister.
" Selected quotes of key congressional leaders during the period.
* General Schwarzkopf's strategy briefing.
" A bibliography of additional readings available on the subject.
We at Military Review acknowledge that despite our considerable efforts, this
is not, and cannot be, a complete and final report on the war effort. Certainly,
there are important aspects that are not covered here. But, we hope this presentation will prove useful to the continuing study of the Gulf War and the valuable
leaming process that will follow.
Finally, Military Review pledges to cotinnt to pursue and to publish reports,
reviews, experiences and important lessOns from those who contributed to and
continue to participate in the execution of missions in the gulf. Let us not forget
that Operation Provi Comfort has only recently ended. We still have significant
forces in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq and the gulf, faithfully serving the nation. This
and future editions of Military Review are dedicated to providing our readers with
objective coverage and frank discussions of US military actions in Desert Shield,
Desert Storm, Provide Comfort, and whatever follows.

February 1990

July 1990

19 Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
demands US remove its warships from
Persian Gulf.

10 In Jeddah. Saudi Arabia. at OPEC
meeting, Kuwait and UAE agree to
abide by their oil quotas: Saudis will cut
production: Iraq agrees to Iranian proposal to raise pnce to S25 per barrel.

March 1990

15 Iraqi Foreign Minister Tanq Aziz
British journalist Farzad Bazhoft is sends letter to Arab League Secretarytried and convicted of espionage in
General Klibi. accusing Kuwait of stealIraq. He is subsequently hanged on 15
ing oil from Rumalia oil field and conMarch. United Kingdom (UK) recalls its
spiring to reduce Iraq's oil income.
ambassador over the ndent17
Hussein threatens mitary action
30 cfuin
threaes ilitoy cop
30US intelligence confirms Iraq has
f Kuwait and the UAE fail
to comply
built permanent missile launchers in
with oil quotas: says drop in oil prices
western Iraq, puttng Tel Aviv within
has caused Iraq to lose billions in o
revenues.
range of Scud missiles,
10

April 1990

18

2

calls military alert and emergency
session of Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC).

Hussein says Iraq has inary chemi-

cal weapons and threatens to "make
fire eat half of Israel if it tries anything
against Iraq."

17

Saudi Arabia. Kuwait and United
Arab Emirates (UAE) say they will lower oil output because of glut and low
prices.

Kuwait cabinet discusses Iraqi
demanrd for S2.4 billion for Rumalia o0l.

20

May 1990

24 Iraq deploys troops on the Kuwaiti
border.

3

E US places six warships in the area on
alert and begins conducting a military
exercise with the UAE.

28"-30

At Arab League Summit in
Baghdad, Hussein calls for Arabs to liberate
for attacks$27
on
US forJerusalem,
supportingpushes
Israel, demands
USo foro
suotig
Iae demores uwbillion from Kuwait and deplores Kuwaitiand UAE overproduction of oil

26 Hussein warns Kuwait and UAE to
curb excess production so pnce can
nse from $14 to $25 per barrel,

27

26

Iraq fails to reach an agreement
with Turkey and Syria on shanng of
Euphrates waters.
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Talks between Iraq and Kuwait
open in Jeddah.
U Iraq demands cession of disputed
KL,".al temtory and 10 billion.
N Iraq masses 100.000 troops on Kuwalt's border

August 1990
:aq walks out of talks with Kuwait.

Dow Jones closes at 2.899.26: oil
closes at S21.54 per barrel.

2

Iraqi forces invade, seize and oc-

cupy Kuwait at 4:00 a.m. (Kuwaiti time).
a Bush signs executive order banning

trade with )raq, freezes assets of both
Iraq and Kuwait and calls on other nalions to take similar action.
U UK, France and Switzerland freeze
Iraqi and Kuwaiti assets.

a United Nations Secunty Council
(UNSC) adopts Resolution 660. condemning the invasion and calling for the
immediae and unconditional withdraw25 Mubarak says that Iraq and Kuwait
plan to meet in Jeddat, Saudi Arabia.
al from Kuwait.
to resolve their differences.
8 Soviet Union suspends deliverv of all
mdtry equipment to Iraq
U Hussein tells April Glaspie, US am-mitayeupntoIrq
bassador to Iraq, "Yours is a society E Iraq wams other countries not to
which cannot accept 10,000 -dead in
come to Kuwait s assistance. We will
one battle." She tells -fLssein that US
make Kuwait a graveyard for those
has no opinion about Irq's border dispu e with Kuwait: however, she wars
against use of force.
a Hussein sends President George
Bush a message expressing his desire
to resolve the cnsis peacefully.

June 1990

31

22

Dow Jones Industrial Average closes
at 2765.77: New York Mercantile Exchange oil closes at $19.87 per barrel.

Emergency Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countnes (OPEC)
meeting agrees to lower output.

Hussein moves another

30,000 troops to border.

Kuwait claims that lraq's belligerence is aimed at getting them to write
off Iraq's $10 billion war debt.
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak goes to Baghdad to mediate dispute. says he has Hussein's "assurances" that Iraq would not move
against Kuwait.

U

per barrel.

At OPEC meeting in Geneva. Kuwait agrees to lower quotas and higher
prices. Benchmark price set at $21

who launch any aggression

3

Resistance forces continue to fight
in Kuwait City
Iraq masses troops along the Kuwait-Saudi Arabia border
U Bush warns Iraq not to invade Saudi
Arabia. US offers to aefend Saudi Arabia against an Iraqi attack
U

65

• Iraq announces itwil begin withdrawing troops on 5 August.
n US and Soviet ofcials in Moscow issue a joint statement condmning the
invasion and calling for an immediate
Iraqi withdrwal from Kuwait
* State Department says that Amenican oil field workers are missing.

•

concentrations along their northem bor.
der King Fahd agrees to permit the deployrnt f US troPs on Saudi Sol to
prevent an Iraqi attack
U Iraqi soldiers continue to round up
foreigners in Kuwait and begin transporting them to Iraq.
N Iraq reduces flow of oil through Turk-

g Military Seaift Command activates
18 ships of Ready Reserve Fleet
N Dow Jones closes at 2,716.58; oil
closes at $2623 per barrel.

ish Pipe8n due to receiving end being

to arrive in Saudi Arabia.

mKuwaitrs eir offers to talk about trad-

12

ing territory for Iraqi withdrawal.
SKng Fahd requests US military assistance.
N Bush orders US forces to Saudi Aabia.
" Hussein announces his seizure of
Kuwait is irrvril.

,.

•"i"

* Arab League members condemn the
invasion of Kuwait; five nations vote

against the condemnation or abstain,
8 Japan, West Genmany, Italy, Belgium
and Luxembourg freeze Iraqi and Ku-

and jorden damonstrate against US involvement.
U Eqyptian and Moroccan troops begin

Natior

media Poo deploys to

Saud Arabia.
* The US says it will use force, if necessary, to interdict trade with Iraq.
N Hussein announces peace plan
based on Israeli withdrawal from occupied territories.

13 Iraqi tops in Kuwait continue to

7
SDiego

11Arabs in Yemn

US begins moving air forcesto region; deploys 1st Tactical Fighter Wing;
82d Airbome Division begins deploying;
first preoed ship departs from
Garcia for the gulf.

roufldupforeigrem.
N First Fast Sealit ship departs for the
gulf.
U King Hussein of Jordan meets with
Hussein in Baghdad.

N State Department reports about
3,500 Americans are trapped in Iraq

14 King Hussein flies to Washington

and Kuwait because all airports and
border crossings have been
E Turkey shuts off flow of oil through its

to meet with Bush.
15 Husein offers
to meet Iran's conditionstoen theirstateeof war.

N Dow Jones closes at 2,809.65;oil
closes at $24.49 per barrel.
gov4 Iraq announces a new military
ernment for Iraqi-controlled Kuwait.
* European Community (EC) imposes
sanctions and emoargo against Iraq.
* Bush me with advisers at Camp
David, MD; then calls King Faho Ibn
Abdel Aziz of Saudi Arabia to offer
American military aid.
N Jordan describes Iraq's Hussein as
an Arab patriot,
N Satellite photos indicate reinforce.
ment, not withdrawal, of Iraqi troops in
Kuwait.

N OPEC announces a will make up the
shortfall caused by the international
oil
embargo.
e

* F-117 "Stealth" fighters begin deploying to the Middle East

0 Canada and Japan ban oil imports
from Iraq and Kuwait and suspend all

and void."

waili assets.

trading with those countries.

pipeline.

8 Bush tells a national TV audience
that"a line has been drawn in the sand'
and that 50,000 US troops may be sent
to Saudi Arabia as part of a multinational force.
U Iraq announces that Kuwait is its 19th
province.
N UK announces it will send additional
air and naval forces to defend Saudi
Arabia.
9 UNSC
Resolution
662,"null
dedlarn
the adopts
annexation
of Kuwait

,

E Bush sends letter to Congress complying with War Powers Resolution.

5 SecretL - of Defense Richard B. N Cheney and General Coln L Powell,

Cheney departs for Saudi Arabia to disas deployment of Amercan troops
there.
6 Bush says that US and allies will not
allow a puppet regime in Kuwait and
that Iraq lied about pulling
out of Kuwait.cept
wait.

6 UNSC adopts Resolution 661, placing a trade embargo inIraq.
N Cheney shows satellite photos to
Saudi officials depicting the Iraqi troop

66

chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, brief
members of House and Senate on
DeeeShJ.'
"

10

Iraq orders all embassies in Kuwait closed by 24 August.
Emergency Arab summit votes 12 to
8 to send a Pan,-Arab force to join the
American troops inSaudi Arabia.
m Hussein makes television appeal to
Arab masses to "revolt against oppression" ina holy war against foreigners.

16 Bush authorizes US forces to participate in multinational martime interabout
cpteratinaqoa
abot
operations. Iraq now has
160,000 troops inKuwait.

17 Bush decides to call up military reserves; also activates 38 civil reserve
ar fleet (CRAF) aircraft to transport soldiers to the Middle East; CRAF aircraft
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eventually fly more than 5,300 missions
bonDeseff SiMi
insof

25 UNSC adopts Resolution 665, authorizing force to halt ships violating the

* First pre-positioned ship arrives in

N Iraq promises to release dependents

economic blockade.

gulf.

8 Dow Jones closes at 2,681.44; oil
doses at $27.36 per barrel.

of American diplomats from Kuwait
who are being held inBaghdad.

26 UN announces that the United
Nations Secretary-CGneral (UNSG)

5 Hussein calls for an Islamic holy war
against US forces inthe gulf and for the
overthrow of King Fahd.

6 Iraq imposes anew penalty, le um-

pisonment, for anyone caught tVying to
flee Kuwait.

18

Javier Pez de Cuellar will meet inJor-

7 First US evacuation flight from Kuwait cares 167 Americans home.

OPEC meeting to raise of producton.
19 Iraq offers to release all foreigners

28 C-mashes inRaste, Ger-

chev declare unconditional support for
terntionl sanctions aginst raq.

Two US warships fire warning
shots across the bow Of two Iraqi oil
tankers in the Gulf Of Oman and the
Persian Gulf.
* UNSC adopts Resolution 664, demanding Iraq free all hostages immedately.
0 Saudi Arabia calls for emergency

ifUS forces pull out of gulf region.

20 Bush declares to Americans held

in Iraq and Kuwait are hosages.
8 Iraq orders all embassies inKuwait to

dan with Iraq's foreign minister to discuss the gulf crisis.

a Iraq isput on lit of states sponsoring
terronsm.
N Dow Jones doses at 2,619.55; oil
27 First Fast Sealift ship arrives in doses at $30.04 per barrel.
Sai Arab a
N OPEC agrees to oil production in- 9 At Helsinki summit meeting, Bush
crease by some member countries,
and Soviet President Ml"l Gorba-

many en route to gulf, 13 illed.
N Hussein announces that he wil allow
all women and children to leave Iraq.
1 US expels Iraqi Embassy personnel
and places light travel restrictons on

those rem
dose by the end of the week.
N Iraq announces that Western ho-11

.

10 Iran and Iraq renew full diomati
relations
M Iraq offers free oil to developng coun-

tiles if they break the coalition blockade.

Bush addresses joint session of

tages will be moved to vital military instalLations to use them as human

Congress on Iraqi crisis.
N Bush tapes an 8-minute message to

0 OPEC refuses to meet inemergency
session; Saudi Arabia announces itwill
increase oil production to make up for
loss of Kuwaiti oil.
m UAE allows US forces base access.

E Japan increases its pledge to $2 billion.

shiels to deW anyrattacks

the Iraqi people.

13 UNSC adopts Resolution 666, permitting humanitrian food shipments to
Iraq provided that they are distributed by
third parties such as the Red Crosst~led
Crescent.

22

Bush signs the executive order
placing 48,000 American reservists on

active duty by S

Bush returns from Kennebunkport to

trief
about 170 members of Congress,
I The US announcF*natitwilldefythe
order to dose its embassy inKuwait.
who support his handing of the crisis.
8 Jordan aloulOes that itislosing its Mubarak says if Iraq leaves Kuwait,
borders and asks the UN for relief,
all Arabs will ask foreign troops to
E Saudi Arabia says itwill provide fuel leave.
a US deployment reaches 50,000
for US forces.
troops.
23 Hussein taks with British hostages on Baghdad television.
30
says
h 1 w1 request money
30
w~ rciust
other nations to offset the military
24 Iraq wars Kuwaft the penalty for from
costs ofwDesaet ShSie and reasuts of
economic embargo.
hiding foreigners is death.

E Iraqi troops surround embassies of

several Western countries and cut off
elchl and water.
1 State Department criticizes USSR for
keeping military advisers in Iraq.
N Cheney invokes the Feed and Forage Act of 1861, allowing DOD to
been apspend more money than
propriated by Congress.
m Dow Jones closes at 2,532.92; oil
doses at $30.91 per barrel.
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UJapan pedges

$1billi .

31

Dow Jones doses at 2,614.36; oil
cioses at $27.32 per barrel.

September 1990
4 Iraq has about 165,000 troops inKu-

wait; another 100,000 outside the border of Kuwait and about 2,200 tanks.

in

lion.
• Syria agrees to send 10,000 troops to
t gulf.

14

I

o

storm French and Bel-

gian ambassadors' quarters inKuwait.
UK announces it will send 6,000
troops to the gulf.
1Dow Jones doses at 2,564.11; oil
doses at $31.76 per barrel.
U

15 Fight arve in us ca,',g, 8
1

Soeican and Caneda

Ils.

E Soviet Union offers to raise Iraqs isssi
.clafteritswithdrawal
r
frUS delyt
1 US deploymen reaches 150.000
toops.
Gemany pledges $ ilion to D~sei
shis/.

16 Bush addresses the Iraqi people on
Baghdad television.

67

UNSC adopts Reeolution 667, condemning Iraq's a:=e6i actions
against entaessies insteps."
8 Egypt says itwi send &rmechanized
diviion to Saud Arabia.
M

19 Bush says it peaceful efforts fail,

prepared to take addilional

-W a

* Ira irioud assets of couyntries
supporting the emrgo.
m Cheney approves imminent danger
17
enerat Michael j. Dugan, Air pay for US troops serving in the gulf.
Chi ofStaff, is relieved: after hisIsaliatckd
Forc
public statements on the situation inthe 20 Saudi Arabia cuts oil exports to Jorgulf region.
dan
N Saudi Arabia and the Soviet Union
reesaw dploraticles.committee
r~loieic21
Hussein promises the "mother of
battls ifthe coalition forces attempt
18 US iteftence reports Iraqi force allI
to free Kuwait by forme.
inKuwait are about 360,000.
s Irqepl three US diplomats anid
* The Netherland5I announces it Will 11 miitr attachis from European emsend a squadron of fighters to Turkey bassies; US expels three Iraqi diploas pert of NATO.
mieft from Wasiton.
~
8 AligenMn WI1O106 trOOP deploy- a Dow Jones closes at 2,512.38; oil
ment to the gulf,
closes at $35.43 per barrel.
__

Army Deployment Comparisons
WWII

First 30 Days
PaDsc41r
Shippe

Pasngr Shpe

J

To Theater

Vietnam Saudi Arabia

Korea

19pill90

Ow 4pill95

-

Equipment Airlifted

303
123,590

-

39,991

-

-

?

1,039

-

91,045

J mwe'v"

22,716

106,000

85,563

38,564

106,000

FIrst 90 Days

Passengers Shipped
1To Theater
~'138,424
Passengers Airlifted J olby "

82,800
32,357

85,562

.

t,453
183,030

UNSC adopts Resolution 670, imposing an air embargo on Iraq.
a Abu 43,0 Irq
mrosi
Kuwait
Th~eater, 3,500 tanks; 2.500 armored
personnel camers; 1.700 artilery
pieces.

27

UK and Iran resume diplomatic reltos

28

Bush meets with Kuwaits em in
tatingaqhe
nd re thuatIgqthe
with outsiders.

ashingKtoan optellsh

DoJoeclssa2,5.8oi

29

closes at

2,452.4p8;baroil
arl
us says the timetable for possible

UDone

military action against Iraq isshortening.

October 1990
agression."

2 uis

deploymenit reaches 170,000

troops.

-

leave Kuwait to bolster the claims of the
NFrench troops arrve inSaudi Arabia.

3

East and West Germany are united

into one Germany.
U Amnesty International reports on
atrocities inKuwait.

aHussein tours Kuwait.

4 Cheney announces that 25 nations
have contributed to the depoymenit of

836,060 979,833 1.3 million 1,071,317
-

38,564

175,668

Soume: Hiidqusutws. D~eflnient of ifti Army. Commwlllv RelaIiaS 0048~

68

25

0 In UN, Saudi Arabia urges Iraq to

1.2 million 400,000
uPalestinians.

Tons of Supplies & I400,437
.r.
Equipment Shipped
560,160
Tons of Supplies & I mom'
by saiv
Equipment Airlifted

Tons of Supplies &
Equipmnt Shipped
Tons of Supplies &
Equipment Airlifted

2 UNSC adopts Resolution 669, em.
phasizing that only the special sanctions
has the power to permit humanitarian aid shipments to Iraq or occupied Kuwait.

1US

Passengers Shipped 1-

To Theater

23
Hussein vows to retaliate against
Saudi Arabia and Kuwaiti oil fields and

Congress passes jont resolution
supporting Bush's efforts to 'deter Iraqi

FIrst 60 Days

To Theater
Passengers Airlifted
To Theater

raising the number to
2,000 Americans evacuated from Kuwait and Iraq.

99agingtoKuwtel

Icountryj
29,839
Passengers Airlifted mo y h 11,990
16,300
Aougt$3.1pr
To Theater
Tons of Supplies &
76,965
July
Equipment Shipped
Tons of Supplies &

22
us chartered flight weaves Baghdad for London,

force.
5 Dow Jones doses at 2.510.64; oil
closes at $37.99 per barrel.
7 Israel begins distributing gas masks
to its civilians, except Palestinians.
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24 Cheney and Baker brie
__________________

Newly released American hotgs
claim they were starved an ene
rivdialattntonby their Iracli captors.

26

9

the adjournm of Coingress
U

ingforthe release ofhostages and hold.
ing Iraq Iabl far damages to Kuwait.
30 Ten US sai are Wiled when a

UN Genealj Comminttee raeed request from Iraq to brand the US miltary
presence in the gulf as a threat to
pee instead, they branded Iraq the
aggressor and accuse Iraq ofobstructing the UN procedures.
N Dow Jones doses at 2,488.61; oil
doses at $33.89 per barrel.
10 Cheney iniae #0n edi
on VOoW rolation has been made.

steow We explodes on the USS Mo
Off Bahrain.
""'a*

~
l
~
3No
rsetal
e13nNatin Gurs

Dow Jones doses at 2,436.14, adl

~doses at $33.01 per barrel.

28

us Congress adjourns far t rest
of yea.

8

19 Palestinians at
Israel polie wM
the Tenmple Mount in Jerusalem.
ja a zmw cm
12 Dwdoes
2downscoses
WOMatper barrel

14

Israel refuses to accepit UIN mis.

8

Bush announces that he plans to
doubl the size of the farce in the gulf.
*74 Japanese hostages from Ira arrive inJapan.
VII Corps ordered to deploy to Saudi
Arabi.

memberws
of Congress about Desert Shsed prato

29 UNSC adopts Resolution 674, cal

N bin 1990eienilauhriyt

sion ordered by UNSC.

al hl
authorsity tow

Congressmen urge Bush to call a
1Nuh~ ~
ommtte, Bsh ays 'he igh: in'tabot olspecial congressional session to dehatthead-I
tels aSente
ministration would consult with Con- the fight isabout naked aggression that baeteglcrs.
gross, but not seek its prior approval for wilt not stan." Insists that he wants a
peaceful solution to the crisis.
any attack against Irq forms.
N Iraq announces that famri members
18 us deployment reaches moo of hostages will be permitted to visit
Iraq during the Christmas-hldays.
troops.

17te

retar cOfSntte tate Bad-r

.

19

Iraq announces itwibegin gas ratianing on 22 October.
N Dow Jones closes at 2,520.79; oil
cdoses at $33.79 per barrel.

20 US antiwa

marches staged across
the country.4sm
a Canada abandons its emnbassy in
Kuwait, leaving only the US, UK a
French embassies open.

2

Bush announces that he will visit
American troops in Saudi Arabia on
Thnsgvn Day'
N Dow Joae doses at 2,490.84; oad
closes at $34.00 per barrel.
Dvsonbgs
vir bn
mAroe
arrving inSaudi Arabia.
_d

5 Baker an

lun

Fh rec agme

mrnet on command and control for miiitay.American troopsewilbecommandPimeMinste Ewar
21
U ormr
21 Kormr
PimeMiistr Ewa d 7by American Officers if offensive
Heath secures the releae of 70 elerly operations are launched against Iraq.
and ill British ciltiens from Baghdad.
U US and Saudis agree that both must
U Cheney says the US behoeves it has
concur on going to war, and ifwar isapful authorit from the UIN to justify an proved, US wil be free to conduct operattack against Iraqi troops in Kuwait.
afjos outside Sauid Arabia.
* Plesinan
dl 3 srali inrealitiN* President Turgu Ozal, Turkey rles
for Temple Mount kilfings,
out a second front against northen
8 Cvint Reds complete sweep of Iraq.
Oakland Athlet in World Series.
6 us deployment reaches 23~o
23 Powell meets with General H.Nor- troops.
man SChWar~k0O, Commander, US 0 China agrees not to block a UIN resoCentral Commran-d, to evaluate the sta- lution authorizing use ofiforce.
tus of the forme deployment.
0 US deployTin reaches 210,000 7 UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatchtroops.
er says, 'Either he gets out ot Kuwait
soon, or we and our allies will remove
8 Iraq says all French hostages can
him by force.leave.
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14

Ch~eney authorizes activation of
72,500 reservists who may be neededd

inSaudi Arabia.

N Authorizatin to extend current call-up fromi90 to 180 days is approved.
6 Sauid pilot flies an F-iS5 to Sudan
and is granted asylum.
a Poland and Germany agree on rnutual borders.

1

mhbosEecs
im w
Thnder beginis in Persian Guff
* Husi say he wil release hos"aes ifUS promises not to attack.

16

Bush departs on trip to Europe and
th Middle East. Baker rejects a Soviet
sunngesthon tha the solution to the cii
be
cuain
the Paescctionias
cied bhIrel
be lrkdt
U Formner President Jimmy Carter criticizes deployment of additional troops.
U Dow Jones closes at 2,55025; oil
lo at $29.78 per barrel.

69

.t

Sa

Hussein offers to begin releasing tions that it is leaving Kuwait, freeing
18
hostages on ChristmasDhostages and, in general, is not pre-

19 W niriaM twiftsn
another 250,000 troops into Kuwait.
Calls up 60,000 reserves and 100,000
conscripts; moves six divisions to southern Iraq.

venting anyone from leaving Kuwait.
be
Oterwise, the UN resolution will
adpted-a tough resolution."

Hussein announces that he will release all hostages, citing a changing
US position.
UNU
US proposes
UN Middle East cofere
ne

27TestimonybeforetheUNSCreports

7 State Department announces US

atrocities by the Iraqi military.
John Major selected to replace
Thatcher as prime minister.
2 Saudi Arabia offers the Soviet Union
a $1 billion loan.

Embassy staff inKuwait will retum tothe
US.
U
Army National Guard combat brigades mobilized for training.
N Dow Jones closes at 2,590.10; oil
doses at $26.58 per barrel

U

28UNSC adopts Resolution 677, condemning Iraq for attempting to drive out
Kuwaitis and repopulate their oun,

U

8

rq s A will urvt to Washingtonon 17 Decemberbut Hussein will not

adopts Resolution 678, giv- be able to see Baker until 12 January.
IngIraq until 15 January 1991 to comply with all previous reouin. After11Facsysiwlsed400mr
that date, the coalition forces were au- troops to gulf, raising its total to 10,000.
thorized "to use all necessary means"
to force Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait 12 US acouses Iraq of stalling.
and honor all resolutions.
N Hussein replaces the defense minis* Gorbchev declines to bck a UNtewihMjrGnalAbshrof
ter with Major General Abas,hero of
Baghto
Baker
send
to
offers
resolution authorizing an attack to drive 30 Bushinvites Aziz to Washington for
and
dad
Iraq from Kuwait.
8 About 75 American hostages arrive talks.
13 US Embassy staff leaves Kuwait.
U Dow Jones doses at 2,559.65: oil
on a flight in Washington.
closes at $28.85 per barrel; second O Pentagon rents cruise ship Cunard
Pincessforgulf soldiers' rest and recu20 Fort*- members of the House largest one-day drop. -peration.
of Representativesfiesuittoforce Bush

29 UNSC

cember

to seek congressional approval before
attacking Iraq.

1990

f Husseinorders allGermanosd1 Iraq accepts Bush's proposal to talk,
isbut wants to include the Palestinian
22 Bush visits American troops in sue.
Saudi Arabia on Thanksgivng Day.
Cheney authorizes the call-up of
and guard
a UK announces it will send 14,000 63,000 more reservists
more troops to the gulf, raising its totalmembers, raising the total to 188,000.
to 30,000.
NThatcher resigns as UK prime minBaker says sanctions may never
ister.
work against Iraq. Also, US will not attack if Iraq leaves Kuwait and releases
23 Cheney authorizes worldwide in- all hostages.
voluntary extension of foreign service U Iraqi armed forces fire Scud missiles
tours indefinitely; extends training at within Iraq.
F-li depart
Army schools through the traditional wiSein c ngen oo
Christmas and New Year holiday and f Second contingelt of F-1 17s depart

2

suspends retirements or discharges.

for the Arabian Peninsula.

V Corps headquarters deploys to
Saudi Arabia.

14 Last group of American hostages
evacuated from Iraq.

Aziz visit on hold until Baker visit is
scheduled.
at 2.593.81: oil
Dow atJones
•
per barrel.
$26.55doses
doses
U

15

IraqcancelsAzzvisitsaying Iraq

alone" will set the date for Baker's visit.
16 Twenty-three hundred Soviettechleave Iraq.
nicaans not allowed to
ts

,ooo

17 us

* Dow Jones closes at 2.527.23: oil 3 US deployment reaches 240,000
doses at $31.90 per barrel.3USdpomnrecs24,0
dosesa$31.90 pe barrel Is e r oops.

troops.

25 Egyptian gunman ambushes Israeli

4 First
US troops leave Europe for the
bus; kills 4; wounds 26.
gulf.
o U
Iraq says all Soviets may leave, if the
SLawsuit by 5
o
of Represe
s results in S
e Soviet Union agrees to pay for uncomCourt ruing that they have no legal
pleted contracts.
standing to raise the issue.
* Gorbachev tells Aziz, "lf Iraq really

to Saudi Arabia.

and is trying to avoid the worst, it must
now openly declare and show in its ac-

U

wants a settlement in the entire region

70

6 Internal Revenue Service (IRS) ex-

tends tax filling deadline for military
members participating in Desert Shied.

18 Cheney and Powell depart for visit

19

Lieutenant General Calvin Waller,
deputy commander, CENTCOM, says,
Every unit will not be combat-ready
until after 1 February. His remarks
touch offstorm for "undermining US

policy."

France says Iraq's pullout from Kuwait must include "every square meter."

September 1991
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20

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze resigns.

21

Cheney says, "There won't be any
restrictions" on the military in the event
of a war.
0 Dow Jones doses at 2,633.66; oil
doses at $25.92 per barrel.

22

Bob Hope and his entourage arrive
inthe Middle East for Christmas shows.
Iraq recalls ambassadors from
coalition capitals for consultations.
N King Fahd appeals to Hussein, "It is
better to opt for peace than for war."

24

25

Cheney and Powell tell Bush that
US forces will notbe ready until afterthe
o
15 January deadline.
SPope John Paul IIspeaks out against
possibility of Gulf War.

26

Iraqi armed forces fire another
Scud missile, which lands in Iraq; not
fired toward US and coalition forces.
9 Iran calls for gulf securfty'talks to
keep major powers out of the region.
kemorpwrouoftergo.
* CENTCOM holds first media briefing
in Saudi Arabia.
* US deployment reaches 300,000
troops.

t

27 Jordan conducts military maneuvers in western part of country
a Israel goes on full military alert but
does not call up reserves.
N Members of House of Representatives urge Bush to delay military action
until economic sanctions can work.

28

Iraqi ambassadors retum to coalition capitals saying Iraq is ready for serious and constructive talks to end the
crisis.
a Dow Jones doses at 2,629.21; oil
doses at $27.57 per barrel.
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29 Congressional Democrats threaten to cut off funds for Deser Shield unless the administration seeks congressional approval prior to attacking Iraqi
forces in Kuwait.
0 Poland sends two ships and a medical team to the gulf.
* Iraq begins building up its forces on

31

Japan offers to resume aid to Iraq

if Awithdraws from Kuwait.
A Baghdad says it wants to talk.

6 Hussein says, "The results of this

January 1991
Hussein: "Let them mass whatever
number they can, because God will protect us from evil and save Iraq .... IfIraq
can't have Kuwait, nobody can."
6 Jordan military takes up defensive
positions facing Israel.
E Bush says Hussein doesn't know
what he is up against.
Albania schedules free elections for
10 February.
"

8

2

NATO orders planes to Turkey; 18
planes from German air force deploy.
m Iraqi forces in Kuwait Theater about
530.00.
N US deployment reaches 325,000
troops.
N Coalition forces deployed now number about 245,000 troops.

3

battle will be great, and all the world and
future generations will talk about ft."
N Speaker of the House Thomas Foley
Uomments on the upcoming debate for
the use of force, "The House will narrowly authorize use of force." Senator
Robert Dole, (R) (KS) says, "The Senate would vote 60-40 to approve force."
8 Five airlines suspend flights to Israel;
cite escalating insurance rates as t
reason.
7 The 48th Brigade. Georgia Army National Guard, deploys to Fort Irwin, Callfomia.

P

Pan American Airways suspends
flights to Israel and Saudi Arabia, citing
escalating insurance rates.
N US Congress convenes, deliberates
about when to debate the gulf question.
* UK expels seven Iraqi diplomats,
2 US offers Baker-Aziz meeting in Geneva on 7, 8 or 9 January.
n4 anExiled Kuwai government
nounces itwill provide afout 300 volunteers to support US military.

Bush submits letter to Congress
asking for authorization to use "all necessary means" to drive Iraq out of Kuwait.
9 Baker and Aziz talk in Geneva and
fall to resolve the crisis. Aziz refuses to
accept letter from Bush and says, "Iraq
will absolutely attack Israel if war breaks
out." Israel vows to respond.
N UNSG Perez de Cuellar scheduled to
visit Baghdad on 12 January.
10 US Congress opens debate on
dealing with the Persian Gulf crisis.
U Israel advises its population to prepare for war.

11

State Department warns that Iraqi
terrorists are planning attacks around
the world if war breaks out over Kuwait.
Also wams Americans living in Israel,
Sudan, Yemen, UAE. Qatar. eastern
Saudi Arabia and Jordan to leave.
U Saudis tell Baker they agree to war, if
necessary.
AvsecurityoAdministratinmovesto increase

a Iraq accepts Aziz meeting in Geneva
on 9 January.
N Congressional debate on use of force
to begin on 10Jaur.mvstinraescrtfoartaelers.
January
N Military Airlift Command passes
E EC invites Aziz to talks on 10 Janu10,000 strategic airlift missions flown in
ary.
N Dow Jones closes at 2,566.09; oil support of Desert Shield camed more
than 370,000 passengers and more
closes at $24.90 per barrel.

71

than 346,000 tons of cargo.
U Dow Jones closes at 2,501.49; oil
doses at $27.49 per barrel.

12

US Congress authorizes the ad-

Baghdad with massive air and missile
attacks on targets in Kuwait and Iraq.
Turkey authorizes use of bases for air
strikes on Iraq. .
U Hussein declares, 'The great showdown has begun! The mother of all
battles is under way ...Iraq will never
s
d
U Iraq launches Scud-missiles at Israel
and Saudi Arabia; three missiles strike
Israel, one missile intercepted in Saudi
Arabia by US Patriot missile.
a Iran says it may join the war if proyoked
voe by
by Iraq.
Irq
a Iraq claims 44 coalition planes shot

19 US tels Iraq that the coaition intends to treat EPWs in accordance with
the Third Geneva Convention.
* Scud missiles hit Tel Aviv, injuring
roughly 17 people.
N Israel vows to defend itself but refrains from attacking.
US sends Pati batteries from Europe to protect Israel.

down.

a India, Algeria and the Soviet Union

a King Hussein says Iraqi Scud missiles bound for Israel do not violate Jordanian air space but Israeli warplanes
headed for Iraq would.
x
.~
US Marines and Iraqi forces exchange gunfire along border.

ministration to use the forces necessary a San Francisco police arrest about
600 demonstrators at Federal building,
commitments.
to UNSG
fulfil
UNPerez
N
de Cuellar meets withNTeIrqaicftdsoy.
others march on Brooklyn Bridge.
Dow Jones doses at 2.62351; gains
a
no
Hussen inBaghdad, but makes
114.60 points, second largest gain in
progress.
history. Oil prices drop $10.56 per bar" US doses its
embassy inBaghdad. rel largest drop in history: closes at
"US expels all but four Iraqi diplomats. $21.44 per barrel.
* Egypt agrees to be part of the attack
18 UK promises to send another army
force; Syria declines "at the present."

offer peace proposals to Iraq.
a Air campaign passes 4,700 sorties.

battalion and air force squadron to Persian Gull.
N Cheney declares an airlift emergency
and orders 20 airline companies to provide up to 181 aircraft to move troops
and equipment to the Persian Gulf.
U Bush and other leaders caution
against euphoria of early success,
warning that it could be a long war.
a Coalition air forces drop 2,500 tons of
ordnance in first 24 hours.

bia; nine are intercepted by Patriot missiles, one falls in gull.
2 Soviet commandos shoot their way
into the Interior Ministry Building in
Vilnius, Lithuania.
U Antiwar protesters march in Libya
and Germany.
8 Pro-war demonstrations occur in
several US cities.
5 One hundred thousand protesters
march in Moscow, call for Gorbachev's resignation.
* Planes fly strike missions on Iraq
E
from Incirlik, Turkey.
* Air campaign passes 7,000 sorties.
N Iraqi losses total 15 aircraft. Coalition losses total 10 aircraft.

14 Bush tells congressional leaders
that there has been "no ray of hope"
from Iraq for a diplomatic solution.
N Antiwar demonstrations held in many
US and European cities.
* Abu lyad, PLO chairman Yasir Arafat's deputy, is assassinated,
0 Iraqi National Assembly votes to continue Hussein's policy and defend Kuwait.
* Israeli Supreme Court orders free
issue of gas masks to Palestinians.

15 UN withdrawal deadline passes.
" Iraq closes its border with Turkey.
" White House official says, "It's no
longer a question of whether. but when"
coalition forces will attack.
15 Bush orders 30-day supply of oil

fro
uh USorteg iy upetlum Re-oi
from the US Strategic Petroleum Reserve be made availabe for
sale on te
W
US troops attack offshore oilplatforms, capture first Iraqi enemy prisonworld market.
N French forces placed under US ers of war (EPWs).
Soviet Union repors..it is attempting
control.
* Greece agrees to US use of bases to persuade Hussein 1b end fighting.
and ports for logistic support.
U Israel vows to defend itself, but
promises not to respond to Iraq's

17 coation aircraft begintaking Offat

Scud attack.
12:50 a.m. Saudi time; destinations Ku- a
Air campaign passes 2.000 sorties
wait and Iraq. Concurrently, Bush addresses the nation: "The liberation of infirst 36 hours.
Kuwait has begun. . . We will not U Seven aircraft lost; all crews listed
fail"-6:30 p.m., 16 January (Washing- as missing.
N Dow Jones closes at 2,646.78; oil
ton, DC time.)
a Desert Storm begins 2:30 a.m., in closes at $19.25 per barrel.

72

Ten Iraqi aircraft destroyed.
a US deployment reaches 460.000
troops.
U

20 Iraqi television shows pictures of
captured coalition airmen.
Iraq launches 10 Scuds at Saudi Ara-

21

A downed US Navy pilot is res-

cued in Iraq.
Iraq says it " use coalition prisoners
of war (POWs) to act as shields against
coalition airattacks. Claims to have
shot down 12 more coalition aircraft.
UJapan says it wil raise its contribution
to $10 billion.
a US Army begins activation of 20.000
members of the individual Ready Reserve.

newsmen are reported
Four S new are rert
missing near Saudi-Kuwaiti border.
a Bush declares the Persian Gulf a
combat zone.
a Coalition losses total 14 aircraft.
E US deployment reaches 472,000
troops.
a Four CBS
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Six Scud missiles launched at
Saudi Arabia; one is intercepted by
Patriot missile, other five fall in desert,
no damage.
Gorbachev calls for a peaeful solution to the Gulf War.
l Iraqis set oil storage tanks and facilities in Kuwait on fire.
Scud missile strikes Tel Aviv, three
people killed.
" Air campaign passes 10,000 sorties.
" Iraqi forces in Kuwait Theater number
more thanpersonne
545,000, cariers
4,200 tanks,
aimored
and 2,800
3,100
armor p'Ues.
c

oil slick caused by coalition bombing
raids.
a Mubarak says, "The wheel of war
has turned.... The only way to stop
it is the withdrawal from Kuwait and
restoration of its legitimate governmen.

a
US Am call-up of Reserve and

/
.

National uard personnel passes
US deployment reaches 475,000
troops.
N UNSC urges Iraq to withdraw its
troops from Kuwait.
Iraqi forces fire rockets at US Marine
U

perrons nesr Kh.

Saudi Arabia.

US officials deny caims by Hus- 25 TwoIraqi F-1Mirge jatsdowned"
sein
that coalition state itstruck
I pilot. '
doliiowarcaedgnp
a5
baby formula plant;aircraft
was a
a by Saudi F-15
1 Coalition
18,500
sorties;air
23 campaign
planes lost,passes
17 to
chemical weapons plant.
* Iraq suspends the sale of gasoline
to its population.
a Iraq threatens Turkey for allowing
coalition forces to use Turkish air
bases.
a Saudi Arabia begins importing oil
products.
N US Navy jets attack Iraqi naval vessels.

m Scud missiles launched at Israel and
Saudi Arabia t pepe killedU Japan says itwill send military aircraft
to support noncombat missions.
U French aircraft fly first missions into
Iraq; target Republican Guard.
a Coalition forces attack and seize island of Oanih, taking 51 Iraqi EPWs.
U Exiled Kuwaiti government pledges
$13.5 billion; Germany, $1 billion.
at 2,659.41; oil
closes
N Dow Jones
arrl.'the
aer $2.35
closs
closes at $21.35 per barrel.

26

Oil spill grows, threatens Saudi
Arabia's desalinization and industrial
plants and gulf envionment.

* Iraq launches Scud missile attacks at
Saudi Arabia and Israel; all Scud missiles are intercepted by Patriot missiles;
no injuries.
N Bush urges that Hussein be brought
to justice.
* Powell says, "Our strategy for dealing
with this army is very simple: First
we're clo.ng to cut it
off,
then we're goi t k
gency hllnt $1aid to Israel.
* Oatar flies first combat mission.
" Air campaign pases 12,000 sorties.
"losses
Iraqi
losses
17 aircraft.
Coalition
total 19total
aircraft.
C

24

Saui officials report two Oil Slicks
moving south from Kuwait. Coalition
caims Iraq dumped the oil; Iraq claima
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N Pentagon confirms submarinelaunched cruise missile fired from USS
Louisvi/e.
First cruise
missile launched
in
combat from
a submarine,
* Iraqi warplanes begin flying to Iran
for safety.
a US F-15s shoot down three Iraqi
MiG-23s.
E Scuds launched at Israel and Saudi
Arabia; all intercepted by Patriot missiles.
a Protesters march in Washington,

DC, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
other US cities.
* Germany increases itspledge to
$3.5 billion. ,
a Soviet envoy. excesses concern
that coalition forces might exceed UN
mandates,
8 Saudi Arabia pledges $13.5 billion
to war effort.

27

Schwar*opf comments on Iraqi
air forces, "If
they won't fly up to meet
us, we will fly down and destroy their
hardened shelters one by one by one."

combat; 45 Iraqi planes destroyed, 27
coalition personnel missing, 110 Iraqi
EPWs.
U Coalition forces bomb Iraqi-held oil
facilities in Kuwait to stop oil from being dumped into the gulf.
U New York Giants defeat Buffalo
Bills 20-19 in Super Bowl XXV.
N Iraqi planes flee to Iran; total 39.
Iran states any aircraft defecting into
country
theirwar
ends. will remain there until
U Two F-1 5s shoot down four MiG23s; 26 Iraqi planes shot down in air
combat.

28 Iraq claims coalition POWs have

been ingured by coalition bombing raids.
N Bush says, 'The war in the gulf is
a Christian
Jewish
war,Our
or
anotMuslim
war war,
-t
isaajust
war ....
cause could not be more noble."
E Hussein says his troops "will win the
admiration of the world with their
fighting prowess."
a Baghdad radio says Mubarak will be
assassinated by an Egyptian soon.
U Iraqi losses total 26 aircraft inair-toair combat, 69 aircraft flown to Iran.

Coalition losses total 19 aircraft.
29 US Marine battalion fires artillery,
mortars and TOW missiles at Iraqi bunkers inKuwait. No US casualties.
N US and Soviet Union offer Iraq a
cease-fire ifIraq makes an "unequivocal commitment" to withdraw from
Kuwait.
Bush delivers State of Union address.
l Germany promises $5.5 billion more
for war effort.
N French defense minister resigns after
disagrmig with use of military fom.

73

Pro-war rallies
continue across the
US.

8 Libyan President Moamar aI-Gaddafi
predt the Gulf War will escalate into
World W.ar III.
3 Dow Jones doses at 2,730.69; oil

U

50,us
00ent
troop

passes

500,000.
m Coalition air campaign passs 30,000

doses at $21.34 per barrel

sordes.2Twscdstieire;ncaul

El Iraqi losses total 29 aircraft in air-t6-combat; 89 aircraft flown to Iran; coair
alition losses total 19 aircraft
Iraqi tanks and troops advance into
Saudi Arabia and seize the town of
Khaki. Attacks are countered by US
Mannes, Saudi and Qatan forces.

2

Two Scuds stri

ians.

lsraei; no casua-

6 Bush says he wil not reinstate the
draft.

m Coalition lossestotal 21aircraft.
U Pope John Paul IIcriticizes the violence and death in the war.

6

e Me

threat

-

* Turdsh security aide assassinated.
Dutch agree to send Hawk misses
to Turkey.
E Scud missile launches reach 53; 27
at Saudi Arabia and 26 at Israel.
a US Air Force begins dropping
BLU-109 smart bombs to destroy aircraft in hardened shelters.
p
Red
Cross Iran-lraq
convoy ofborder.
medical supplies
crosses

N King Fahd and Mubarak offer Hussein
an immediate
cease-fire
he anromifKuwait
Iraqs Whraa
nouncs
o

inaq it ,

is

t

ouy rand itanores baked by
N Saudi arid Qatar forces, backed by
US artillery, retake Khaji.
0 Sheik AbduI-Aziz Bin Baz, Saudi
Arabia's leading interpreter of Islamic
law, calls Hussein "enemy of God."

31

B-2s oScue,
SS operating frm NATO
inSpain bomb Iraq.

• Syrian forces repel Iraqi probe on
udi-KuwaW border.

ties. Patriot shoots down Scud over
Saudi Arabia; two injured by falling debris.

1 Sch.arzkoo says coalition has air
s
and isredcmg the Scud

inthe Soviet
SUS stations ia
Union's Baltic dblics.
0 AC-130 reported downed over Iraq;
14 crewmen missing,
0 First US female soldier reported
missing.

along the border.
N US reduces its embassy staff in
Jordan.
1 Iraq suspends fuel sales to its civil-

-

us F-i 5s shoot down two Iraqi jets
as they try to flee to Iran; 120 Iraqi
planes in Iran.
Cheney and Powell fly to gulf to assess the war.
l Iraq severs diplomatic tes with the
United States and five other coalition

members.
•~
Said costal patrol boat sinks Iraqi
a
cst
patrol boat off Khaji.

7 P.-10 shoots down Iraqi helicopter

F-15 shoots down two helicopters.
a USS Wconsin joins USS Missouri
in firing at Iraqi positions in Kuwait; first
time since Korean War the for'mer has
fired its guns incombat.
• Israeli commandos raid PLO base in
Lebanon.
8 Cheney, en route to gulf, declares
date for ground war beginning is open.

3

Coalition air campaign passes
41,000 sorties.
0 Budget Director Richard Darman
says war will add $15 billion to 1992
federal budget deficit, despite allied
pledges.8BalshUSNeJeeyeo8 Ba
hS
S New
'decomm Italy's Communist Party changes its
missioned.
name to Democratc Party of the Left.
S B-52 bomber crashes in Indian * Coalition aircraft shoot down two,
Ocean; 3 ewmen missing. Kpossibly three, Iraqi aircraft.
Thirteen more Iraqi aircraft fly to Iran.
U US bombing reported to be heavier
U
Scud missile launched at Saudi AraWorld
during
dropped
total
bombs
than
bia; intercepted by Patriot.
War II.
W Former Attorney General Ramsey N Cheney and Powell meet in Riyadh
Clark arrives in Baghdad to seek for more than 8 hours with Schwarzpeaceful settlement to Gulf War.
kopf and other military leaders.
E One Scud missile launched at Saudi N US deployment reaches 505,000
Arabia; intercepted by Patriot. Two troops.
missiles launched at Israel.
N Dow Jones doses at 2,830.69; oil
doses at $21.92 per barrel.

4 Iran resumes official relations with

the US. Iran offers to mediW peace
talks.

Februay 1991g
1 Coalition air forces bomb a 10-mile--

long Iraqi armored column headed toward Saudi Arabia.
N France grants permission for B-52
overflights from England to Iraq.

74

-

9

Coalition air campaign passes

57,000 sorties.

Congress; $295 billion for de-

g Gobce wam that military operations in the gulf threaten to exceed UN

8 Attempted pipe bombing of fuel storage tanks in Norfolk, VA; later exposed
as insurance scam.
6 Iraq doses a seawater-desalination
pln in Kuwait.
N Syrian and Iraqi forces exchange fire

mandate; says he is sending an envoy
to Baghdad for talks with Hussein.
a Kuwait's emir requests that Kuwait
ground forces be included inthe liberation of Kuwait.
One Scud missile launched toward
Israel; intercepted by Patriot.

0 Bush sends $1.45 trillion federal bud-
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P Soviet Union announces the Warsaw
Hussein addresses his nation;
on 1 Apl.
pges victory and praises the peopledissolve
for their steadfastness and faith.

11

Bush says coalition is in no hurry
to begin the ground campaign.
0 News reports from Egypt say that
Iraq officials privately estimate that
more than 15,000 Iraqi troops haw
been killed.
N Iraq orders all 17-year-old males to
sign up for military service or face legal
action.

14 Southwest Iran hit by earthquake:
measures 5.6 on Richter scale.
U
Pentagon officials say coalition
planes have destroyed 1,300 Iraqi
tanks, 800 armored personnel carrers
and 1,100 field arillery pices.
8 UNSC meets in dosed-door session
to discuss the war.
N Antiwar demonstrators splash a Pentagon doorway with blood and oil to
protest the guf war.

18

USS Txiand USS Prnnton are

struck by floating mines, damaged but
15 Iraq says that itis ready to withdraw
from Kuwit but adds condiions: Israel
;

still operational.

. US Air Force helicopter search and
rescue team rescues US pilot in Ku-

must
withdraw
all Arab
wait,
40 miles north of the Saudi border.
Iraqi debts
must from
be forgiveni
andteritory,
the c•Caiinar
pse
~~freadhcCoaition air campaign passes
nations must paybe~~~
to rebuild
Iraq.
8000sbw

,ilalition

N President dismisses Iraqi offer as
"cruel hoax."
19 Coalition air forces conduct first
U Coalition forces continue to move
daylight bombing raids on Baghdad.

S

supplies forward in preparation for the
ground campaign.
* Dow Jones closes at 2,934.65: oil
doses at $20.88 per barrel.

.-

N One Scud missile launched at Saudi
Arabia and one launched at Israel; no
injuries; Scud launches total 61.
air campaign pal 6.
0s Coalition
oaiiior aNcrpinpas~6,0

12 Coaion forcs open com

d

air-laxd-sea bombardment campaign
against Iraqi staging areas insouthem
Kuwait.
KEstimates place the cost for fighting
the effects of the oil slick at $1 billion
over the next six months.
N Soviet envoy Yevgenry Primakov

16

-

US attack helicopters conduct
aas
positionsj
on Iraqi
night
Briis jets killed
clim
Iraqiraids
officials
130 civilians.
Iraq's ambassador to the UN says
that Iraq will use weapons of mass destrucin ifcoalition bombing continues,
U Pentagon says Iraq delieratelydamEPnao asIa eieaeydm
aged civilian areas as propaganda.

N Pentagon says US forces are prepared to launch ground, air and sea assault.
isorties.
Coalition air campaign passes 76,000

meetsthatHussein
in Baghdad;
Husseina
says
Iraq isprepared
to negotiate
hewr
saysontto the
solution
war.
U US deployment reaches 523,000
N More than 50 oil fields are burning in troops.
Kuwait.
* Iraqi Deputy Prme Minister Saadoun 17 Two Scud missiles fired at Israel.
Hammadi says, "Iraq is ready to engage inthe land battle at any time."
U Bush says Iraq's takeover 9f Kuwait
will end "very, very.soi,"
13 US F-111s drop two bombs on for- NCoalition and Iraci trdps clash along
tiffed underground facility in Baghdad. the Saudi-Kuwaiti border,20 Iraqis surIraqi officials claim at least 500 cvilians render to Apache helicopter.
are killed. US officials claim the bunker 0 Aziz arrives in Moscow to talk with
was used for military command center

and not a public shelter.
NCoalition air campaign passes 67,000
sorties.
N US troop deployment reaches
514,000.
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M Baghdad radio reports Aziz has returned from Moscow with a peace proposal.
N Bush says Soviet proposal fails "well
short" of what isneeded to end the war.
a Iranian newspaper cites Iraqi official
saying Iraq has suffered 20,000
wounded.
60,000
and
dead
fired at Israel.
Scud
missile
A One
U Saudi officials say oil slick is smaller
than initially feared.
0 Coalition air campaign passes 83,000
sorties.
20 One American killed and seven
wounded in fighting along the SaudiKuwaiti border. US helicopter destroys
bunker complex; up to 500 Iraqis
Iraqi
surrender.
sUrene
0 US planes attack 300 Iraqi vehicles
60
miles into Kuwait. destroying 28
tanks.
U Baghdad

radio says Aziz will travel
back to Moscow with Hussein's reply to
the Soviet peace proposal.
Schwarzkopf says Iraqi military ison
the "verge of collapse."
U US officials wam Iraq to announce a
timetable for withdrawing from Kuwait
as a condition for peace settlement.
UAtotal of 68 Scud missiles have been
launched; 33 at Saudi Arabia and 35 at

Gorbachev. Aziz says it's up to the

Israel.

coalition forces to act on Iraq's peace
proposal.
UUS military intelligence estimates that
15% of Iraq's fighting forces in Kuwait
have either been killed or wounded.

MCoalition air campaign passes 86,000
sorties.

21

Three Scud missiles launched at
Saudi Arabia.

75

afcts bermns into Iraq.
te atina D
Uathoizs
Cene
fmst Infantry Division conducts Apache
fens Se11ice Mea oalmnb
the Armed Forces serving since 2 Au- raids naa breach sites.
gust 1990.
0 Soviet spokesman VitalyIiaeo
announces IMa and Sovie Urion have
.i
agreed on plan that could lead to Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait.
N Hussein declares Iraq is prepared to
fight the ground war.~
d Cheney says coalition forces are preparing "one of the largest land assaults
tmes!forces.
moem
of
NSeven US solers Illed inhelicopteraMrtnFzweWheHos
crash.

22 Iraq setsfire to more than is0Ku-waCiy

Israel arnd two missiles at Saudi Arabia
n1o injuries.
a Kuwaiti government moves to Dhahran, prepares to reenter Kuwait.

25

Bagiidad radio airs a message
from Hussein calling for Iraqi armed
forces to withdraw from Kuwait to positions held on 1 August 1990. Hussein
hails the Iraqi OCcupation and announcsS the withdrawal from Kuwait as
a "victorious stand against US-led
spokesman: 'The war goes on."
m Kuwaits Independence Day. Coalition forces are on the outskirts of Ku-

UNSG Perez de Cuellar says attacks
into Iraq are Justified to free Kuwait
24 Coalition ground offensive begins n Iraqi Scud missile hits US barracks in
AJ Khobar, Saudi Arabia. Eventual toll:
at 4:00 a.m. Sai tim.
28 dlead, 90 wounded; Last Scud misQ~e upnsrglrnw reoa 8Sus
aeluce,
inigs.
official report four US soldiers
faus
a uhtlsntoItlbrto
kIled, 21 wounded in fthfirst two days
rnaon"hlietonf
*
Kuwait hies entered fth final Phase." of coalition ground assault; over 25,000
Schw-arzkopf is authorized to 'use all Iraqis taken prisoner 270 Iraqi tanks
ground
including
asg
Ku- detoyd
ms K vso opee
army from
toavailable,
expel the Iraqi
s KDvso opee asg
waiL"
a Scwrrzop delrs-s day of through breach.
coalition pmond offensive as -dramatic a Coalition air campaidgn passes 97,000
Alied casualties are light; sorties.
N US releases assets from seven Kumore than 5,500 Iraqis are captured.
m coalition forces conduct feints at wadt banks to allow settlemnent of preWad al Batin and elsewhere with am- wa oblgatis.
phibious units, while two Marine divi- N More tha 500 oil well heads are
sions anid Arab forces attack toward burning in Kuwait.
at USS
Kui8lt City XVIII Airborne Corps anid N Silkworm missile launched
VII Corps Conduct huge left flanking MissouI'I shot down by HMS Gloucesmovement in Iraq. Objectives are to ter.
533,000 Iraqi mitary foce
23 inAbout
take Kuwait City and to seal off and * Soviet Union presents a new peace
Thatr
are the Kuwait
sy Iro sodismare then destroy Iraqi forces inKuwait The- pln
USoficils
sy Irqi oldersare ater. 2d ACR is 45 kilomneters inside
* USoffcias
U Warsaw Pact disbands military union.
rounding uip Kuwaitis to torture, ex- Iraq by 5.00 p.m. Saudi time.
N Hussein urges troops to kill 'with all
ecute or hold as hostages.
26 us rejects new Soviet peace plan.
* Approximatel 200 Kuwaiti oil wells your might" inradio speech.
a More than 300 attack arid utility heli- a Kuwait's emir declares three months
and facilities are burning.
* Coalition air campaigni passes 94,000 copters of 101 st irbome Division strike of martial law infreed Kuwait.
N Brigadier General Richard Neal-in Rimore than 50 miles into Iraq.
sorties.
g 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) a Iraq launches two Scud missiles into yadh says Iraqi military are in "full rewaib il

wels.U

a Iraq infoimaltion officill brands US
position as "shameful ultimaftum* Soviet Union aninoncs igtPn
withdrawal plan.
a Bush rejects th~e Soviet peace plan,
deplores_ I
oifelds.rtHe destut f
from~ Ku
raq beiihrl
mands
wait by noon 23 February to avoid
grud
aforces
gonwa.forces,
0 Administration sends first official Gulf
War bill to Conigress-15 billionclaims that the full amount may not be
needd.sucess.
N Four Scud missiles fired at Saudi
Arabia.
0 Coalition air campaign passes 91,000
sorties.
* Dow Jones closes at 2,889.36; Oil
closes at $17.91 per barrel.

r'A

76

I
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treat" with coalition forces in pursuit;
Iraqi EPWs number 30,000-plus, number to dinb to 63,000.

supplies to the entire region.
s German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
says Germany will
seek a constitutional

0 Coalition air campaign passes

amendment to permit German partic-

103,000 sorties.
a Hussein announces raqi occupation
forces will
withdraw completely.
* Residens of Kuwait City celebrate
end of occupation. Resistance groups
set up headquafts tto control city.
a VII Corps attacks Republican Guard
divisions alng western Kuwait border.
XVItI Corps forces reach Euphrates
valley, conplet
encirclement of Iraqi
forces, and begin attacks to the east.
" US Embassy is back in US control.

SSoviet Union requests a cease-fire.

pation in future UN military actions.
US deployment reaches 539,000
troops.
a Coalition air campaign passes
110,000 sorties.
Iraq accepts US terms for cease-fire.
a Cease-fire begins 8:00 a.m. Saudi
time; 100 hours from the start o the
ground campaign; 1,012 hours from the
grtof DesertStoro
of Desert Storm.

March 1991

rels of oi per day, up from 5.3 mylon in
Auus say they wi keep up 20 pro-

27Kuwamiroops raise national flag in 1 Kuwait International Airport ope
Kuwait City.
N Repblican Guard divisions are
crushed inlarge tank battle with VII
Corps and 24th Infantry Division.
1 Bush declares in television address
suspension of offensive combat and
lays out conditions for permanent
case-fir.
o ut itis forieraent
cease-irm. iKusfaites lieted....
objectives are met."
* Schwarzkcpf explains strategy Of

a US, UK,France and Canada reopen
their embassies.
g Aziz calls for US withdrawal from
Iraq.
N 82d Airborne Division takes 1,000
EPWs when it takes a battalion ormmander, who talks his men into surrenman, wotkhthe
dring
show
that more
statistics
E
Publisheddied
in
on US
highways
Americans
January than duri g operations Desert

c

5

v beusof

r

s.

US asuaties rported as 115 ked

in action, 330 wounded in action, 35
missing in action and six POWs.
0 Baghdad radio announces Iraqis decison to return to Kuwait po-ssessins
seized. Also plays text of decision by
Revolution Command Council,
which rescinded all council decisions
pertaining to Kuwait.
Iraq orders most foreign joumalists

Shi and Desert Stiom.

out by end of the week.

U Dow Jones closes at 2,909.90; oil

Retreating Iraqi unit engages US
forces, loses 140 armored vehicles, no
US casuaes

0 Assessments indicate Iras blew UP
535 Kuwaiti oil wells; a total of 800 of
Kuwait's 1,080 wells are inoperable.
Bush addresses joint session of US
Congress, says 'Aggression is defeated.... The war is over." Also cals

28

Coalition troops begin destroying
captured or abandoned Iraqi armored
vehicles and equipment.
N In Moscow, Soviet military says it
ovet iita of the i
will relook its
feat of Soviet arms and tactics inthe
Gulf wa
r

0 UNSC adopts Resolution 686, suspension of offensive combat.
N Kuwaiti cabinet affairs minister says
elections to the National Assmblry
would be held in three-six months.
3Coalition and Iraqi commanders meet

for an end to the Arab-Israe -olict
N Thirty-five coalition POWs arrNve in
Riyadh.
Eight Arab nabons of the coalition
meet in Damascus, Syria, to form gulf
peacekeeping force.
U Japan raises its contribution pledge to

* US is investigating reports that Jordan provided arms to Iraq despite the
embargo.
0 Soviet Union calls for limiting arms

inSafwan, Iraq, to discuss conditions for
official cease-fire.
a Soviets and Indians reject sanctuary
for Hussein.
MTwo Iraqi brigades move from Turkish
border to Baghdad.

$13 billion.

Gulf War (see page 96).
* Kuwait says it will never negotiate
with Iraq on boundary dispute, despite
UN resolution to do so.
N UNSG Perez de Cuellar recommends disbanding UN Iran-Iraq Observer Group.

doses at $19.38 per barrel.

2

41raqfres 10 POW&i- x

Refugees report cvl revolt in several
southern Iraqi cities.
tait
N Iraq's parliament voids the Kuwait
annxato.
n.

0 Kuwaiti Crown Prince Saad Abdallah
to Kuwait.
a Iraq says deserters will be pardoned
if they return to their bases within a
week.
a Saudis now producing 8.4 million bar-

7, •returns
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7US Corps of Engineers issues a $46
million contract to do restoration work in
Kuwait.
a Kuwait's government resumes opera-

ma cans - 8 First US troops return home.

U

-

6

N Iraq frees nearly 1,200 Kuwaiti hos40 journalists and two more US
POWs.
Dow Jones closes at 2,95520; oil

closes at $19.31 per barrel.

12 OPEC agrees to cut production 5%
to reduce glut and raise prices. Also
sets production quotas for members.
Oil closes at $19.68 per barrel.

77

20

The remains of 13 coalition troops
returned by the International Red Cross;
five US and eight UK service members.
0 Kuwait tells UN that Iraq stole $100
billion worth of property.

F-15 shoots down an Iraqi fighter;
US reiterates warning that any fixedwing Iraqi aircraft flying will be shot
down.
U Kuwaiti cabinet resigns under cniti-

14 Thirty-seven thousand

viAes.

13

US troops
have redeployed from the gulf.
* Emir returns to Kuwait

15

cirn for failing to qu

restore ser-

Schwarzkopf warns Iraq that US

3

UNSC adopts Resolution 687, establishing formal cease-fire to the Gulf
War.

5 UNSC adopts Resolution te
688, conn6f
aon
5 U
demning Iraq's oppression of the Kur&,

6 Operation Provide Comfort begins.

Hussein acknowledges internal
revolt, vows to crush it and promises
to transform regime to a multiparty de-

US military officially denies Iraq
permission to fly its fixed-Mng aircraft.
0 Kuwait government says it will hold
elections in six months to a year.
18isioN arivs n uwitto
18 UIN mission arrives in Kuwait to
evaluate the extent of damages, caused
by the Iraqi occupation and the war.
6 A total of 17,849 Iraqi EPWs have
been repatriated,
E Eighty thousand US troops have redeployed from the gulf.

19

Kuwaiti banks say they will reopen
on 21 April to issue currency. Iraqis
stole $950 million ingold and $1.2 billion
in notes.

2

tions have been received.

16

17

April 1991
Approximately 167,000 US troops
have redeployed from the gulf.
0 More than $30.8 billion in contribu-

will shoot down any Iraqi combat aircraft
flying.
* US dropped 88,500 tons of bombs,
6,520 tons were "smart" weapons.
0 Powell says the military concern in
August was that Iraq could have taken
Saudi ports, which were later used for
the military buildup.

6 US troops in Saudi Arabia told not to
eat, drink or smoke inpublic, in respect
for Islamic month of Ramadan.

411,500 US troops in the gulf.
Another 4,494 EPWs have been repatriated.

U

7 Airdrop relief effort begins delivering
Kurds claim to have captured Kirkuk,
while Iraq rushes armored reinforcemeats north.
U Iraq aocuses Iran of encouraging the
rebellion, Iran issues a dead.
N Senate votes to withhold $55 million
from aid to Jordan because of its support for Iraq].
ptablishing
22 F-15 shoots down another Iraqi
fighter; violation of Iraq's agreement not
to fly any fixed-wing aircraft.
U

26

An additional 2,793 EPWs have
been repatnated.

28

More than $28 billion in contnbutions have been received.
U About 141,500 US troops have
deployed from the gulf leaving roughly

r
norten
s locracy.iesAito
supplies into northern Iraq.
medical personnel provide inpa-

8.US

tient care to about 150 Iraqis and up to
600 outpatients per day.
a Refugee camp for 6.000 set up south
of Safwan.
UNSC adopts Resolution 689, esthe UN Iraq-Kuwait Observation Mission.
9

Operation Provide Comfort continued
into July. US forces remain in the gulf
today as UN missions continue to monitor Iraqi compliance with UN resolutions. Kuwaiti. US and coalition efforts
remain focused on rebuilding Kuwait,
reducing environmental damage and
opening the way for renewed peace
initiatives.

Army Reserve Component Call-up
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Chronology of Call-up

Total Called to Active Duty

22 August 1990- President (by executive order) granted secretary of defense authority to call to active duty up to 200,000 members of the
Selected Reserve for up to 90 d;,ys, with an additional 90-day extension
(Title 10, U.S.C. section 673 (b)).
23 August 1990- Secretary of Defense authorized Army.to l1125,000
selected reservists for combat support, combat service support roles.
13 November 1990--An additional 90 days were authorized with increased
combat support/combat service support levels to 55,000 Army reservists.
1 December 1990- Levels increased to 115,000 Army reservists.
19 January 1991- Levels increased to 220,000 Army reservists. Tour extensions increased from 180 to 360 days for all reservists.
20 January 1991- Nearly 20,000 members of the Individual Ready Reserve
are subject to be called up for one year.

Date
Units Personnel
29 November 514
58,165
104,795
31 Dember 815
1 J
11 January
835
108,564
15 January
844
109,582
22 January
128,287
133,511
1004
23 January
137,983
24 January
141,290
26 January
143,067
30 January
148,476
8 February
11 February 1022
149,154
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B~etween 2 August 1990, the Law Ot the invacsion )f*
Kuuviu bv Iraq, anid 9 April 1991, theLSLunft-v Cot~ai
CiI a1hOpted 16 resolutions relating toi the' situation
betwen raqandKuwit.traffic

Resolution 660,

2 August 1900
Condemned the invasion of Kuwait. Demanded
Iraq's unconditional, immediate withdrawal and
k.illed oin both countries to begin negotiations.

Adopted 14-0O; Yemen did not participate.)
Resolution 661, 6.Atiieustr IQk)

pied Kuwait. (Aopted l-' tiiinitnot's v'ote.)
Resolution 670, 25 Septrunir 1900
Expainded the economlic embargo to include air
in or out of Iraq and KuwitV.' eXCept tor hurnantarian aid auithorized b-%the special anctiori,
committee. (. illed ,n UN membe-,r nations to detain raqi 'hips ihat c~ould Kx used to b-rea the navii ebhargo. (Adopted 14-I; Cuba agai1nst.)

Resolution 674, 29 Octolxkr 1990

Demianded that lriq stop mnistreating KUWAIT'I
And other toreignm nationals. Reminded Iraq that it
is liable fosr damlages to) toreigners or their properrv
resulting froim the invasion and occupation oft KuIions committee to imnplement the resolution.
Called uponi UN members to protect the assets of
wait. (Adopted 13--O0;Cubal and Yemntibstainedi)
Kuwait around the world. Called tor restoration ot
Resolution 677, : ,XoniNKr 1'-0C
Kuwait's letzitimate government. (Adopted 13 -0o;me
ra
tepst
cag
uat
k Aia
akaind.'demloeraphic
ad \rne
coniio'mtiw n. Also Ckinnined Iraq',
Resolution 662, Agut l00
dc'tniction ot KuwIkiti ivil records . Adopted k.
Declared Iraq's annexation of Kuwait null and
uinaninious vote.)
Impovsed a trade and financial embhargo on Iraq
aind occupied Kuwait. Established ai special sanc-

VOId. (Adopted b\' unanimous vote.)
Resolution 664, 1"' Aiieii'r 1900

Resolution 678,

Demnanded the immediate release tit toreigners
tromn Iraq and Kuwit and the riht ,t diplomnats to
%visit their nationals. Insisted thait Iraq rescind Its
irder closing diplomatic and conSUlar mnissions in
Kuwaiit. (.Adopted by tinanii ns vote.)

Resolution 665,

k0
Calle~d upon UN members with ships in the re-ion to) enforce sanctions by inspecting- and verifyug,- cargoe,(s and Llstnio
'.
1Tkdpre
I -QI"
( '11b"i
5 -uui

Yemlen abstained.)
Resolution 666, I ; 1 ~

I

And

~

Resolution 686, :' Ntisr~h 1
Called tsr the ,uijpensitin
oieritions and tor

Iraqi

to

0

ilnsx

oikit

tae the ncessary meca-

'tires which wo~uld pernult a definlitive enId to the
h'nittW'.
re !~1 1
iii . .11. )'L11i
en abhsta]ined:
i; gis

Resolution 687,

isr

'0 N\xeinlx'r 101)0

limndedl lrmqs, iincondlitionil withdrawail from
Kuwai-;t by 15 Iu'11.iua 1001). Authoriz-ed UN n-scmibevrs -to use all necessary mecans' to bring ikmti
Iraqi withdrawal after thait date. kAdopicJ I::
China abstained: Yemen and Cuba ai.!anst.)

Aj-rii

-'I

Reaffirrmed that Iraq wa:s responsible for the satetV And well-Keing ot treisgri nationals. Spevcitied
gutidelines for the deClivery- of toid and meicLIal sUpIpheC. (Adopted 1I I-: ;ubki and )'emenT

Dermnded retorat ion ot Kuwaiti , keresgnrv, independence and territorial integrTit\ ind the return
of Its leitimate giovernilent. andi et rpecitic c 'ndi;~istions t,
irnml eie-ir..doptcd 12 -11 Yclm-

Resolution 667,

en and Ecuador abstuned: C~tibaains

16 septemK-r- Iio
Co;ndemned Iraqi iggression aintdiplomlats
and diplo matic comipounds in Kuwaiit. Demanded
the

immnediate

release

oit

toreigrn

nationals.

(Adopted byv unmnnsus vtt.

Resolution 688,

5 Ai'rsl 1001
Ir iqJ kppre-io n 4, the Ktirds.
t.Adopto. I10, ;; 'ilm 'Ind In1,li.1 .11tiiucld: ( 'il
YclvienInd Ziimbawik
mn'c
( ondeined

Resolution 669, '4 ScprL'iiK-r i000

Resolution 689, o \prii l

Fniphiisi:ed that snl\ the IpeCiJI laCti~ ns Cssm imittee had the pst
toPermit tossd, inelkicineTI or
rther' humanitarian *iil hipment. ito IraqI ot Ocexi-

Pro vided tor the e'i.N11ibL-i'hie
,t the 1. N lr.iq-KisWaIit 01b1erVati 'nI \li1t1011. kAVI spteL' k nn
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The Coalition Members:
Afghanistan: 3iX' rnuqahiwn rr ~'p~s
Argentina: ' tniz~ie,. 450 troop,
Australia: I
rm1-n-%lcti$te.
I Jc'trl
IPIk

)\CT,

4

Shii p.

Bahrain: i,5X troop,'
Bangladesh: '.CX, troops
Belgiumi 2 IMCskccprr. I tii-hrter julliri-n

to

I'lrkev

Canada:

2

F-,it~qiron (1
1,-X rr, xkl'
Czechoslomakia: .'-Lmin hvmicifl Ictun'c
nIlt InulI 5C mc~it,.J pr~nnul.
Denmark 1~crr- ml >--imin mndict)l tut.i
Egypt: 40.aX rr,, q-,. tIN it 4X%.mik
France- '.LAX' r- r 14
I rcritt .ir1hps
,;,t. mtore thin) 7; nrr,t.
im ' rxnJ,
JTrmcr'

!12 tr' pius, trantepvrt .iirrarr

Morocco: INV)X troop,
Netherlands:
:i~U
i Turkc%
Nsew Zealand:
(
Niger:
- i vl
\r~a
iiT 2iimr
I'

'

Hungarv: 4Qi'.inm
Honduras: iJ
Italv: 4

'

::2hrcrT- k tri
Ku,.%ait: I

monirt
I

im.iiron

i:t: itL.i,r.

Poland

t

ti

t'.!

Portugal
-,--kit'.~
' i-r*ircritl

11~

it,

1Tr'

-

:

Coalition Maneuver Units

jS Cota L.

Ia

(as of 23 February 1991)
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Pakistan i
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Greece: I trn-,..ill Rk-I clOnan:
miciiciI tl u i
rr p, r" 5 i'I\
Thp
.nmyui
,
!i-,tttt,

.:r

Ixl

Xi
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FORCES COMMMTE
United Kingdom: 42,000 troops; 58 fighter
planes, reconnaissance aircraft and helicopters; 170
tanks; 16 warships
United States: More than 527,000 troops,
more than 1,200 tanks and 2,200 armored personnel carriers, including M IA 1 Abrams tanks; more
than 100 warships, including battleships Missowi

.

Qatar: 7,000 troop, 24 tanks, 9 coastal veses,
19 combat aircraft
Saudi Arabia: 110,500 troops, 550 tanks, 180
combat aircraft, 8 frigates
Senegal: 500 troopsanWicni
South Korea: 5 C-1 30s, 150 air force pilots
Spain: 2 corvettes, 1 destroyer
Syria: 21,000 troops, 300 armored vehicles;
50,000 troops in Syria on Iraqi border, 2,000 in
United Arab Emirates

Turkey: 120,000 troops on the Iraqi border to

deter Iraqi attack; allowed the United States to operate from the air base at Incirlik. NATO had 42
aircraft from its allied mobile force also based at Incirlik
United Arab Emirates: 43,000 troops, 200
tanks, 80 combat aircraft, 15 ships

adWsosnadarrf aresMdaRgr
;r-MkayRng,
narf
Saratoga, John F. Kennedy, Anerica and Theoidore
Roosewt; more than 1,80 Air Force, Navy and
Marine fighters, bombers and other warplanes,
ranging from the F-Il17A Stealth fighters to B-52
bombers; and more than 1,700 helicopters

OhrNtos

OhrNtos

Soviet Union: 2 warships in the gulf area
Romania: Mobile field hospital team. 180 military experts on chemical warfare
Singapore: 30-member medical team serving
in a British hospital
Arab-Islamsc

Naton ForceCommanrders
GENs r Peterde ia Billrere,GreatBritain
France
LTGMichaelRoctuelottre,

Iii
COLJese L Johnson

on Force's Command

I
LTC.P',nce Ara,,c n)n Suilan

~ri~

aZ

I ICENrII (Afloat)
,ADM StanleyR Arthur

IIJFCrt~North

US

4

Halibr1 [5k
Atea
MGSaiafl.IMo~naM~red

ast

JFC

U

2O[

Slt
R11

S

SL

MG Harry W Jenkins

US~
8G Peter J Rooe

~

~

BG Nab",r

3~I

~ 9I Jv

10O
RSLF

SSLF

MG AhHanb

45 I:tSymTre

x

GCCk
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FIGi

20L

2 SANG
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The Deployment of US Armed Forces to Saudi Arabia
By President George Bush, 8 August 1990
"in the life of a nation, we're called upon to detine who we are and
we believe. Sometimes
these choices are not easy. But today as president, I
Aisk for your support in a decision I've made to
,rand tip for what's right and condemn whits
wkroniz, all in the cause of peace.
"At my direction, elements of the 82d Airborne
Division as well as key units of the U~nited States
'.Oiat

ANit Force are arriving! roJav to take upt defenisive
po,;irions in Saud-i A-Irabia. I took this action to as'it the Saudi Arabian government in thle detense
t its, homeland.
No one commits America's,
Armedk. Forces to at dangerous mision lii.,hri-,, but
Mter perhaps unparalleled international consulrain and exhausting! everx alternative, it i'ecairn
'itces"'ir, ito take this action. Let tie tell v,it whv
LesIxs than a weeck igin
the early mornine
hours ot Atagust 2d. Iraqi armed fo(rces,, without
1'rovoiation or warnig, invaded a peacetul Kuwait.
Ficitw1- neg4iible re-sistance trom its miuch nmallet
eihr.ltmq's tanks. stormled in blir:kriet- tlLshtot
thr ug~h Kuwait in ,mtew short hours. With more
rhan IXAuX troops, aloniz with tanks, artilletx. and
(Iirtice-ro~--irtace missiles, Iraqt now xxcupies KuwaJit. Phis aggression came just h1 uuir after Saiddam
*F "m
-i
resident Af Iraqi specii.,A1% iited nu tenouNisocuntries in the area thati there wouli d be
t( invision. There is, not itititicaitio n wh-hts. Xver

I, t This ouitraget us and bnital

aci

it 'ggressi'

in.

. puppet rguneII inposei fr,,i thle '11 Iiis i u-ll
Ie ptaIH.
Ih CquC IIISIt Ion IItt err! iton w t, mr.e, is
:it..epribe.No oneC. trienid ,r toe. 'holdi ioul't
-ut desire tori peac; and not one shotiikl uinderesti ite ouir detenninarion TO L0ontront AiZWreIion.
Liu it imple principles guide ouir p.'itcy. IFirst,
'e..k tile ITuIuedi.ite. Hic, uirT,11O
An
i d
-111intAie' withdirawal ifotll Iraq.i forces troin Kuwait.
'ndCIII.
KUWAIT" s 'letmnte gi ivemninct mutst be
* 't, k to t.rplace
tile puppet reginie. Andt third,
il%.hu inwtmftw,
, as
Nmsbeethe c~,c uit h even
'tes'den'It ttmi President IFranklin P .1IR. "evlt
,
to
'e lel R'lidl WAe.i''.i. 11011111171TO..
ite'e 1C
iirit', .uud sbir.111 'I the Persian V it.. And
*tiiih. I ant
erriiiind III' protco. the lInkes t
Nituei..
ibtmid.I-rmn.
ii . utiens
liuilwiiateIk .ittcr' Tile Iriqli ilva'u 'it I tird-
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an embargo ot all trade with Iraq and, together
with manyv other nationis, announced sanctions that
both freeze all Iraqi assets in this country and prorect Kuwait's assets. The -,takes are high. Iraq is
Ilrcidv i rich and pow ertul counrrx that pos.sesses,
the word's second largest reserves ot oil and over a
million men Under arms. It', the fourth largest mulitaix in the world. Our counr' now impoirts nearly
halt thle ii it consumes and could tace ai major
threat ito its economic Independence. Much of the
w,rldi I even miore dependent u~p' n imported oil
Ild is even mote vulnerable to Iraqi Threats.
We sicceeded in the ;tniie tor treedom in Euro re becaus:e we and )tir alies remaine111d stalwart.
Keepiniz the peace in the Middle Luar t: require
no less. W'rec2bein1nine 'I newv eri. Thu new era
d.ii be Tiill ot prol"VI' .mi
in11 ac' It treedJ0ill. a time ot
peace tot all peoples. But it historx teaches us anythnit
i, that we mnust resist igetessuon or it will

Jietrov oit trecedoins . Appc eseent d.ss not work.
As was thle case in thle 10'430,, we --,e in Sadidam
I lus.ein in i~ressive dictatr t threaitening hits
negbr.
Onl
14 daysugo >a iam~i I iui,,sein
promised his triends he wouil not'r
ie
Kuwait.
And tu it ,ivs ou he p-r irl lise The 1 '7iJ he woul1d
V thdira~.
A:\nd tak Ln.
\(,e 11,1\ke 'l %%Iilsi pt' 'ii ses icin: iI its pt.lic
iniem, in nonhi n,
"In the list te.w Jiv, 1'\(,
I
spoken mt h po litical
leade-rs tr.in the Niiddle Lmis. htipe. Asia, ind the
Nie..:mi
I've inet mt h Y~
Ministr
lilt.her lo t thle L. niteJi KingJoinl, Prime N iniser
N~tiinI'e lot
111niJ.11. ni \\TO -.. tet.i\ V ciierl \wurner. Anld Al a
1hu1 lrAq .innot 1-v
.mlhi%,.ed to kcnetir frt. I t, InisIA Ill 0 KLI\,iit.
"ACe .i'tee' that This is no i in Ainer.in 'rrI61Hn
r IFtir~
teinpro'blent r \1,l
NI
e i 1- :-rAFlI: :T
Is,ilk wo)rlds, problem. And thus ki ~sn
,x after
the Iri..
nvs, n theL
't.d
ielN ns
cuit\
( .ini.. I1. withoult disent
,ndt11ItneJIrAq. IingMt' 't thei: milled iii eu'Ind kill,, Ol'itntlnil
it
daa1'
is troop',
inI KUWAIT. Ilik- Antrii \ rld. t hro'ugh
iF the \-,]bI
!..i
n1J.
:.
.pr
t
kwt I,tik..'i~g'li inn 'nit ci it, T sii'
Irai iei
'Ii.
lain the uitea KtilrgJi, i.11and
mud iler g
IT
rtn
i r, utti tile %\o
rid
ii' i p'
'~c\(,reL'il it'11
11i11. Iii.. N, let L.tni'.
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and China ended all arms sales to Iraq.
"And this past Monday, the United Nations Security Council approved for the first time in 23
years mandatory sanctions under Chapter VII of
the United Nations Charter. These sanctions, now
enshrined in international law, have the potential
to deny Iraq the fruits of aggression while sharply
limiting its ability to either import or export anything of value, especially oil.
"Ipledge here today that the United States will
do its part to see that these sanctions are effective
and to induce Iraq to withdraw without delay from
Kuwait.
"But we must recognize that Iraq may not stop
using force to advance its ambitions. Iraq has
massed an enormous war machine on the Saudi
border capable of initiating hostilities with little or
no additional preparation. Given the Iraqi government's history of aggression against its own citizens
as well as its neighbors, to assume Iraq will not attack again would be unwise and unrealistic,
And therefore, after consulting with King Fahd
[of Saudi Arabia], I sent Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney to discuss cooperative measures we could
take. Following those meetings, the Saudi Government requested our help, and I responded to that
request by ordering US air and ground forces to
deploy to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
"Let me be clear. The sovereign independence
of Saudi Arabia is of vital interest to the United
States. This decision, which I shared with the congressional leadership, grows out of the longstanding
friendship and security relationship between the
United States and Saudi Arabia. US forces will
work together with those of Saudi Arabia and other nations to preserve the integrity of Saudi Arabia
and to deter further Iraqi aggression. Through their
presence, as well as through training and exercises,
these multinational forces will enhance the overall
capability of Saudi armed forces to defend the
kingdom.
"Iwant to be clear about what we are doing and
why. America does not seek conflict nor do we
seek to chart the destiny of other nations. But
America will stand by her friends. The mission of

our troops is wholly defensive. Hopefully, they will
not be needed long. They will not initiate hostilities, but they will defend themselves, the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, and other friends in the Persian
Gulf.
"We are working around the clock to deter Iraqi
aggression and to enforce UN sanctions. I'm continuing my conversations with world leaders. Secretary of Defense Cheney has just returned from
valuable consultations with President Mubarak of
Egypt and King Hassan of Morocco. Secretary of
State Baker has consulted with his counterparts in
many nations, including the Soviet Union, and
today he heads for Europe to consult with President
Ozal of Turkey, a staunch friend of the United
States. And he'll then consult with the NATO
foreign ministers.
"Iwill ask oil-producing nations to do what they
can to increase production in order to minimize
any impact that oil flow reductions will have on
the world economy. And I will explore whether we
and our allies should draw down our strategic petroleum reserves. Conservation measures can also
help; Americans everywhere must do their part.
And one more thing: I'm asking the oil companies
to do their fair share. They should show restraint
and not abuse today's uncertainties to raise prices.
"Standing up for our principles will not come
easy. It may take time and possibly cost a great
deal. But we are asking no more of anyone than of
the brave young men and women of our Armed
Forces and their families. And I ask that in the
churches around the country prayers be said for
those who are committed to protect and defend
America's interests.
"Standing up for our principle is an American
tradition. As it has so many times before, it may
take time and tremendous effort, but most of all, it
will take unity of purpose. As I've wimessed
throughout my life in ixoth war and peace, America has never wavered when her purpxe is driven
by principle. And on this August day, at home and
abroad, I know she will do no less.
"Thank you, and God bless the United States of
America."

Beginning of Air Campaign in the Persian Gulf
By President George Bush, 16 January 1991
"Just 2 hours ago, allied air forces began an attack
on military targets in Iraq and Kuwait. These attacks
continue as I speak. Ground forces are not engaged.
'This conflict started 2 August when the dictator of Iraq invaded a small and helpless neighbor.
Kuwait-a member of the Arab League and a
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member of the United Nations--was crushed; its
people, brutalized. Five months ago, Saddam Hussein started this cruel war against Kuwait; tonight
the battle has been joined.
"This military action, taken in accord with
United Nations resolutions and with the consent of
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the United States Congress, follows months of constant and virtually endless diplomatic activity on
the part of the United Nations, the United States
and many, many other countries. Arab leaders
sought what became known as an Arab solution,
only to conclude that Saddam Hussein was unwilling to leave Kuwait. Others traveled to Baghdad in
a variety of efforts to restore peace and justice. Our
secretary of state, James Baker, held a historic meeting in Geneva only to be totally rebuffed. This
past weekend, in a last-ditch effort, the secretarygeneral of the United Nations went to the Middle
East with peace in his heart-his second such mission, and he came back from Baghdad with no
progress at all in getting Saddam Hussein to withdraw from Kuwait.
'Now, the 28 countries with forces in the gulf
area have exhausted all reasonable efforts to reach a
peaceful resolution, have no choice but to drive
Saddam from Kuwait by force. We will not fail.
"As I report to you, air attacks are under way
against military targets in Iraq. We are determined to
knock out Saddam Hussein's nuclear bomb potential.
We will also destroy his chemical weapons facilities,
Much of Saddam's artillery and tanks will be destroyed. Our operations are designed to best protect
the lives of all the coalition forces by targeting Saddam's vast military arsenal. Initial reports from General [H. Norman] Schwarzkopf are that our operations are proceeding according to plan.
"Our objectives are clear. Saddam Hussein's
forces will leave Kuwait. The legitimate government of Kuwait will be restored to its rightful place,
and Kuwait will once again be free. Iraq will eventually comply with all relevant United Nations resolutions; and then when peace is restored, it is our
hope that Iraq will live as - peaceful and cooperative member of the family of nations, thus enhancing the security and stability of the gulf.
"Some may ask, 'Why act now? Why not wait?'
The answer is clear. The world could wait no longer. Sanctions, though having some effect, showed
no signs of accomplishing their objective. Sanctions were tried for well over five months, and we
and our allies concluded that sanctions alone would
not force Saddam from Kuwait.
"While the world waited, Saddam Hussein systematically raped, pillaged and plundered a tiny nation-no threat to his own. He subjected the peopie of Kuwait to unspeakable atrocities, and among
those maimed and murdered-innocent children.
"While the world waited, Saddam sought to add to
the chemical weapons arsenal he now possesses an infinitelymoredangerousweaponofmassdestructionanuclear weapon. And while the world waited, while
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the world talked peace and withdrawal, Saddam Hussein dug in and moved massive forces into Kuwait.
"While the world waited, while Saddam stalled,
more damage was being done to the fragile economies of the Third World, the emerging democracies
of Eastern Europe, to the entire world, including to
our own economy.
"The United States, together with the United
Nations, exhausted every means at our disposal to
bring this crisis to a peaceful end. However, Saddam clearly felt that by stalling and threatening
and defying the United Nations he could weaken
the forces arrayed against him.
"While the world waited, Saddam Hussein met
every overture of peace with open contempt. While
the world prayed for peace, Saddam prepared for
war.
"Ihad hoped that when the United States Congress, in historic debate, took its resolute action,
Saddam would realize he could not prevail and
would move out of Kuwait in accord with the
United Nations resolutions. He did not do that. Instead, he remained intransigent, certain that time
was on his side.
"Saddam was warned over and over again to comply with the will of the United Nations-leave Kuwait or be driven out. Saddam has arrogantly rejected
all warnings. Instead, he tried to make this a dispute
between Iraq and the United States of America.
"Well, he failed. Tonight, 28 nations, countries
from five continents--Europe and Asia, Africa and
the Arab League-have forces in the gulf area
standing shoulder to shoulder against Saddam Hussein. These countries had hoped the use of force
could be avoided. Regrettably, we now believe that
only force will make him leave.
"Prior to ordering our forces into battle, I instructed our military commanders to take every
necessary step to prevail as quickly as possible and
with the greatest degree of protection possible for
American and allied service men and women. I've
told the American people before that this will not
be another Vietnam. And I repeat this here tonight. Our troops will have the best possible support in the entire world, and they will not be asked
to fight with one hand tied behind their back.
Fim hopeful that this fighting will not go on for
tkng and that casualties will be held to an absolute
minimum.
"This is a historic moment. We have in this
past year made great progress in ending the long era
of conflict and cold war. We have before us the
opportunity to forge for ourselves and for future
generations a new world order, a world where the
rule of law, not the law of the jungle, governs the
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conduct of nations. When we are successful, and
we will be, we have a real chance at this new world
order, an order in which a credible United Nations
can use its peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise
and vision of the UN's founders.
"We have no argument with the people of Iraq.
Indeed for the innocents caught in this conflict, I
pray for their safety. Our goal is not the conquest
of Iraq. It is the liberation of Kuwait. It is my
hope that somehow the Iraqi people can, even now,
convince their dictator that he must lay down his
arms, leave Kuwait and let Iraq itself rejoin the
family of peace-loving nations.
"Thomas Paine wrote many years ago: 'These
are the times that try men's souls.' Those wellknown words are so very true today. But even as
planes of the multinational forces attack Iraq, I prefer to think of peace, not war. I am convinced not
only that we will prevail, but that out of the horror
of combat will come the recognition that no nation
can stand against a world united. No nation will
be permitted to brutally assault its neighbor.
"No president can easily commit our sons and
daughters to war. They are the nation's finest.
Ours is an all-volunteer force, magnificently
trained, highly motivated. The troops know why
they're there. And listen to what they say, for
they've said it better than any president or prime
minister ever could.
"Listen to Hollywood Huddleston, Marine lance
corporal. He says, 'Let's free these people so we can
gn home and be free again.' And he's right. The
terrible crimes and tortures committed by Saddam's

henchmen against the innocent people of Kuwait
are an -affront to mankind and a challenge to the
freedom of all.
"Listen to one of our great officers out there,
Marine Lieutenant General Walter Boomer. He
said, 'There are things worth fighting for. A world
in which brutality and lawlessness are allowed to go
unchecked isn't the kind of world we're going to
want to live in.'
"Listen to Master Sergeant J. P. Kendall of the
82d Airborne. 'We're here for more than just the
price of a gallon of gas. What we're doing is going
to chart the future of the world for the next 100
years. It's better to deal with this guy now than
five years from now.'
"And finally, we should all sit up and listen to
Jackie Jones, an Army lieutenant, when she says, 'If
we let him get away with this, who knows what's
going to be nextr
"I have called upon Hollywood and Walter and
J. P. and Jackie and all their courageous comradesin-arms to do what must be done. Tonight, America and the world are deeply grateful to them and
to their families. And let me say to everyone listening or watching tonight: When the troops
we've sent in finish their work, I'm determined to
bring them home as soon as possible.
"Tonight, as our forces fight, they and their families are in our prayers. May God bless each and every one of them and the coalition forces at our side
in the gulf, and may He continue to bless our nation, the United States of America."

Allied Ground Operations in the Persian Gulf
By President George Bush, 23 February 1991
"Good evening. Yesterday, after conferring with
my senior national security advisers, and following
extensive consultations with our coalition partners,
Saddam Hussein was given one last chance-set
forth in very explicit terms--to do what he should
have done more than six months ago: withdraw
from Kuwait without condition or further delay,
and comply fully with the resolutions passed by the
United Nations Security Council.
"Regrettably, the noon deadline passed without
the agreement of the government of Iraq to meet
demands of United Nations Security Council Resolution 660, as set forth in the specific terms spelled
out by the coalition to withdraw unconditionally
from Kuwait. To the contrary, what we have seen
is a redoubling of Saddam Hussein's efforts to destroy completely Kuwait and its people.
"I have, therefore, directed General Norman
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Schwarzkopf, in conjunction with coalition forces,
to use all forces available, including ground forces,
to eject the Iraqi army from Kuwait. Once again,
this was a decision made only after extensive consultations within our coalition partnership.
"The liberation of Kuwait has now entered a final phase. I have complete confidence in the ability of the coalition forces swiftly and decisively to
accomplish their mission.
" 'Tonight, as this coalition of countries seeks to
do that which is right and just, I ask only that all of
you stop what you are doing and say a prayer for all
the coalition forces, and especially for our men and
women in uniform who this ver" moment are risking their lives for their country and for all of us.
"May God bless and protect each and every one
of them. And may God bless the United States of
America. Thank you very much."
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Suspension of Allied Offensive Combat Operations
By President George Bush, 27 February 1991
"Kuwait is liberated. Iraq's army is defeated.
the loss, damage, and injury its aggression has
Our military objectives are met. Kuwait is once
caused.
more in the hands of Kuwaitis, in control of their
"The coalition calls upon the Iraqi government
to designate military commanders to meet within
own destiny. We share in their joy, a joy tempered
only by our compassion for their ordeal.
48 hours with their coalition counterparts, at a
"Tonight the Kuwaiti flag once again flies above
place in the theater of operations to be specified, to
the capital of a free and sovereign nation. And the
arrange for military aspects of the cease-fire. Further, I have asked Secretary of State [James A.]
American flag flies above our embassy.
"Seven months ago, America and the world
Baker to request that the United Nations Security
drew a line in the sand. We declared that the agCouncil meet to formulate the necessary arrangegression against Kuwait would not stand. And toments for this war to be ended.
night, America and the world have kept their
"This suspension of offensive combat operations
is contingent upon Iraq's not firing upon any coaliword.
tion forces and not launching Scud missiles against
"This is not a time of euphoria; certainly not a
time to gloat. But it is a time of pride: pride in our
any other country. If Iraq violates these terms, cotroops; pride in our friends who stood with us duralition forces will be free to resume military operaing the crisis; pride in our nation and the people
tions.
whose strength and resolve made victory quick, de"At every opportunity, 1 have said to the people
cisive and just. And soon we will open wide our
of Iraq that our quarrel was not with them, but instead with their leadership and, above all, with
arms to welcome back home to America our magnificent fighting forces.
Saddam Hussein. This remains the case. You, the
"No one country can claim this victory as its
people of Iraq, are not our enemy. We do not seek
own. It was not only a victory for Kuwait but a
your destruction. We have treated your prisoners of
victory for all the coalition partners. This is a vicwar with kindness. Coalition forces fought this war
only as a last resort and look forward to the day
tory for the United Nations, for all mankind, for
the rule of law, and for what is right.
when Iraq is led by people prepared to live in peace
with their neighbors.
"After consulting with Secretary of Defense
"We must now begin to look beyond victory in
[Richard B.] Cheney, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, General [Colin L) Powell, and our
war. We must meet the challenge of securing the
coalition partners, I am pleased to announce that at
peace. Inthe future, as before, we will consult with
midnight tonight, Eastern Standard Time, exactly
our coalition partners. We've already done a good
100 hours since ground operations commenced and
deal of thinking and planning for the postwar pensix weeks since the start of Operation Desert Storm,
od, and Secretary Baker has already begun to conall US and coalition forces will suspend offensive
suit with our coalition partners on the region's
combat operations. It is up to Iraq whether this
challenges. There can be, and will be, no solely
suspension on the part of the coalition becomes a
American answer to all these challenges. But we
permanent cease-fire.
can assist and support the countries of the region
and be a catalyst for peace. In this spirit, Secretary
"Coalition political and military terms for a
Baker will go to the region next week to begin a
formal cease-fire include the following requirements:
new round of consultations.
"Iraq must release immediately all coalition pris"This war is now behind us. Ahead of us is the
oners of war, third country nationals and the redifficult task of securing a potentially historic peace.
mains of all who hive fallen. Iraq must release all - Tonight though, let us be proud of what we have
Kuwaiti detainees. Iraq also must inform Kuwaiti
accomplished. Let us give thanks to i se who
authorities of the location and nature of all land
have risked their lives. Let us never forget those
and sea mines. Iraq must comply fully with all
who gave their lives. May God bless our valiant
relevant United Nations Security Council resolumilitary forces and their families, and let us all retions. This includes a rescinding of Iraq's August
member them in our prayers.
decision to annex Kuwait, and acceptance in pnn"Good night, and may God bless the United
ciple of Iraq's responsibility to pay compensation for
States of America."
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lenge could not have been clearer. Saddam Hussein was the villain; Kuwait, the victim. To the aid
of this small country came nations from North
America and Europe, from Asia and South Amenca, from Africa and the Arab world-all united
against aggression. Our uncommon coalition must
now work in common purpose: to forge a future
that should never again be held hostage to the
darker side of human nature.
"Tonight in Iraq, Saddam walks amidst ruin. His
war machine is crushed. His ability to threaten
mass destruction is itself destroyed. His people have
been lied to-denied the truth. And when his defeated legions come home, all Iraqis will see and
feel the havoc he has wrought. And this I promise
you: For all that Saddam has done to his own peopie, to the Kuwaitis, and to the entire world, Saddam and those around him are accountable.
"All of us grieve for the victims of war, for the
people of Kuwait and the suffering that scars the
soul of that proud nation. We grieve for all our
fallen soldiers and their families, for all the innocents caught up in this conflict. And, yes, we
grieve for the people of Iraq-a people who have
never been our enemy. My hope is that one day
we will once again welcome them as friends into
the community of nations. Our commitment to
peace in the Middle East does not end with the liberation of Kuwait. So tonight, let me outline four
key challenges to be met.
"First, we must work together to create shared
security arrangements in the region. Our friends
and allies in the Middle East recognize that they
will bear the bulk of the responsibility for regional
security. But we want them to know that just as
we stood with them to repel aggression, so now
America stands ready to work with them to secure
the peace. This does not mean stationing US
ground forces in the Arabian Peninsula, but it does
mean American participation in joint exercises involving both air and ground forces. It means mainraining a capable US naval presence in the region-just as we have for over 40 years. Let it be
clear: Our vital national interests depend on a
stable and secure gulf.
"Second, we must act to control the proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction and the missiles
used to deliver them. It would be tragic if the nations of the Middle East and Persian Gulf were
now, in the wake of war, to embark on a new arms
race. Iraq requires special vigilance. Until Iraq
convinces the world of its peaceful intentions-that
its leaders will not use new revenues to rearm and
rebuild its menacing war machine-Iraq must not
have access to the instruments of war.
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"And third, we must work to create new opportunities for peace and stability in the Middle East.
On the night I announced Operation Desert Storm,
I expressed my hope that out of the horrors of war
might come new momentum for peace. We've
learned in the modem age geography cannot guarantee security, and security does not come from
military power alone.
"All of us know the depth of bitterness that has
made the dispute between Israel and its neighbors
so painful and intractable. Yet, in the conflict just
concluded, Israel and many of the Arab States have
for the first time found themselves confronting the
same aggressor. By now, it should be plain to all
parties that peacemaking in the Middle East requires compromise. At the same time, peace brings
real benefits to everyone. We must do all that we
can to close the gap between Israel and the Arab
states--and between Israelis and Palestinians. The
tactics of terror lead absolutely nowhere. There
can be no substitute for diplomacy.
"A comprehensive peace must be grounded in
United Nations Security Council Resolutions 242
and 338 and the principle of territory for peace.
This principle must be elaborated to provide for Israel's security and recognition and at the same time
for legitimate Palestinian political rights. Anything
else would fail the twin test of fairness and security.
The time has come to put an end to Arab-Israeli
conflict.
"The war with Iraq is over. The quest for solutions
to the problems in Lebanon, in the Arab-Israeli
dispute and in the gulf must go forward with new vigor and determination. And I guarantee you: No one
will work harder for a stable peace in the region than
we will.
"Fourth, we must foster economic development
for the sake of peace and progress. The Persian
Gulf and Middle East form a region rich in natural
resources--with a wealth of untapped human potential. Resources once squandered on military
might must be redirected to more peaceful ends.
We are already addressing the immediate economic
consequences of Iraq's aggression. Now, the challenge is to reach higher-to foster economic freedom and prosperity for all the people of the region.
."Bymeeting these four challenges, we can build
a 'framework for peace. I've asked Secretary of
State Baker to go to the Middle East to begin the
process. He will go to listen, to probe, to offer suggestions-to advance the search for peace and stability. I've also asked him to raise the plight of the
hostages held in Lebanon. We have not forgotten
them, and we will not forget them.
"To all the challenges that confront this region
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of the world, there is no single solution-no solely
home. In my State of the Union address and in
American answer. But we can make a difference,
my budget, I defined a comprehensive agenda to
America will work tirelessly as a catalyst for posiprepare for the next American century.
tive change.
"Our first priority is to get this economy rolling
"But we cannot lead a new world abroad if, at
again. The fear and uncertainty caused by the gulf
home, it's politics as usual on American defense and
crisis were understandable. But now that the war is
diplomacy. It's
time to turn away from the temptaover, oil prices are down, interest rates are down
tion to protect unneeded weapons systems and obsoand confidence is rightly coming back. Americans
lete bases. It's time to put an end to micromanagecan move forward to lend, spend and invest in this,
ment of foreign and security assistance programsthe strongest economy on Earth.
micromanagement that humiliates our friends and
"We must also enact the legislation that is key to
allies and hamstrings our diplomacy. It's time to rise
building a better America. For example, in 1990,
above the parochial and the pork barrel, to do what
we enacted a historic Clean Air Act. And now
is necessary, what's right and what will enable this
we've proposed a national energy strategy. We
nation to play the leadership role required of us.
passed a child care bill that put power in the hands
"The consequences of the conflict in the gulf
of parents. And today, we're ready to do the same
reach far beyond the confines of the Middle East.
thing with our schools and expand choice in eduTwice before in this century, an entire world was
cation. We passed a crime bill that made a useful
convulsed by war. Twice this century, out of the
start in fighting crime and drugs. This year, we're
horrors of war, hope emerged for enduring peace.
sending to Congress our comprehensive crime
Twice before, those hopes proved to be a distant
package to finish the job. We passed the landmark
dream, beyond the grasp of man. Until now, the
Americans with Disabilities Act. And now we've
world we've known has been a world divided-a
sent forward our civil rights bill. We also passed
world of barbed wire and concrete block, conflict
the aviation bill. This year, we've sent up our new
and cold war.
highway bill. And these are just a few of our pend"Now, we can see a new world coming into view.
ing proposals for reform and renewal.
A world in which there is the very real prospect of a
"So, tonight I call on Congress to move forward
new world order. In the words of Winston Churchaggressively on our domestic front. Let's begin with
ill, a world order in which 'the principles of justice
two initiatives we should be able to agree on quickand fair play protect the weak against the strong...'
ly-transportation and crime. And then, let's build
A world where the United Nations--freed from
on success with those and enact the rest of our
cold war stalemate--is poised to fulfill the historic
agenda. If our forces could win the ground war in
vision of its founders. A world in which freedom
100 hours, then surely the Congress can pass this
and respect for human rights find a home among all
legislation in 100 days. Let that be a promise we
nations. The Gulf War put this new world to its first
make tonight to the American people.
test. And my fellow Americans, we passed that test.
"When I spoke in this House about the state of
"For the sake of our principles-for the sake of
our union, I asked all of you: If we can selflessly
the Kuwaiti people-we stood our ground. Because
confront evil for the sake of good in a land so far
the world would not look the other way, Ambassaaway, then surely we can make this land all that it
dor [Shaikh S. N.] AI-Sabah, tonight, Kuwait is
should be. In the time since then, the brave men
free. And we're very happy about that.
and women of Desert Storm accomplished more
"Tonight, as our troops begin to come home, let
than even they may realize. They set out to conus recognize that the hard work of freedom still
front an enemy abroad, and in the process, they
calls us forward. We've learned the hard lessons of
transformed a nation at home. Think of the way
history. The victory over Iraq was not waged as 'a
they went about their mission-with confidence
war to end all wars.' Even the new world order
and.quiet pride. Think about their sense of duty,
cannot guarantee an era of perpetual peace. But ".about all they taught us about our values, about
enduring peace must be our mission. Our success
ourselves.
in the gulf will shape not only the world order we
"We hear so often about our young people in
seek, but our mission here at home.
turmoil-how our children fall short, how our
"In the war just ended, there were clearcut obschools fail us, how American products and Amerijectives--timetables--and, above all, an overriding
can workers are second-class. Well, don't you beimperative to achieve results. We must bring that
lieve it. The America we saw in Desert Storm was
same sense of self-discipline, that same sense of urfirst-class talent. And they did it using America's
gency, to the way we meet challenges here at
state-of-the-art technology. We saw the excel-
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lence embodied in the Patriot missile and the patrots who made it work. And we saw soldiers who
know about honor and bravery and duty and country and the world-shaking power of these simple
words. There is something noble and majestic
about the pride, about the patriotism that we feel
tonight.
"So, to everyone here-and everyone watching
at home-think about the men and women of Desert Storm. Let us honor them with our gratitude.
Let us comfort the families of the fallen and remember each precious life lost.
"Let us learn from them as well. Let us honor
those who have served us by serving others. Let us
honor them as individuals--men and women of every race, all creeds and colors-by setting the face
of this nation against discrimination, bigotry and
hate. Eliminate them.
"I'm sure that many of you saw on the television
the unforgettable scene of four terrified Iraqi soldiets surrendering. They emerged from their bunker-broken, tears streaming from their eyes, fearing the worst. And then there was an American
soldier. Remember what he said? He said: 'It's
OK. You're all right now. You're all right now.'
That scene says a lot about America, a lot about
who we are. Americans are a caring people. We
are a good people, a generous people. Let us always
be caring and good and generous in all we do.
"Soon, very soon, our troops will begin the
march we've all been waiting for-their march
home. And I have directed Secretary Cheney to
begin the immediate return of American combat
units from the gulf. Less than 2 hours from now,
the first planeload of American soldiers will lift off

from Saudi Arabia, headed for the U.S.A. It will
carry men and women of the 24th Mechanized Infantry Division bound for Fort Stewart, Georgia.
This is just the beginning of a steady flow of American troops coming home. Let their return remind
us that all those who have gone before are linked
with us in the long line of freedom's march.
"Americans have always tried to serve, to sacrifice nobly for what we believe to be right. Tonight,
I ask every community in this country to make this
coming Fourth of July a day of special celebration
for our returning troops. They may have missed
Thanksgiving and Christmas, but I can tell you
this: For them and for their families, we can make
this a holiday they'll never forget.
"In a very real sense, this victory belongs to
them-to the privates and the pilots, to the setgeants and the supply officers, to the men and
women in the machines, and the men and women
who made them work. It belongs to the Regulars,
to the Reserves, to the National Guard. This victory belongs to the finest fighting force this nation
has ever known in its history.
"We went halfway around the world to do what
is moral and just and right. We foLght hard and,
with others, we won the war. We lifted the yoke of
aggression and tyranny from a small country that
many Americans had never even heard of, and we
shall ask nothing in return.
"We're coming home now-proud, confident,
heads high. There is much that we must do, at
home and abroad. And we will do it. We are
Americans.
"May God bless this great nation, the United
States of America. Thank you all very, very much."

Letter to Congressional Leaders
By President George Bush, 8 January 1991
"Dear
:
"The current situation in the Persian Gulf,
brought about by Iraq's unprovoked invasion and
subsequent brutal occupation of Kuwait, threatens
vital US interests. The situation also threatens the
peace. It would, however, greatly enhance the
chances for peace if Congress were now to go on
record supporting the position adopted by the UN
Security Council on 12 separate occasions. Such an
action would underline that the United States
stands with the international community and on
the side of law and decency; it also would help dispel any belief that may exist in the minds of Iraq's
leaders that the United States lacks the necessary
unity to act decisively in response to Iraq's continued aggression against Kuwait.
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"Secretary of State [James A.] Baker is meeting
with Iraq's foreign minister on January 9. It would
have been most constructive if he could have presented the Iraqi government a resolution passed by
both houses of Congress supporting the UN position andin particular Security Council Resolution
676. As you know, I have frequently stated my desird for such a resolution. Nevertheless, there is still
opportunity for Congress to act to strengthen the
prospects for peace and safeguard this country's vital
interests.
"Itherefore request that the House of Representatives and the Senate adopt a resolution stating
that Congress supports the use of all necessary
means to implement UN Security Council Resolution 678. Such action would send the clearest pos-
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sible message to Saddam Hussein that he must
withdraw without condition or delay from Kuwait.
Anything less would only encourage Iraqi intransigence; anything else would risk detracting from
the international coalition arrayed against Iraq's
aggression.
"Mr. Speaker, I am determined to do whatever is
necessary to protect America's security. I ask Congress to join with me in this task. I can think of no
better way than for Congress to express its support

for the president at this critical time. This truly is
the last best chance for peace.
Sincerely,
George Bush"
Note: Identical letters were delivered to Thomas
S. Foley, speaker of the House of Represenatives;
Senate majority leader, George J. Mitchell; Senate
minority leader, Robert Dole; and House minority
leader, Robert H. Michel. MR

Joint Resolution Authorizing Use of Military Force Against Iraq
12 January 1991
TO AUMnORIZE THE USE OF UNITED STATES

Whereas Iraq has persisted in its illegal occupa-

ARMED FORCES PURSUANT TO UNTIED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 678....

tion of, and brutal aggression against Kuwait: Now,

therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Represeneaaves
of the United States of America in Congressassembled,

Whereas the government of Iraq without provocation invaded and occupied the territory of Kuwait
on August 2, 1990; and
Whereas both the House of Representatives (in
HJ. Res. 658 of the 101st Congress) and the Senate
(in S. Con. Res. 147 of the 101st Congress) have

SECTION 1. SHORT TInE.

This joint resolution may be cited as the "Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq
Resolution."

condemned Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and declared

their support for international action to reverse
Iraq's aggression; and
Whereas Iraq's conventional, chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programs and its demonstrated willingness to use
weapons of mass destruction pose a grave threat to
world peace; and
Whereas the international community has demanded that Iraq withdraw unconditionally and
immediately from Kuwait and that Kuwait's independence and legitimate government be restored;
and
Whereas the UN Security Council repeatedly affirmed the inherent right of individual or collective
self-defense in response to the armed attack by Iraq
against Kuwait in accordance with Article 51 of
the UN Charter, and
Whereas, in the absence of full compliance by
Iraq with its resolutions, the UN Security Council
in Resolution 678 has authorized member states of
the United Nations to use all necessary means, after January 15, 1991, to uphold and implement all
relevant Security Council resolutions and to restore
international peace and security in the area; and
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SECTION 2. AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF
UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES

-;.

(a) AUTHORIZATION. The president is audiorized, subject to subsection (b), to use United
States Armed Forces pursuant to United Nations
Security Council Resolution 678 (1990) in order to
achieve implementation of Security Council Resolutions 660, 661, 662, 664, 665, 666, 667, 669, 670,
674 and 677.
(b) REQUIREMENT FOR DETERMINATION THAT
USE OF MILITARY FORCE ISNECESSARY. Before exercising the authority granted in subsection (a), the
president shall make available to the speaker of the
House of Representatives and the president pro
tetppore of the Senate his determination that:
(1) the United States has used all appropriate
diplomatic and other peaceful means to obtain
compliance by Iraq with the United Nations Security Council resolutions cited in subsection (a); and
(2) that those efforts have not been and would
not be successful in obtaining such compliance.
(c) WAR POWERS RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS.
(1) SPECIFIC STATUTORY AUTHORIZATION.
Constituent with section 8(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution, the Congress declares that this sec-
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tion is intended to constitute specific statutory authorization within the meaning of section 5(b) of
the War Powers Resolution.
(2) APPLICABILITY OF OTHER REQUIREMENTS.
Nothing in this resolution supersedes any requirement
of the War Powers Resolution.
SECTION 3. REPORTS TO CONGRESS.

At least once every 60 days, the president shall

submit to the Congress a summary on the status of
efforts to obtain compliance by Iraq with the resolutions adopted by the United Nations Security
Council in response to Iraq's aggression.
* Senate vted 52-47 to pass the resoiu on.
* House of Representatives vowted 250-183 to pass
the resolution.

Address to te People of Iraq on the Persian Gulf Crisis
By President George Bush, 16 September 1990
"I'm here today to explain to the people of Iraq
why the United States and the world community
has responded the way it has to Iraq's occupation of
Kuwait. My purpose is not to trade accusations, not
to escalate the war of words, but to speak with candor about what has caused this crisis that confronts
us. Let there be no misunderstanding: We have no
quarrel with the people of Iraq. I've said many
times, and I will repeat right now, our only object is
to oppose the invasion ordered by Saddam Hussein
[president of Iraq].
"On August 2d, your leadership made its decision to invade, an unprovoked attack on a small
nation that posed no threat to your own. Kuwait
was the victim; Iraq, the aggressor.
"And the world met Iraq's invasion with a chorus of condemnation: unanimous resolutions in the
United Nations. Twenty-seven states-:ich and
poor, Arab, Moslem, Asian and African-have answered the call of Saudi Arabia and free Kuwait
and sent forces to the gulf region to defend against
Iraq. For the first time in history, 13 states of the
Arab League, representing 80 percent of the Arab
nation, have condemned a brother Arab state.
Today, opposed by world opinion, Iraq stands isolated and alone.
"I do not believe that you, the people of Iraq,..
want war. You've borne untold suffering and hardship during eight long years of war with Iran; a war
that touched the life of every single Iraqi citizen; a
war that took the lives of hundreds of thousands of
young men, the bright promise of an entire generation. No one knows better than you the incalculable costs of war, the ultimate cost when a nation's
vast potentia! and vital energies are consumed by
conflict. No one knows what Iraq might be today,
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what prosperity and peace you might now enjoy,
had your leaders not plunged you into war. Now,
once again, Iraq finds itself on the brink of war.
Once again, the same Iraqi leadership has miscalcu-"
lated. Once again the Iraqi people face tragedy.
"Saddam Hussein has told you that Iraqi troops
were invited into Kuwait. That's not true. In fact,
in the face of far superior force, the people of Kuwait are bravely resisting this occupation. Your own
returning soldiers will tell you the Kuwaitis are
fighting valiantly in any way they can.
"Saddam Hussein tells you that this crisis is a
struggle between Iraq and America. In fact, it is
Iraq against the world. When President [Mikhail]
Gorbachev and I met at Helsinki [9 September
19901, we agreed that no peaceful international order is possible if larger states can devour their
neighbors. Never before has world opinion been so
solidly united against aggression.
"Nor, until the invasion of Kuwait, has the
United States been opposed to Iraq. In the past,
the United States has helped Iraq import billions of
dollars worth of food and other commodities. And
the war with Iran would not have ended two years
ago without US support and sponsorship in the
Upiited Nations.
"Saddam Hussein tells you the occupation of Kuwait will benefit the poorer nations of the world. In
fact, the occupation of Kuwait is helping no one
and is now hurting you, the Iraqi people, and
countless others of the world's poor. Instead of acquiring new oil wealth by annexing Kuwait, this
misguided act of aggression will cost Iraq over $20
billion a year in lost oil revenues. Because of Iraq's
aggression, hundreds of thousands of innocent foreign workers are fleeing Kuwait and Iraq. They are
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stranded on Iraq's borders, without shelter, without
fo d, without medicine, with no way home. These
refugees are suffering, and this is shameful.
"But even worse, others are being held hostage
in Iraq and Kuwait. Hostage-taking punishes the
innocent and separates families. It is barbaric. It
will not work, and it will not affect my ability to
make tough decisions.
"I do not want to add to the suffering of the peopIe of Iraq. The United Nations has put binding
sanctions in place not to punish the Iraqi people
but as a peaceful means to convince your leadership
to withdraw from Kuwait. That decision is in the
hands of Saddam Hussein.
"The pain you now experience is a direct result
of the path your leadership has chosen. When Iraq
returns to the path of peace, when Iraqi troops
withdraw from Kuwait, when that country's rightful
government is restored, when all foreigners held
against their will are released, then and then alone,
will the world end the sanctions.
"Perhaps your leaders do not appreciate the
strength of the forces united against them. Let me
say clearly: There is no way Iraq can win. Ultimately, Iraq must withdraw from Kuwait.
"No one-not the American people, not this
president-wants war. But there are times when a
country, when all countries who value the principies of sovereignty and independence, must stand
against aggression. As Americans, we're slow to
raise our hand in anger and eager to explore every

peaceful means of settling our disputes; but when
we have exhausted every alternative, when conflict
is thrust upon us, there is no nation on Earth with
greater resolve or stronger steadiness of purpose.
"The actions of your leadership have put Iraq at
odds with the world community. But while those
actions have brought us to the brink of conflict,
war is not inevitable. It is still possible to bring this
crisis to a peaceful end.
"When we stand with Kuwait against aggression,
we stand for a principle well understood in the
Arab world. Let me quote the words of one Arab
leader, Saddam Hussein himself: "An Arab country
does not have the right to occupy another Arab
counrm. God forbid, ifIraq should deviate from the
right path, we would want Arabs to send their armies to put things right. If Iraq should become intoxicated by its power and move to overwhelm
another Arab State, the Arabs would be right to
deploy their armies to check it."
"Those are the words of your leader, Saddam
Hussein spoken on 28 November 1988, in a speech
to Arab lawyers. Today, two years later, Saddam has
invaded and occupied a member of the United Nations and the Arab League. The world will not allow this aggression to stand. Iraq must get out of
Kjwait for the sake of principle, for the sake of
peace and for the sake of the Iraqi people."
This televised address was recorded on 12 September
1990 and broadcastunedited in Iraqi on 16 September.

Bush's Letter to Saddam Hussein
5 January 1991
"Mr. President:
"We stand today at the brink of war between
Iraq and the world. This is a war that began with
your invasion of Kuwait; this is a war that can be
ended only by Iraq's full and unconditional
compliance with UN Security Council Resolution
678.
"I am writing you now, directly, because what is
at stake demands that no opportunity be lost to
avoid what would be a certain calamity for the peopie of Iraq. I am writing, as well, because it is said
by some that you do not understand just how iso.
lated Iraq is and what Iraq faces as a result.
"1 am not in a position to judge whether this
impression is correct; what I can do, though, is
try in this letter to reinforce what Secretary of
State [James A. I Baker told your foreign minister
and eliminate any uncertainty or ambiguity that
might exist in your mind about where we stand
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and what we are prepared to do.
united in its
"The international community is,
call for Iraq to leave all of Kuwait without condition and without further delay. This is not simply
the policy of the United States; it is the position ot
the world community as expressed in no less than
12 Security Council resolutions.
"We prefer a peaceful outcome. However, anything less than full compliance with UN Security
C ouncil Resolution 678 and its predecessors is unacceptable.
"There can be no reward for aggression. Nor
will there be any negotiation. Principle cannot be
comprom; ,
9owever, by its fuill compliance, Iraq
will gain tnt- opportunity to rejoin the international
community.
"More immediately, the Iraqi military establishment will escape destruction. But unless you with-
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draw from Kuwait completely and without condinon, you will lose more than Kuwait.
"What is at issue here is not the future of Kuwaitit will be free, its government will be restored-but
rather the future of Iraq. This choice is yours to make.
"The United States will not be separated from its
coalition partners. Twelve Security Council resolutions, 28 countries providing military units to enforce
them, more than 100 governments complying with
sanctions--all highlight the fact that it is not Iraq
against the United States, but Iraq against the world,
"That most Arab and Muslim countries are
arrayed against you as well should reinforce what I
am saying. Iraq cannot and will not be able to
hold on to Kuwait or exact a price for leaving.
"You may be tempted to find solace in the diversity
of opinion that is American democracy. You should
resist any such temptation. Diversity ought not be
confused with division. Nor should you underestimate, as others have before you, America's will.
"Iraq is already feeling the effects of the sanctions mandated by the United Nations. Should
war come, it will be a far greater tragedy for you
and your country.
"Let me state, too, that the United States will
not tolerate the use of chemical or biological weap-

ons or the destruction of Kuwait's oil fields and installations. Further, you will be held directly responsible for terrorist actions against any member
of the coalition.
"The American people would demand the strongest possible response. You and your country will pay
a terrible price if you order unconscionable acts of
this sort.
"I write this letter not to threaten, but to inform.
I do so with no sense of satisfaction, for the people
of the United States have no quarrel with the peopie of Iraq.
"Mr. President, UN Security Council Resolution
678 establishes the period before 15 Januarv of this
year as a 'pause of good will' so that this crisis may
end without further violence.
"Whether this pause is used as intended, or
merely becomes a prelude to further violence, is in
your hands, and yours alone. I hope you weigh
your choice carefully and choose wisely, for much
will depend upon it."
Signed,
George Bush
Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Azi refused to accept
the letter, 9 January 1991.

Bush's Message to Allied Nations on the Persian Gulf Crisis
8 January 1991
"More than five months ago in the early morning hours of August 2nd, Iraqi forces rolled south
and the rape of Kuwait began. That unprovoked
invasion was more than an attack on Kuwait, more
than the brutal occupation of a tiny nation that
posed no threat to its large and powerful neighbor.
It was an assault on the very notion of intemational order.
"My purpose in speaking to you, the people of
countries united against this assault, is to share with
you my view of the aims and objectives that must
guide us in the challenging days ahead. From the
center of the crisis in the Middle East, to people and
countries on every continent, to the families with
loved ones held hostage, to the many millions sure
to suffer at the hands of one man with a stranglehold
on the world's economic lifeline, Iraq s aggression has
caused untold suffering, hardship and uncertainty.
"In the more than five months since August
2nd, Iraqi troops have carried out a systematic campaign of terror on the people of Kuwait-unspeakable atrocities against men and women, and among
the maimed and murdered, even innocent children.
In the more than five months since August 2nd,
Iraq's action has imposed economic strains on na-
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tions large and small-among them some of the
world's newest democracies at the very moment
they are most vulnerable. And yet, Iraq's aggression
did not go unchallenged.
"In the five months since August 2nd, the world
has witnessed the emergence of an unprecedented
coalition against aggression. In the United Nations,
Iraq's outlaw act has met a chorus of condemnation
in 12 resolutions with the overwhelming support of
the Security Council. At this moment, forces from
27 nations--rich and poor, Arab and Muslim, European, Asian, African and American--stand side
by side in the gulf, determined that Saddam's aggression will not stand.
"We'r; now entering the most critical period of
thi: crisis. For the past five months, Saddam [Husseiti has held the world and the norms of civilized
conduct in contempt. In the next few days, Iraq arrives at a deadline that spells the limit of the civilized world's patience.
"Let me be clear about the upcoming deadline.
January 15 is not a "date certain" for the onset of
armed conflict; it is a deadline for Saddam Hussein
to choose, to choose peace over war. The purpose
of declaring this deadline was to give Saddarn fair
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warning. Withdraw from Kuwait, without condition and without delay, or-at any time on or after
that date--ace a coalition ready and willing to
employ "all means necessary" to enforce the will of
the United Nations.
"Every one of us, each day of this crisis, has held
out hope for a peaceful solution. Even now, as the
deadline draws near, we continue to seek a way to
end this crisis without further conflict. And that is
why, back on November 30th, I offered to have
Secretary Baker travel to Baghdad to meet with
Saddam Hussein. And that is why, even after Saddam failed to respond, failed to find time to meet
on any of the 15 days we put forward, I invited
Iraq's foreign minister [Tariq Aziz] to meet with
Secretary Baker in Geneva on January 9th.
"In Geneva, we will be guided by the will of the
world community-expressed in those 12 UN resolutions I mentioned a moment ago. I didn't send
Secretary Baker to Geneva to compromise or to offer concessions. This meeting offers Saddam Hussein a chance-possibly the final chance-before
the UN deadline to resolve by peaceful means the
crisis that he has created.
"Saddam may seek to split the coalition, to exploit our sincere desire for peace, to secure for himself the spoils of war. He will fail-just as he has
failed for more than five months. I know that pressures are now building to provide Saddam some
means of saving face, or to accept a withdrawal
that is less than unconditional. The danger in this

course should be clear to all. The price of peace
now on Saddam's terms will be paid many times
over in greater sacrifice and suffering. Saddam's
power will only grow, along with his appetite for
more conquest. The next conflict will find him
stronger still- perhaps in possession even of nuclear
weapons--and far more difficult to defeat. And
that is why we simply cannot accept anything less
than full compliance with the United Nations dictates: Iraq's complete and unconditional withdrawal
from Kuwait.
"I began by saying that Iraq's action was more
than an attack on one nation-it is an assault on
us all, on the international order we all share. We
who have witnessed in this past year an end to the
long years of cold war and conflict, we who have
seen so much positive change, stand now at a critical moment, one that will shape the world we live
in for years, even decades, to come.
"The key now in meeting this challenge is for
this remarkable coalition to remain steadfast and
strong. If we remain in the days ahead nations
united against aggression, we will turn back not
only the actions of an ambitious dictator, we will,
as partners, step forward toward a world of peace.
"Thank you, and may God bless all of you."
This message was recorded 6 Januartyat Camp Datid, MarvLand. It was broadcast at noon on 8 Jcmury
over the US Information Agency WORLDNET satellire netoork. MR

Selected Quotes from Congressional Debate (party' state and vote inparentheses)
Senator Howeil Heflin (D) (AL) (Yes): "The Iraqis must realize the terrible destruction they will face if
invaded. They must realize that it will be far different from the Iran-Iraq War."
Senator Arien Specter (R) (PA) (Yes): "If we do not follow through at this stage, if Iraq does not withdraw
voluntarily from Kuwait ...
we will be building a more powerful Iraq, and we will be fighting this war at another
day ... with greater loss of life, American lives."
Senator George J. Mitchell (D) (ME) (No) Senate Majority Leader "But prematurely abandoning the
sanctions and immediately going to war also involve risk.... How many people will die? How many young
Americans will die? That is a risk, a terrible risk....
Senator Paul Simon (D) (IL) (No): It is too easy here, or in the Oval Office, in an antiseptic kind of situation to say we are going to make a decision that will cost thousands of lives, tens of thousands of lives, not just
Americans, but Iraqis, and a lot of innocent people."
Representative Douglas Applegate (D) (OH) (No): "America's national societal and economic stability is not threatened, my friends .... Is Saddam Hussein worth the sacrifice of American life and blood?
And I say, hell no."
RepresentativeJack Fields (R) (TX) (Yes): "There is no real evidence that sanctions will work in the short
term. We are giving Saddam the time to fortify and make it difficult for our people, if in fact we have to use force"
Senator Sam Nunn (D) (GA) (No): "We may disagree in this chamber, but when this vote is over-and I
expect I will not be on the prevailing side-when the vote is over, we are going to stand united."
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General H. Norman Schwarzkopf, US Army
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, Wednesday, 27 February 1991
"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. Tliank v-ot
tot) being here.
1. promised some ot you aii
as Lotata o
is the opportunity presented itself I would ive you a
complete runidown on what we were doing, and more
importantly, why we were doingz it-the straitegy'N behind what we were doing. IEve been asked by Secretairv [Richard 13.1 Chenev to do that this evening, mo
it you will bear with me. wecre, i.zoini to o through a
briefing. I apologize to the toslks over here who wvon't
be able to see the charts, but we're _,oing ito got
Ithrough a complete briefing- of the operation.
"This goes back to 7 Augunst throug~h 17 lanuilrx.
.As you recall, we started our deploymient on the 7th
ofAugu.St. Basically what we stairted Out ,iiinst
aIcouple of hundred thou~sand Iraqist that wvere in th
KuwV.ait theater of operation,,. I don't have to remind
you all that we brought over. initiaily.dcensive forces;
in the torm of the 10lst, the 82d, the 24th %lechainized Infantry Division. the 3d.Armored Cavalryand
in essence, we had them amraved to the south, behind
the Saudi task force. Also), there were Arab forces
Ovet here in this area, arrmied in defensive positions,
Thiat, in es.sence, is thle way we started.a=Iqiore
"In the middle ot November the decision was
made to increase the torce because, by that time, huge
numbers of Iraqi forces had flowed into the arei. and
gecnerally in the disposition as they're shown riglit
here. Therefore, we increisecd the torces and buillt up
niore forces.
"I would tell vou that atl this tune we miade aivery,
deliberate decision to align all of those forces within

thle boundarv looking north towards Kuwait-thi"
k'ing King Khalid Military Cm ,\c
xr lire. So, w'

proceeded ito buiddan extensive barrier that went aill
the wiy ,ross the bo~rder. d n.indiaround and up
thle "ide oft KuWait.
"Basoilli, the problem we were taced with was
this: When y-ou looked at thle troop numbe-rs, they
realy outnumbered u, akiiit
irn-d when you
consider the number (it combat mervic support peopie %%ehave-that's hsgisticians and that sort of thing,
in our :\rmed Forces,_, s tar a'rting11- roops. we "ere
ralounmed -t-1.In addition to that, thiey
Lad 4.7X\ tanks versusS our
wen the buildup
%%li
wa opet.ii
hey hid a Le-eatdeal more arrnllenthain we do.

L6-MRA

11AIhea torces
SUIAAI
The buildup, 3 August-17 January: Allied forces took
up positions near Kuwait and practiced amphibious attacks.
leading Iraq to concentrate its forces mainly on fortifyng Kuwait's border and coasts.
Abbrevwabon's

UK -~
Ea

Aligned those forces so it very much looked like thev

were all aligned directly on the Iraq.i position.
"We also, at the time, hadi aivery active nava presence out in the gulf. and we made sure that exerybiody
iinderstood about thit naval presence. One of the
reitsons why' we did thut is it beceiimm ver apparent t,,
uis early on that the Iraq-is were qjuite concernedAitiit
ain amphibious operation across the shores to) libernite
Kuwait-this being Kuwait 0~t. Thiev put ai very,
very heavy barner of infanrym along here. and they
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"Ithink ainy tudent ot millitalry mtrtegy would tell
that in order toattack ai position, you should have
a ratio ofapproximatelyk,
o intfavor ottheattackCr. In o~rder to atack aipos ition that isheaivily duQ in
d birric:ided tiich i, the 111e%Xk'
hid, here. %1'1
shouldhaive arioot 5 -n s-i in the way of trsspi in
ftvor of the attacker. So v ui can cce baily what
youl

.

Our problemn was ,at thait timec. W\e were Outnumll
Ix-red ais ai minimum. 1-to-', is,tair is trooips were
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concerned; we were outnumbered as far as tanks were
concerned, and we had to come up with some way to
make up the difference,
"I apologize for the busy nature of this chart, but I
think it's very important for you to understand exactly what our strategy was. What you see here isa color
coding where green is a go si or a ood sin as far
F
Rtook
IRAN
i Aeyes,
SF
•Mary
IRAQ
SF Basr

SAUDI ARABIA
Miles

lb0
Air war, 17 January-23 February: Once Iraq's air force

had been grounded or destroyed and could no longer watch
allied moves, troops and supply bases quiddy shifted west.
Air attacks destroyed bridges, troops and artillery. US Special
Forces landed deep inIraq.
as our forces are concerned; yellow would be a caution
sign; and red would be a stop sign. Green represents
units that have been attritted below 50 percent
strength; the yellow are units that are between 50 and
75 percent strength; and of course the red are units
that are over 75 percent strength.
"What we did, of course, was start an extensive air
campaign, and I briefed you in quite some detail on
that in the past. One of the purposes, I told you at
that time, of that extensive air campaign was to isolate the Kuwaiti theater of operations by taking out
all of the bridges and supply lines that ran between
the north and the southern part of Iraq. That was to
prevent reinforcement and supply coming into the
southern part of Iraq and the Kuwaiti theater of operations. We also conducted a very heavy bombing
campaign, and many people questioned why the extensive bombing campaign. This is the reason why.
It was necessary to reduce these forces down to a
strength that made them weaker, particularly along.
the front line barrier that we had to go through.
"We continued our heavy operations out in the sea
because we wanted the Iraqis to continue to believe
that we were going to conduct a massive amphibious
operation in this area. I think many of you recall the
number of amphibious rehearsals we had, to include
Imminent Thunder, that was written about quite extensively for many reasons. But we continued to have
those operations because we wanted him [Saddam
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Hussein] to concentrate his forces--which he did.
"Ithink this isprobably one of the most important
parts of the entire briefing I can talk about. As you
know, very early on we took out the Iraqi air force.
We knew that he [Saddam Hussein] had very, very
limited reconnaissance means. Therefore, when we
took out his air force, for all intents and purposes, we
out his ability to see what we were doing down
here in Saudi Arabia. Once we had taken out his
we did what could best be described as the "Hail
play" in football. I think you recall when the
quarterback is desperate for a touchdown at the very
end, what he does ishe sets up behind the center, and
all of a-sudden, every single one of his receivers goes
way out to one flank, and they all run down the field
as fast as they possibly can and into the end zone, and
he lobs the ball. In essence, that's what we did.
"When we knew that he couldn't see us any more,
we did a massive movement of troops all the way out
to the west, to the extreme west, because at that time
we knew that he was still fixed in this area with the
vast majority of his forces, and once the air campaign

started, he would be incapable of moving out to
counter this move, even if he knew we made it.
There were some additional troops out in this area,
but they did not have the capability nor the time to
put in the barrier that had been described by Saddam
Hussein as an absolutely impenetrable tank barrier
that no one would ever get through. I believe those
were his words.
"So this was absolutely an extraordinary move. I
must tell you, I can't recall any time in the annals of
military history when this number of forces have
moved over this distance to put themselves in a position to be able to attack. But what's more important,
and I think it's very, very important that I make this
point, and that's these logistics bases. Not only did we
move the troops out there, but we literally moved
thousands and thousands of tons of fuel, of ammunition, of spare parts, of water, and of food out here in
this area, because we wanted to have enough supplies
on hand so if we launched this, if we got into a slugfest
battle, which we very easily could have gotten into,
we'd have enough supplies to last for 60 days. It was
an absolutely gigantic accomplishment, and I can't
give credit enough to the logisticians and the trans-prters who were able to pull this off, for the superb
support we had from the Saudi government, the literally thousands and thou'tnds of drivers of every national origin who helped us in this move out here.
And of course, great credit goes to the commanders
of these units who were also able to maneuver their
forces out hecr and put them in this position.
"But as a result, by the 23d of February, what you
found is this situation. The front lines had been at-
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tritted down to a point where all of these units were
at 50 percent or below. The second level, basically,
that we had to face, and these were the real tough
fighters we were worried about right here, were attritted to someplace between 50 and 75 percent. Although we still had the Republican Guard located
here and here, and part of the Republican Guard in
IRAN

R

IRAQ

Basra
RG

SAUDI ARABIA
,

iSM
S

Ground war, 24 February ain.: Saudis and US Marines
attacked Kuwait to pin down Iraqis. US airbore troops and
Frnchtroops moved quickynorth
this area--they were very strong, and the Republican
Guard up in this area, strong; and we continued to hit
the bridges all across this area to make absolutely sure
that no more reinforcements came into the battle.
This was the situation on the 23d of February.
"Ishouldn't forget these fellows. That SF stands for
Special Forces. We put Special Forces deep into the
enemy territory. They went out on strategic reconnaissance for us, and they let us know what was going
on out there. They were the eyes that were out there,
and it's very important that I not forget those folks.
"This was the morning of the 24th. Our plan initially had been to start over here in this area, and do
exactly what the Iraqis thought we were going to do,
and that's take them on head-on into their most
heavily defended area. Also, at the same time, we
launched amphibious feints and naval gunfire in this
area, so that they continued to think we were going
to be attacking along this coast, and therefore, fixed
their forces in this position. Our hope was that by fixing the forces in this position and with this attack
through here in this position, we would basically keep
the forces here, and they wouldn't know what was going on out in this area. I believe we succeeded in that
very well.
"At 4 o'clock in the morning, the Marines, the Ist
Marine Division and the 2d Marine Division,
launched attacks through the barrier system. They
were accompanied by the US Army Tiger Brigade of
the 2d Armored Division. At the same time, over
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here, two Saudi task forces also launched a penetration through this barrier. But while they were doing
that, at 4 o'clock in the morning over here, the 6th
French Armored Division, accompanied by a brigade
of the 82d Airborne, also launched an overland attack to their objective up in this area, As Salman airfield, and we were held up a little bit by the weather,
but by 8 o'clock in the morning, the 101st Airborne
air assault launched an air assault deep into enemy
territory to establish a forward operating base in this
location right here. Let me talk about each one of
those moves.
"First of all, the Saudis over here on the east coast
did a terrific job. They went up against the very, very
tough barrier systems; they breached the barrier very,
very effectively; they moved out aggressively and
continued their attacks up the coast.
"Ican't say enough about the two Marine divisions.
If I used words like brilliant, it would really be an underdescription of the absolutely superb job that they
did in breaching the so-called impenetrable barrier.
It was a classic, absolutely classic, military breaching
of a very, very tough minefield, barbed wire, fire
trenches-type barrier. They went through the first
barrier like it was water. They went across into the
second barrier line, even though they were under artillery fire at the time--they continued to open up
that breach. Then they brought both divisions
streaming through that breach. Absolutely superb
operation, a textbook, and I think it will be studied
for many, many years to come as the way to do it.
"Iwould also like to say that the French did an absolutely superb job of moving out rapidly to take their
objective out here, and they were very, very successful, as was the 101st. Again, we still had the Special
Forces located in this area.
"What we found was, as soon as we breached these
obstacles here and started bringing pressure, we
started getting a large number of surrenders. I think
I talked to some of you about that this evening when
I briefed you on the evening of the 24th. We finally
got a large number of surrenders. We also found that
these forces right here, were getting a large number of
surrenders and were meeting with a great deal of success.
"We were worried about the weather. The weather
".asgoing to get pretty bad the next day, and we were
worried about launching this air assault. We also
started to have a huge number of atrocities of really
the most unspeakable type committed in downtown
Kuwait City, to include reports that the desalinization
plant hid been destroyed. When we iieard that, we
were quite concerned about what might be going on.
Based upon that, and the situation as it was developing, we made the decision that rather than wait until
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the following morning to launch the remainder o
these forces, that we would go ahead and launch
these forces that afternoon
"This was the situation you saw the afternoon of

miles away from Baghdad, and there was nobody between us and Baghdad. If it had been our intention
to take Iraq, if it had been our intention to destroy the
country, if it had been our intention to overnin the
country, we could have done it unopposed, for all intents and purposes, from this position at that time.
That was not our intention, we have never said it was
our intention. Our intention was truly to eject the
Iraqis out of Kuwait and destroy the military power
that had come in here.
"So this was the situation at the end of 24 February
the afternoon.
"The next two days went exactly like we thought
they would go. The Saudis continued to make great
progress up on the eastern flank, keeping the pressure
off the Marines on the flank here. The Special Forces
went out and started operating small boat operations
out in this area to help clear mines, but also to threaten the flanks here, and to continue to make them
think that we were, in fact, going to conduct amphibious operations. The Saudi and Arab forces that

the 24th. The Marines continued to make great

progress going through the breach in this area, and
were moving rapidly north. The Saudi task force on
the east coast was also moving rapidly to the north
and making very, very good progress. We launched
another Egyptian/Arab force in this location, and
another Saudi force in this location-again, to penetrate the barrier. But once again, to make the enemy
continue to think that we were doing exactly what he
wanted us to do, and that's make a headlong assault
into a very, very tough barrier system-a very, very
tough mission for these folks here. But at the same
time, what we did is continued to attack with the
French; we launched an attack on the part of the entire VII Corps where the 1st Infantry Division went
through, breached an obstacle and minefield barrier
here, established quite a large breach through which
we passed the 1st British Armored Division. At the
same time, we launched the 1st Armored Division
and the 3d Armored Division and because of our deception plan and the way it worked, we didn't even
have to worry about a barrier, we just went right
around the enemy and were behind him in no time
at all, and the 2d Armored Cavalry [Regiment]. The
24th Mech Division also launched out here in the far,
west. I ought to talk about the 101st, because this isan important point,
"Once the 10 1st had their forward operating base
established here, they then went ahead and launched
into the Tigris and Euphrates valleys. There are a lot
of people who are still saying that the objective of the
United States of America was to capture Iraq and
cause the downfall of the entire country of Iraq. Ladies and gentlemen, when we were here, we were 150
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25-26 Febnuay: As French units guarded the flank, allied armor wheeled east to strike Iraq's Republican Guards.
Forces inKuwait penetrated crumbling Iraqi defenses. AUS
mobile division raced to the Euphrates to block an escape
route.

came in and took these two initial objectives turned
to come in on the flank heading towards Kuwait City,
located right in this area here. The Bntish UK passed
through and continued to attack up this flank. Of
course, the VII Corps came in and attacked in this directi6n shown here. The 24th Infantry Division
'made an unbelievable move all the way across into
the Tigris and Euphrates valley, and proceeded in
blocking this avenue of egress out, which was the only
avenue of egress left because we continued to make
sure that the bridges stayed down. So there was no
way out once the 24th was in this area, and the 101st
continued to operate in here. The French, having
succeeded in achieving all their objectives, then set
up a flanking position, a flank guard position here, to

make sure there were no forces that could come in
and get us from the flank.
"By this time we had destroyed, or rendered cornpletly ineffective, over 21 Iraqi divisions,
"Again, today we had a very significant day. The
Arab forces coming from both the west and the east
closed in and moved into Kuwait City where they are
now in the process of securing Kuwait City entirely

U
IRAQ

lupb,

5

,with

SAUDI ARABIA
10b0

sualty chart. The loss of one human life isintolerable
to any of us who are in the military. But I would tell
you that the casualties of that order of magnitude
considering the job that's been done and the number
of forces that were involved is almost miraculous, as
far as the light number of casualties. It will never be
miraculous to the families of those people, but it is
miraculous.
"This is what's happened to date with the Iraqis.
IRAN-They started out with over 4,000 tanks. As of today,
we have over 3,000 confirmed destroyed-and I do
IRAN
mean destroyed or captured. As a matter of fact, that
number is low because you can add another 700 to
Basra
that as a result of the battle that's going on right now
the Republican Guard. So that number isvery,
very high, and we've almost completely destroyed the
offensive capability of the Iraqi forces in the Kuwaiti
theater of operations. The armored vehicle count is
also very, very high, and of course, you can see we're
doing great damage to the artillery. The battle isstill
going on, and I suspect that these numbers will
Mmount rather considerably.
"I wish I could give you a better number on this,

27 February: Alliedarnorpressedeasttoattack Republi-

can Guards innorthern Kuwait and soudasern Iraq. Arab

to be very honest with you. This is just a wild guess.

It's an estimate that was sent to us by the field today

forces and US Marines took Kuwait city and its airport.

at noontime, but the prisoners out there are so heavy

and ensuring that it's absolutely secure. The 1st Marine Division continues to hold Kuwait International
Airport. The 2d Marine Division continues to be in
a position where it blocks any egress out of the city of
Kuwait, so no one can leave. To date, we have destroyed over 29---destroyed or rendered inoperableI don't like to say destroyed because that gives you visions of absolutely killing everyone, and that's not
what we're doing. But we have rendered completely

and-so extensive, and obviously, we're not in the business of going around and counting noses at this time
to determine precisely what the exact number is. But
we're very, very confident that we have well over
50,000 prisoners of war at this time, and that number
ismounting on a continuing basis.
"I would remind you that the war iscontinuing to
go on. Even as we speak right now there is fighting
going on out there. Even as we speak right now there
are incredible acts of bravery going on. This after-

ineffective over 29 Iraqi divisions. The gates are

noon we had an F-16 pilot shot down. We had con-

closed. There is no way out of here; there isno way
out of here; and the enemy is fighting us in this location right here.
"We continue, of course, overwhelming air power.
The air has done a terrific job from the start to finish
in supporting the ground forces, and we also have had
great support from the Navy-both in the form of naval gunfire and in support of carrier air.
"That's the situation at the present time.
"Peace is not without a cost. These have been the
US casualities to date. As you can see, these were the
casualties we had in the air war;, then of course, we
had the terrible misfortune of the Scud attack the
other night which, again, because the weapon malfunctioned, it caused death, unfortunately, rather

tact with him, he had a broken leg on the ground.
Two helicopters from the 101st, they didn't have to
do it, but they went in to try and pull that pilot out.
One of them was shot down, and we're still in the

Iraqi Forces in Kuwait Theater of Operations
Republican Guards: 8 divisions,
total 110,000 troops
Other units: about 36 divisions,
approximate total 435,000 troops
(42 disis rendered owtrit inefective)

Iraqi Equipnment In Theater of Operations

the casualties in the ground wrr, the total being

tanks
APCs *

shown here.

artillery

than in a proper function. Then, of course, these are

"Iwould just like to comment briefly about the ca-
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Maximum
present
4,550

Air war Ground war
losses
losses

Total
losses
3,847

1,685

2,162

2,880

925

525

1,450

3,257

1,485

1,432

2,917
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BRIEFING
process of working through that. But that's the kind
of thing that's going on out on that battlefield right
now. It is not a Nintendo game-it is a tough battle-

view, despite these enormously illustrative pictures, you
could say what's left of the Iraqi army terms of how long
could it be before he could ever be a regional threat, or a

field where people are risking their lives at all times.
There are great heroes out there, and we ought to be
very, very proud of them.
"That's the campaign to date. That's the strategy
to date. I'd now be very happy to take any questions
anyone might have."

threat to the region again?
"There's not enough left at all for him to be a regional threat to the region, an offensive regional
threat. As you know, he has a very large army, but
most of the army that is left north of the Tigris/Euphrates valley is an infantry army, it's not an armored
army, it's not an armored heavy army, which means
it really isn't an offensive army. So it doesn't have
enough left, unless someone chooses to re-arm them
in the future."
You said the Iraqis hate got these divisions along the
border which were senously atritted. It figures to be about
200,000 troops, maybe, that were there. You've got
50,000 prisoners. Where are the rest of them?
"There were a very, very large number of dead in
these units-a very, very large number of dead. We
even found them, when we went into the units ourselves, we found them in the trench lines. There were
very heavy desertions. At one point we had reports
of desertion rates of more than 30 percent of the units
that were along the front here. As you know, we had
quite a large number of prisoners of war that came
across, so I think it's a combination of desertions, of
people that were killed, of the people that we've captured, and of some other people who are just flat still
running."

Iwant to go back to the air war. The chart you showed
there with the attritionrates of the various forces was almost the exact reverse ofwhat most ofus thought was happening. It showed the front line troops attrittedto 75 percent or more, and the Republican Guard, which a lot of
pubticfocus was on when we were coverngthe air war, attrittedless than 75. Why isthat? How did it come to pass?
"Let me tell you how we did this. We started off,
of course, against the strategic targets. I briefed you
on that before. At the same time, we were hitting the
Republican Guard. But the Republican Guard, you
must remember, isa mechanized armor force for the
most part, that is very, very well dug in, and very, very
well spread out. So in the initial stages of the game,
we were hitting the Republican Guard heavily, but
we were hitting them with strategic-rype bombers
rather than pinpoint precision bombers.
"For lack of a better word, what happened isthe air
campaign shifted from the strategic phase into the
theater. We knew all along that this was the important area. The nightmare scenario for all of us would
have been to go through, get hung up in this breach
right here, and then have the enemy artillery rain
chemical weapons down on troops that were in a
gaggle in the breach right there. That was the nightmare scenario. So one of the things that we felt we
must have established is an absolute, as much destruction as we could possibly get, of the artillery, the
direct support artillery, that would be firing on that
wire. That's why we shifted it in the very latter days,
we absolutely punished this area very heavily because
that was the first challenge. Once we got through this
and were moving, then it's a different war. Then
we're fighting our kind of war. Before we get through
that, we're fighting their kind of war, and that's what
we didn't want to have to do.
"At the same time, we continued to attrit the Republican Guard, and that's why I would tell you that,
again, the figures we're giving you are conservative,
they always have been conservative. But we promised you at the outset we weren't going to give you
anything inflated, we were going to give you the best
we had.
He seems to have about500-600 tanks left out of more
than 4,000, as just an example. I wonder ifin an over-
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Itseems you'te done so much, that the job iseffectively
done. CanI ask you, what do you think really needs more
to be done? His forces are, if not destroyed, certainly no
longercapable of posing a threat to the region. They seem
to want to go home. What more has to be done?
"IfI'm to accomplish the mission that I was given,
and that's to make sure that the Republican Guard is
rendered incapable of conducting the type of heinous
acts that they've conducted so often in the past, what
has to be done is these forces continue to attack
across here and put the Republican Guard out of business. We're not in the business of killing them. We
have PSYOP [psychological operations] aircraft up.
We're telling them over and over again, all you've got
to do is get out of your tanks and move off, and you
will not be killed. But they're continuing to fight, and
.as lotig as they continue to fight, we're going to continue to fight with them."
That move on the extreme left, which got within 150
miles of Baghdad, was it also a part of the plan that the
Iraqis might have thought it uas going to Baghdad, and
uould that have contributed to the deception?
"I wouldn't have minded at all if they'd gotten a
little bit nervous about it. I mean that, very sincerely.
I would have been delighted if they had gotten very,
very nervous about it. Frankly, Idon't think they ever
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knew it was there. I think they never knew it was
there until the door had already been closed on
them."
I'm wondering how much resistance there still
is
inKuwait, and I'm onderig what you would say to Popl
who would say the purpose of this war was to get the Iraqis
out of Kubait, and they're nowout. What would you say
to the public that isthinking that ight now?
"Iwould say there was a lot more purpose to this
war than just get the Iraqis out of Kuwait. The purpose of this war was to enforce the resolutions of the
United Nations. There are some 12 different resolutions of the United Nations, not all of which have
been accepted by Iraq to date, as I understand it. But
I've got to tell you, that in the business of the military,
of a military commander, my job is not to go ahead
and at some point say that's great, they've just now
pulled out of Kuwait-even though they're still
shooting at us, they're moving backward, and therefore, I've accomplished my mission. That's not the
way you fight it, and that'- not the way I would ever
fight it."
a ut h
press coverage oImminent
Youdeeabon
the
co
lped eef Immient
Thunder early on, and how it helped fool the racisi
thmnang that ituw a serious operation, Iwondered ifyou
could talk aboutother ways inwhich the press conrbuted
to the campaign. (Laughter)
"First of all, I don't want to characterize Immineit
Thunder as being only a deception, because it wasn't.
We had every intention of conducting amphibious
operations if they were necessary, and that was a very,
very real rehearsal-as were the other rehearsals. I
guess the one thing I would say to the press that I was
Jelighted
in the very, very early stages of this
operation with
wheniswe
were over here building up, and
we didn't have very much on the ground, you all had
given us credit for a whole lot more over here. As a
result, that gave me quite a feeling of confidence that
we might not be attacked quite as quickly as I thought
we were going to be attacked. Other than that, I
would not like to get into the remainder of your questior.."
What kind of fight is going on with the Republican
Guard? And is there any more fightinggoing on in Kuwait, or is Kuwait essentially out of the action?
"No. The fight that's going on with the Republican Guard right now is just a classic tank battle.
You've got fire and maneuver, they are continuing to
fight and shoot at us as our forces move forward, and
our forces are in the business of outflanking them,
taking them in the rear, using our attack helicopters,
using our advanced technology. I would tell you that
one of the things that has prevailed, particularly in
this bs-rle out here, isour technology. We had great
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weather for the air war, but right now, and for the last
three days, it's been raining out there, it's been dusty
out there, there's black smoke and haze in the air. It's
an intantryman's weather-God loves the infantryman, and that's just the kind of weather the infantryman likes to fight in. But I would also tell you that
our sights have worked fantastically well in their ability to acquire, through that kind of dust and haze, the
enemy targets. The enemy sights have not worked
that well. As amatter of fact, we've had several anecdotal reports today of enemy who were saying to us
that they couldn't see anything through their sights
and all of a sudden, their tank exploded when their
tank was hit by our sights. So that's one of the indications of what's going on."

Ifthere's no air support, are you saying.

"A very, very tough air environment. Obviously,
as this box gets smaller and smaller, okay, and the bad
weather, it gets tougher and tougher to use the air,
and therefore, the air isacting more in an interdiction
role than any other."
Can you tell us why the French, who went very fast in
the desert in the first dav, stopped in Salman and were muted to stop fighting after 36 hours?
"Well, that's not exactly a correct statement. The
French mission on the first day was to protect our left
flank. What we were interested in was making sure
we confined this battlefield-both on the right and
the left-and we didn't want anyone coming in and
th
sefres,wanthanyone main and
attacking these forces, which was the main attack,
coming in from their left flank. So the French mission was to go out and not only seize Al Salman, but
to set up a screen across our left flank, which was absolutely vital to ensure that we weren't surprised. So
they definitely did not stop fighting. They continued
to perform their mission, and they performed it exy
When Iraq's arrforce disappearedveN early in the air
war, there was speculation they mght return and provide
cover during the ground war. Were you e.xpecting that?
Were you surprisedthey never showed themselves again?
"Iwas not expecting it. We were not expecting it,
but I would tell you that we never discounted it, and
we were totally prepared in the event it happened."
w we
a e
"There's not an airplane that's flown. I'll tell you
where they are. A lot of them are dispersed throughout civilian communities in Iraq. We have a lot of indications-we have proof of that, as a matter of fact."
How many divisuns of the RepublicanGuard now are
you fightng, and an, idea how long that will take?
"We're probably fighting on the order of ...
there
were a total of five of them up here. One of them we
have probably destroyed yesterday. We probably de-
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General, there have been reports that when the Iraqis
left Kuwait Ciry, they took ith them a number of the Kutwin people as hostages. What can you tell us about this?
"We've heard that they took up to 40,000. I think
you've probably heard the Kuwaitis themselves who
were left in the city state that they were taking peopie, and that they have taken them. So I don't think
there's any question about the fact that there was a
very, very large numbet young Kuwaiti males taken
out of that city within the last week or two. But that
pales to insignificance compared to the absolutely unspeakable atrocities that occurred in Kuwait in the
last week. They're not a part of the same human race,
the people that did that, that the rest of us are. I've
got to pray that that's the case."
Can you tell us more about that?
"No sir, I wouldn't want to talk about it."
Could you give us some indication of what's happening
to the forces left in Kuwait? What kind of forces are they,
their size and are they engaged at the moment?
"You mean these up here?"
No. the ones in Kuwait, the three symbols to the right.
"These right here ?"
"I'm not even sure they're here. I think they're
probably gone. We picked up a lot of signals of peopie. There's a road that goes right around here and
goes out that way. And I think they probably, more
than likely, are gone. So what you're really faced with
is you're ending up fighting these Republican Guard
heavy mech and armor units that are there, and basically what we want to do iscapture their equipment."
So) the.v are a out of Kuuat then! So infact they are
all out of Kuwait?
"No, I can't say that. I wouldn't be the least bit surprised if there are not pockets of people all around
here who are just waiting to surrender as soxn as
,omebodv uncovers them and comes to them. But we
are certainly not getting any internal fighting across
our lines of communication or any of that sort of
thing."
General, not to take anything away fTom the Army
aid the Mannes on the breachingmaneum-rs...
"Thank you, sir. I hope you don't."
But many of the reportsthat the pools have gotten from
yor field commanders and the soldiers were indicating
that these fortifications were not as intense or as sophisticated as they were led to believe. Is this a result of the
pounding that they took that you describedearlier,or the
uere perhaps overrated in the first place?
"Have you ever been in a minefield?"
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No.
"All there's got to be is one mine, and that's intense. There were plenty of mines out there, plenty
of barbed wire. There were fire trenches, most of
which we set off ahead of time. But there were still
some that were out there. The Egyptian forces had
to go through fire trenches. There were a lot of booby
traps, a lot of barbed wire. Not a fun place to be. I've
got to tell you probably one of the toughest things
that anyone ever has to do is go up there and walk
into something like that and go through it, and consider that while you're going through it and clearing
it, at the same time you're probably under fire by enemy artillery. That's all I can say."
As tough as it was, was it less severe than you expected?
I mean, were you expecting even worse, in other words?
"It was less severe than we expected, but one of the
things I attribute that to is the fact that we went to
extensive measures to try and make it less severe,
okay, and we really did. I didn't mean to be facetious
with my answer, I just got to tell you that is a very
tough mission for any person to do. particularly in a
minefield."
General. is the ReptbiicanGuardyour i in remitnmg
enilitar' objectie in Iraq? .And I mather thre have been
sotme heavy engagements. How uwuld vou rate this army
you face-from the Republican Guard on down?
"Rating an army is a tough thing to do. A great
deal of the capability of an army is its dedication to
it', cause and its will to fight. You can have the best
equipment in the world, you can have the largest
numbers in the world, but if you're not dedicated to
your cause, if you don't have the will t,) fight, then
you're not going to have a very good army One of the
things we learned right prior to the initiation of the
campaign, that of course contributed, as a matter of
fact, to the timing of the ground campaign, is that so
many people were deserting, and I think you've heard
this, that the Iraqis brought down execution squads
whose job wits to shoot people in the tront lines.
"I've got to tell you, a soldier doesn't fight very
hard for a leader who isgoing to shoot himon his own
whim. That's not what military leadership is all
about. So I attribute a great deal of the failure of the
Iraqi army to fight, to their own leadership. They
committed them to a cause that they did not believe
in'. They all are saying they didn't want to be there,
they didn't want to fight their fellow Arabs, they were
lied to, they were deceived when they went into Kuwait, they didn't believe in the cause, and then after
they got there, to have a leadership that was so uncaring for them that they didn't properly feed them, they
didn't properly give them water, and in the end, they
kept them there only at the xint of a gun.
"So I can't-now, the Republican Guard isentirely
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dlitterent. The Republican Guard are the ones that
ntrlinto0 Kuwait in the first t,! ice. Thiev cet paiid
it ire, thev got treated better, and oh by the way, theyils- were well to the rear so they could be the first

Ones, to bug out when the battlefield started tfcdtnz
%hilethese px , r tellow; uip here whit didn't wa.nr to
ibe here in the tirst place. hire the 1,nint of the atakk.
hilt it didn't hape.cak-iand
i,kortiI.

n71itvme'lknt,

coul Nott cel its si nndun Ld-it the lrimh
anid pjrrhas eionnw on r ida'ls report m

I7
I.' ad throu~h p-zemi-v fire.!

..'he Briuili. k'ce
t t,' id \l%,ii.himcee
IkiKC:1
lurel' !superb memrs-o this cou,! tion trom the ouit-(t. I have a _,rv-t decil ot adnmition and respect t~11
.111the British ithat are Out there, and particularly
( eneral Sir Peter de Li Billiere who i' not only a eea
ceneral. but he's Aso becomle a very close personal
:riend ot mnne Thex plivel i ye:n. yen\ ke% tok in
mc
the moivemient tit the nmn imtick. I woul1d tell you
rh'it what they had to dot was, (-o( through this breach
ill one kit thle tkt'uehcr areas, because I
!y~th
w
had rcinttweed here, and there were .i lot ot torces
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here, and what the Brits had to do was czo through the
l'rveachJ1nd thenI till tip the Hck. othe nmn attack
could c ontlnue in without torces over here, the
mechanized t rces over here attackir.' ihat main at-

.ick in the tink. That %vav a princiyal role ot the
Frtih. They%did it ib' Iurelv tmieniticenty. and
then thle% imm11ediatelk t il wed Uip in the main at rhey'rc till tit r hi.re t
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"No. no. no, xke were told. 'aut aijin, this is-a lo
01t this, i,, anecdotal, oki%. \"e were toldl that the\
were taken iback to Bita. WVe %\ere l told that
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Kuwaitis, these were citizens of Iraq and therefore,
they could do anything they wanted to with them.
So I just pray that they'll all be returned safely before
long."
Genera, the other day on weevision, the deputy Soviet
foreign
minister
saidAnd
that they were takin again about
rermng
the Iraz.
there's some idication that the
United States, as well, believes that Iraq needs to have a

certainanou fnnt ymer to retain he barlancefPowthis off, when atready the politican are aking about
reamio

the Iralds? How do you feel about that?

"Well, I certainly don't want to discuss, you know,
what the deputy foreign minister of the Soviet Union
says. That's way out of my field. I would tell you that
I'm one of the first people that said at the outset that
it's not in the best interest of peace in this part of the
world to destroy Ira,, and I think the president of the
United States has made it very clear from the outset
that our intention is not to destroy Iraq or the Iraqi
people. I think everyone has every right to legitimately defend themselves. But the one thing that
comes through loud and clear over, and over, and
over again to the people that have flown over Iraq, to
the pilots that have gone in against their military installations, when you look at the war machine that
they have faced, that war machine definitely was not
a defensive war machine, and they demonstrated that
more than adequately when they overran Kuwait and
then called it a great military victory."
General, before storang the land phase, how much
were you concemed by the IraWi planes coming back from
Iran? And do e know whathppened totheIraqheicopters?he
"As I said before, we were very concerned about
the return of the Iraqi planes from Iran, but we were
prepared for it. We have been completely prepared
for any type of air attack the Iraqis might throw
against us, and oh, by the way, we're still prepared for
it. We're not going to let down our guard for one instant, so long as we know that capability is there, until
we're sure this whole thing is over.
"The helicopters are another very interesting story.
We know where the helicopters were. They traditionally put their helicopter near some of their other
outfits, and we tracked tem very carefully. But what
happened is despite the fact that Iraqis claim that we
indiscriminately bombed civilian targets, they took
their
and dispersed them all over the
place helicopters
in civilian residential
areas just as fast as they
plsibly could. But quite a few of them were damaged
on airfields, those that we could take on airfields. The
rest of them were dispersed."
General, I'd ike to ask you, you mentiaoned about the
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Saudi army forces. Could you elaborateabout their role
on the first day?
"The Saudi army, as I said, the first thing they did
was they-we had this Bahrain attack that was going
through here, and of course we were concerned about
the forces over here again, hitting the flanks. That's
one of the things you just don't want to have happen
to your advancing forces.
tSo this force over here, the eastern task force, had
to attack up the coast to pin the enemy in this location. The forces-again the Saudi forces over in this
area were attacked through here, again, to pin all the
forces in this area because we didn't want those forces
moving in this direction, and we didn't want those
forces moving in that direction.
"It's a tough mission, okay, because these people
were being required to fight the kind of fight that the
Iraqis wanted them to fight. It's a very, very tough
mission.
"Iwould point out, it wasn't only the Saudis. I tell
you it was the Saudis, it was the Kuwaitis, it was the
Egyptians, it was the Syrians, it was the Emiris from
the United Arab Emirates, it was the Bahrainis, it was
the Qataris, and it was the Omanis, and I apologize
if I've left anybody out. But it was a great coalition
of people, all of whom did a fine job."
li-hereanything left of tie Scud or chemical capability?
"I don't know. I don't know. But we're sure going
to find out if there's anything-you know, the Scuds
that were being fired against Saudi Arabia came from
right here, okay. So obviously, one of the things we're
going to check on when we finally get to that loca-

tion is what's left."
G
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yo u te
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t?ws insedis up gr war w
effece you think it was in speedig up the ground campagn? Because obviously, it's gone much foster than you
ever expected? And... how effective do you think the
AirLand battle campaign has been?
"The air war, obviously, was very, very effective.
You just can't predict about things like that. You can
make your best estimates at the outset as to how
quickly you will accomplish certain objectives. But,
of course, a lot of that depends on the enemy and how
resilient the enemy is, how tough they are, how well
dug in they are.
earlier stages, we made great progress in the
air'war. In the latter stages, we didn't make a lot of
progress because frankly they--the enemy-had burrowed down into the ground as a result of the air war.
"Now that, of course, made the air war a little bit
tougher, but when you dig your tanks in and bury
them, they're no longer tanks. They're now pill
boxes. That, then, makes a difference in the ground
campaign. When you don't nm them for a long
time,
they have sea! problems, they have a lot of mainte-
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nance problems and that type of thing.
"So the air campaign was very, very successful and
contributed a great deal. How effective was the airground campaign? I think it was pretty effective myself. I don't know what you all think."
Can you A us wha you think as you look down the
road would be a reasonablesize for the Iraqiarmy, andcan
you tell us roughly wa the size is now if the war were to
stop this evening?
"With regard to the size right now, at one time
Saddam Hussein was claiming that he had a 7 million
man army. If he's got a 7 million man army, they've
still got a pretty big army out there.
"How effective that army is, is an entirely different
question. With regard to the size of the army he
should have, I don't think that's my job to decide
that. I think there are an awful lot of people that live
in this part of the world, and I would hope that is a
decision that's arrived at mutually by all the people in
this part of the world to contribute to peace and stability in this part of the world, I think that's the best
answer I can give."
Have you got ground
wastoclosed.
gate
said thethe
Youblocking
Basra?
roads
forces
"No."
Is there any way they can get out that way?
"No. That's why te gate's closed."
Is there a military or politicalexplanationas to why the
Iraqis did not use chemical weapons?
"We've got a lot of questions about why the Iraqis
didn't use chemical weapons, and I don't know the
answer. I just thank God they didn't."
Is it possible they didn't use them because they didn't
have time to react?
"You want me to speculate, I'll be delighted to
speculate. Nobody can ever pin you down when you
speculate.
"Number one, we destroyed their artillery. We
went after their artillery big time. They had major
desertions in their artillery, and ... that's how they
would have delivered their chemical weapons, either
that or by air. And we all know what happened to
their air. So we went after their artillery big time, and
I think we were probably highly, highly effective in
going after their artillery,
"There's other people who are speculating that the
reason they didn't use chemical weapons is because
they were afraid if they used chemical weapons there
would be nuclear retaliation. There are other people
that speculate that they didn't use their chemical
weapons because their chemical weapons degraded,
and because of the damage that we did to their chemical production facilities, they were unable to upgrade
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the chemicals within their weapons as a result of that
degradation. That was one of the reasons, among
others, that we went after their chemical production
facilities earlh on in the strategic campaign.
"I'll never know the answer to that question, but
as I say, thank God they didn't."
General,are you still bombing in northern Iraq, and if
you are, what's the purpose of it now?
"Yes."
What's beingachieved now?
"Military purposes that we-exactly the same
things we were trying to achieve before. The war is
not over, and you've got to remember, people are still
dying out there. Okay? And those people that are dying are my troops, and I'm going to continue to protect those troops in every way Ipossibly can until the
war is over."
How soon after you've finally beaten the Republican
Guards and the other forces that threaten yvou, will you
move your forces out of Iraq, either into Kuwait or .ack
Saudi?not my decision to make."
into"That's
tp
"That are y g on to ane

What are yvou going to try and bringto justice the peopl

responsible for the atrocities in Kuwait City? And also,
could "you comment on the friendly fire incident in which
nine Britons were killed?
I'Tm sorry. that was asked earlier and I failed to do
that"
"First of all, on the first question, we have as much
information as possible on those people that were
committing the atrocities, and, of course, we're going
through a screening process, and whenever we find
those people that did, in fact, commit those atrocities,
we try and separate them out. We treat them no differently than any other prisoner of war, but the ultimate disposition of those people, of course, might be
quite different than the way we would treat any other
prisoner ot war.
"With regard to the unfortunate incident yesterday, the only report we have is that two A-10 aircraft
came in, and they attacked two scout cars, British-armored cars, and that's what caused the casualties.
There were nine KIA [killed in action]. We deeply
regret that,. There's no excuse for it. I'm not going to
apolgize for it. I am going to say that our experience
has been that based upon the extremely complicated
number of different maneuvers that were being accomplished out here, according to the extreme diversity of the number of forces that were out here, according to the extreme differences in the languages of
the forces out here, and the weather conditions and
everything else, I feel that we were quite lucky that
we did not have more of this type of incident.
"I would also tell you that because we had a few
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earlier that you know about, that we went to extraordinar' lengths to try and prevent that type of thing
from happening. It's a terrible tragedy, and I'm sorry
that ithappened."
dgt?
Was it at n
"I don't know. hav believe so because I believe
the information I have, that a forward air controller
was involved in directing that, and that would ndicate that it was probably during the afternoon. But
it was when there was very, very close combat going
on out there in that area."
General, the United Nations General Assembly was
talking about peace. As a miliraryman, you look at your
challenge, and you can get some saifactionout of having
achieved it. Isthere some fear on your part that there will
be a cease-fire that will keep you from filflling the assvnment that you have? Isyour assignmentas a militaryman
seratefrom the political goals of the...
"Do I fear a cease-fire?"
Do you fear that you will not be able to accomplish your
end, that there will be some political pressure brought on
the campaign?
"Ithink I've made it very clear to everybody that
I'd just as soon the war had never started. And I'd just
as soon never have lost a single life out there. That
was not our choice.
"We've accomplished our mission, and when the
decision makers come to the decision that there
should be a cease-fire, nobody will be happier than
me."

battlefield, will thereever be any sort of accourngor head
counts made or anything like that?
"Idon't think there's ever been, ever in the history
of warfare, been a successful count of the dead. And
one of the reasons is the reason you cite: that's because it's necessary to lay those people to rest for a lot
of reasons, and that happens.
"So I would probably say no, there will never be an
exact count. Probably in the days to come, you're going to hear many, many stories, either overinflated or
underinflated, depending upon whom you hear them
from. The people who will know the best, unfortunately, are the families that won't see their loved ones
come home."
If the gate is indeed closed, as you said several tmes,
and the theories about where these Kuwaid hostages areperhaps Basra, N0rhas Baghdad-Where could they be?
And was the timing for thesart ofthe groundcmpagn
a purely military choice, or was it a military choice with
politicalinfluence on the choice of date,
"That's two questions. When I say the gate is
closed, I don't want to give you the impression that
absolutely nothing is escaping. Quite the contrary.
What isn't escaping isheavy tanks. What isn't escaping isartillery pieces. What isn't escaping is that sort
of thing.
"That doesn't mean that civilian vehicles aren't escaping. That doesn't mean that innocent civilians
aren't escaping. That doesn't mean that unarmed
Iraqis aren't escaping. And that's not the gate I'm
talking about. I'm talking about the gate that has
closed on the war machine that is out there...
"The timing for the beginning of the ground campaign, we made military analyses of when that ground
campaign should be conducted. I gave my recommendation to the secretary of defense and General
Colin Powell. They passed that recommendation on
to the president, and the president acted upon that
recommendation.
"Why, do you think we did it at the wrong timer'
(Lagt)

General, we were told today that an A-10 returning
from a mission discoveredand destroyed 16 Scuds. Isthat
a fact, and where were they located?
"Most of those Scuds were located in western Iraq.
I would tell you that we went into this with some intelligence estimates that I think I have since come to
believe were either grossly inaccurate, orour pilots are
lying through their teeth, and I choose to think the
tormer rather than the latter, particularly since many
of the pilots have backed up what they've been saying
by film and that sort of thing.
I'm wondering f your recommendation and analysis
"But we went in with a very, very low number of
were accepted without change.
these mobile erector launchers that we thought the
"Em very thankful for the fact that the president of
enemy had. However, at one point we had a report
United States has allowed the United States milit
he
...
tell.
I
would
many.
as
that they may have had 10 times
tary and the coalition military to fight this war exactyou though, that last night the pilots had a very, very
ly as it should have been fought. And the president
successful afternoon and night as far as the mobile
in every case has taken our guidance and our recomerector launchers, most of them in western Iraq were
mendations to heart and has acted superbly as the
reportedly used against Israel."
commander in chief of the United States.
General, you've said many tames in the past that you
"Thank you very much."
do not lk body counts. You've also told us tonight that
enemy casualies were very, very large. I'm wondering
Congratuladations, general.
"Thank you."
with the coalition forces already burying the dead on the
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To understand the events leading up to, encompassing and still to come from the Gulf War, a
foundation of knowledge gained from reading is essential. But to focus this reading only on the
United States' and Iraq's roles in the recent war would be the same as pretending the end of the
Cold War affects only the Soviet Union and the United States. We need to understand the entire
Middle East-its history, culture, religious and political influences, present leaders and past wars--to
glimpse the Middle East's perception of its and our place in the "new world order." The following
bibliography presents the latest editions of those books that have proved their worth in these areas.
Within the different categories, you should be able to create your own reading agenda. If, however,
you could read only one of the books listed below, an excellent choice would be A History of the Arab
Peoples by Albert Hourani.
No list isdefinitive. You will not find, for instance, anything on the specific weax)ns of war, chemical and biological warfare or the use of the environment for purposes of war-topics that will doubtless be more fully addressed in future books. Nor will you find the spate of newly published Gulf War
hooks that are appearing almost daily. These and other books projected in the near ftiture appear
in a separate bibliography. Only time will tell which of these new boks are valuable.-Ediur
History and Culture of the Middle East
A Cmncise Histors ,of the Middle East, 4th revised
edition, by Arthur Goldschmidt Jr. 465 pages. Westview Press, Boulder, CO. 1991. S50.C\doth'ound.
524.95 paperback.
The Crsades Through Arab Eyves by Amin Maalouf. 312 pages. Schocken Boo ks, Inc., New York
1989. $12.95.
The History of Egypt, 3d edition, by P.J. Vatikiotis.
i60 pages. Johnrs Hopkins Universimt Press, Baltimore, MD. 1986. $16.95.

A History of Israel, Volume II: From the Aftermath

of the Yom Kippur War by Howard M. Sachar. 336

paces. Oxford Universitv Press, Inc.. New York.
1988. $9.95 paperback,

.A Hisun of the Arab Peoples by Albert Hourani.
576 pages. Harvard University Press. Cambridge,
MA. 1991. $24.95.
The Middle East: A History, 4th edition, by
Sydney N. Fisher and William L. Ochsenwald. SK)
pages. McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., New York.
1989. $32.50.
The Modern History of Iraq by Phebe Marr. 382
pages. Wesrview Press, Boulder. CO. 1991. $16.95.
A Peace to End all Peace: Creating the Modern
Middle East. 1914-1922 by David Fromkin. 024
pages. Henry Holt & Go., New York. 1989. $39.95.
pages.

Religious and Political Influences
The Arab-Israeli Dilemma, 3d edition, by Fred J.
Khouri. 640 pages. Syracuse University Press, SXra-
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cuse, NY. 1985. 529.05 clothb''ound. 517.95 paperback.
The Arab Predicamnnt: Arab Pobtzcral Thntfit and
Practce Since 1067 by Fouad Alarm. '50 paces.
Cambridee Universin Press. New York. 102.
i 12.95 paperback.
Ararat: In the Eves of the Beher b Lanet Wallach
nd John Wallach. 465 pages. Ciarol Publishing
Group, New York. 190. 521.05.
wt', and r&hPersiwn
.Arrm at Oil: t.S. Milita
uif by Thomats L. McNaui_,her. ..-.x p~ice,.

Brooking, Institution, \VaLshinton. DX.

The

1985.

510.95.

txFst b%
Uk'
A.ss d of Syria: The Nma-' fiir theia14"
I atrick Scale. 552 pie>. Lnlverh t , lhtornia

Pres, Berkeley, C.A. 1000. 514.01).
Aiaturk A BiQraph ,! Mi sitaw Krnu,. Father oJ
Modern Thrk.v by Lord Kinros,. 15 paues. William
Morrow & Co., Inc., New York. 1064 (out o fprint).
The Birth of the Palestinian Rct,,ec Problrn.
1Q47-1949 by

lonnv N orri'. 410' p,1c.

-mibride

University Press, New York. 1988. 539.50.
Comflts and Ccntrokictimiv l.raeI. the .Arabs and
the West Bank bv iern Ben'enir. 221 pages.

Shapolskv Publications, Inc.. New York. 1089.
59.95 paperback.
I'crlw
( ',ntemf5)rar\ Islamic .\hIineoneas 17 fit,
srecute by Ira M. Lapidus. 76 pages. .niversimt ot
Califionia Institute of Interntional Studie,, Rvrke-

Icy, CA. 1983. $6.50 paperback.
Covering Islam: Houw the Media and the Experts
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Determine How We See the Rest of the World by Edward W, Said. 186 pages. Pantheon Books, New
York. 1981. $8.95.
East Bank/West Bank by Arthur R. Day. 196 pages.
Council on Foreign Relations Press, New York.
1986. $17.50 clothbound. $8.95 paperback.
From Beirut to Jerusalem by Thomas Friedman.
525 pages. Doubleday & Co., Inc., New York. 1990.
$12.95.
House of Saud: The Rise and Rule of the Most Powerful Dynasty in the Arab World by David Holden and
Richard John. 569 pages. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., New York. 1982 (out of print),
Ideals and Realities of Islam by Seyyed H. Nasr. 188
pages. Unwin Hyman, Inc., Winchester, MA. 1983.
$14.95 paperback.
In the Name of God: The Khomeini Decade
1979-1989 by Robin Wright. 288 pages. Simon &
Schuster, Inc., New York. 1989. $19.95.
Iraqi Power and United States Security in the Middle
East by Stephen C. Pelletiere, Douglas V. Johnson II
and LeifR. Rosenberger. 95 pages. Strategic Studies
Institute, US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks,
PA. (Available from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office [GPO], Washington, DC.) 1990. $3.25 paperback.
Islam and Colonialism: The Doctrine of Jihad in
Modem History by Rudolph Peters. 245 pages. Mouton de Gruyter, Hawthorne, NY. 1984. $40.75
clothbound. $21.95 paperback.
Islam and Modernity: Transformationof an intellectual Traditionby Fazlur Rahman. 184 pages. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL 1984. $10.95 paperback.
Islam: The Straight Path by John Esposito. 251
pages. Oxford University Press, Inc., New York.
1990. $19.95.
Israel and the World After 40 Years by Aaron S.
Klieman. 256 pages. Pergamon-Brassey's (US), Inc.,
McLean, VA. 1989. $24.95.
The Israel-ArabReader: A Documentary History of
the Middle East Conflict, revised edition. Edited by
Walter Laqueur and Barry Rubin. 688 pages. Penguin
Books, Inc., New York. 1984. $10.95 paperback.
Israel: The Embattled Aly by Nadav Safran. 633
pages. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA.
1978. $33.00 clothbound. $14.50 paperback.
The Mantle of the Prophet: Relgion and Politics in
Iran by Roy P Mottahedeh. 416 pages. Pantheon
Books, New York. 1986. $11.95 paperback.
The Middle East: Ten Years After Camp David.
Edited by William B. Quandt. 450 pages. The
Brookings Institution, Washington, DC. 1988.
$36.95 clothbound. $16.95 paperback.
Orientalismby Edward W Said. 368 pages. Ran-
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dom House, Inc., New York. 1979. $10.95.
The PLO Under Arfart: Beteen Gun and Olive
Branch by Shaul Mishal. 224 pages. Yale University
Press, New Haven, CT. 1986. $25.00.
The Political Language of Islam by Bernard Lewis.
168 pages. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL.
1988. $19.95.
Rape of Kuwut: The True Story of Iraqi Atrocides
Against a Civilian Population by Jean P. Sasson. 154
pages. Knightsbridge Publishing Co., Inc., Beverly
Hills, CA. 1991. $4.95 paperback.
Recognizing Islam: Religion and Society in the Modem Word by Micheal Gilsenan. 288 pages. Pantheon
Books, New York. 1983. $7.96.
Republic of Fear: The Politics of Modem Iraq by Samir al-Khalil. 300 pages. University of California
Press, Berkeley, CA. 1989. $25.00.
Revolutionary Iran: ChaLenges and Response in the
Middle East by R. K. Ramazani. 352 pages. Johns
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD. 1988.
$12.95 paperback.
Roots of Revlution: An Interpretive History ofModem Iran by Nikki R. Keddie and Yann Richard. 316
pages. Yale University Press, New Haven, CT. 1981.
$37.50 clothbound. $12.95 paperback.
- Sacred Rage: The Wrath of Militant Islam by Robin
Wright. 336 pages. Simon & Schuster, Inc., New
York. 1986. $8.95 paperback.
Saddam Hussein: A Political Biography by Efraim
Karsh. 309 pages. Free Press, New York. 1991. $22.95.
Saudi Arabia: The Ceaseless Quest for Security, revised edition, by Navad Safran. 592 pages. Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, MA. 1988. $27.00.
Tribes with Flags: A DangerousPassage Through the
Chaos of the Middle East by Charles Glass. 510 pages.
Atlantic Monthly Press, New York. 1990. $18.95.
The United States andSaudi Arabia: Ambivalent Allies by David E. Long. 145 pages. Westview Press,
Boulder, CO. 1985. $46.00.
U.S. Strateg~icInterestintheGufRegion. 223pages.
US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA. 1986
(out of print).

Middle East Wars and Warriors
The Arab-Israeli Wars: War and Peace in the Middle
East by Chaim Hergoz. 403 pages. Random House,
Inc., New York. 1982. $15.00.
The Crossing of the Suez by Saad El Shazly. 333
pages. American Mideast Research, San Francisco,
CA. 1980. $10.00 paperback.
Elusive Victory: The Arab-IsraeliWars. 1947-1974
by Trevor N. Dupuy. 696 pages. Hero Books, Fairfax,
VA. 1984. $28.60.
The Heightsof Courage: A Tank Leader's War on the
Golan by Avigdor Kahalani. 198 pages. Greenwood
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Press, Inc., Westport, CT. 1984. $37.95.
The Iran-IraqWar and Western Security, 1984-87:
Strategic Implications and Policy-Options by Anthony
H. Cordesman. 185 pages. Jane's Publishing Co.,
Ltd., London. 1987. $28.00.
The Iran-IraqWar: Impact and Implications by
Efraim Karsh. 303 pages. St. Martin' Press, Inc.,
New York. 1989 (out of print).
The Israeli Army, 1948-1973 by Edward N. Luttwak and Daniel Harowitz. 408 pages. University
Press of America, Lanham, MD. 1984. $41.25
clothbound. $20.50 paperback.
Key to the Sinai: The Battles for Abu Agela in the
1956 and 1967Arab-IsraeliWars by George W,Gawrych. 147 pages. US Army Command and General
Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS. (Available
from Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC.) 1990. $8.00.
Lawrence of Arabia: The Authoized Biography of T
E. Lawrence byJeremy Wilson. 1,200pages. MacMillan P,,blishing Co., Inc., New York. 1990. $35.00.
Lessons Learned The Iran-raqWar by Stephen C.

Pelletiere and Douglas V. Johnson II. 119 pages.
Strategic Studies Institute, US Army War College,
Carlisle Barracks, PA. (Available from Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC.) 1991.
$4.00.
The Lessons of Modem War by Anthony H.
Cordesman and Abraham R. Wagner. Westview
Press, Boulder, CO. 1990: Volume 1, Arab-Israeli
Conflicts, 1973-1989 (300 pagesi$47.50); Volume 2,
The Iran-Iraq War (647 pages/$54.95).
On the Banks of the Suez: An Israeli General's Personal Account of the Yom Kippur War by Avraham
Adan. 496 pages. Presidio Press, Novato, CA. 1980.
$16.95.
A Portraitof the Israeli Soldier by Reuven Gal. 290
p0ages. Greenwood Press, Inc., Westport, CT. 1986.
$40.95.
The Seven Pillarsof Wisdom by T E.Lawrence. 672
pages. Dorsett Press, New York. 1989. $29.95.
Sunrise at Abadm: The British and Soviet Invasion of
Iran, 1941 by Richard A. Stewart. 303 pages. Greenwood Press, Inc., Westport, CT 1988. $42.95.

This bibiograhy incudes many of the Middle East
and Gulf War books reently published and those scheduled for pubcAtion by the end of 1991. It does not mclude 1991 books forwhich complete informationwas not
yet available. Watch for future reviews of these and relatedbooks m Military Review and in otherjournalsand
newspapers.-Editor

The Culture, History and Ideology in the Formationof
Ba'thtst Iraq, 1968-1989 by Amatzia Baram. 220
pages. St. Martin's Press, Inc., New York. 1991.
$31.15.
Desert Mirage: The True Story of the Gulf War by
Martin Yant. 210 pages. Prometheus Books, Buffalo,
NY. 1991. $19.95.
Desert Shield and Desert Storm: A Chronology and
Troop List for the 1990-1991 PersianGulf Crisis by Joseph P Englehardt. 82 pages. Strategic Studies Insitute, US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA.
Desert Shield Fact Book by Frank Chadwick. 64
pages. Game Designer's Workshop, Bloomington,
IL. (Distributed by Berkley Publishing Group, New
York.) 1991. $10.00.
Desert Shield: The Build-up, the Complete Story by
Roberi E Dor-. 128 pages. Motorbooks Internationail, Osceola, WI. 1991. $12.95.
Desert Storm by the editors of Military History. 176
pages. Howell Press, Charlottesville, VA. 1991.
$19.95.
Desert Storm: The War in the Persian Gulf by the
editors of Tmne Magazne. 232 pages. Time-Life
Books, Alexandria, VA. (Distributed by Little,
Brown & Co., Boston, MA.) 1991. $19.45.
DesertStorm: The WeponsofWar by Eliot Brenner

Arab Nationalism, Oil and the Political Economy of
Dependency by Abbas Alnasraivi. 232 pages. Greenwood Press, Inc., Westport, CT. 1991. $45.00.
Arabia, the Guf, and the West by J. B. Kelly. 544
pages. Basic Books, New York. 1991. $14.95 paperback.
AdasoftheGulf: APresseLibreProjectbyPhilippe
Lemarchand. 270 pages. Westview Press, Boulder,
CO. 1991. $14.95.
CNN War in the Gulf: From the Invasion of Kuwait
to the Day of Victory and Beyond by Thomas B. Allen,
F Clifton Berry and Norman Polmar. 240 pages.
Turner Publishing, lnc.,Atlanta, GA. 1991. $19.95.
A Conise History ofthe Arab-Israeli Conflict by Ian
J.Bickerton and Carla Klauner. 368 pages. Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1990. $19.95.
The Commanders by Bob Woodward. 398 pages.
Simon & Schuster, Inc., New York. 1991. $24.95.
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and William Harwood. 96 pages. Orion Books, New
York. 1991. $9.00.
Desert Victory: The War for Kuwait by Norman
Friedman. 440 pages. Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, MD. 1991. $24.95 clothbound. $18.95 paperback.
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